ABOUT THE COVER
On the front cover, please note the new West End House Camp logo at the top. We
introduced this in June and you will be seeing it more and more! This was developed in
collaboration with marketing consultant Daria Perreault, Board Member and marketing
professional Scott Eagerman, and the WEHC Board's Marketing Committee, with input
from the WEHC Directors. The logo reflects the fact that we are timeless- like the camp
itself which spans the decades; strong- like our spirit which will never die; and unifiedlike the bond between campers, counselors, and generations.
Speaking of timeless, the top photo on the front cover is of Executive Director Bill
Margolin and his wife Bryna Leeder. Bill is celebrating his 60th year since he began as a
camper. See more about Bill on the Dedication page! The bottom photo on the front
cover displays the 2 High Senior Captains of the Blue Odyssey and the White Samurai
after leading their teams during Song Night. Left to right: Nick Silva, Matt Kern,
Dezmond Mitchell, and Josh Wolf. Read within about this year’s memorable Color War!
The top picture on the inside of the front cover shows this year’s World Cup champion:
Team Spain. Bottom row left to right: Toussaint Nyamweya, Ryder Beaulac, Julian
Badger, Andrew Nguyen, and Jamin Northcross. Top row left to right: Coach Josh
Kornbleuth, Captain Josh Wolf, and Jayden Small. The middle picture reveals the new
tradition of the victorious team signing a panel of the huge crab soccer ball! The bottom
picture is of one of our many intercamp teams. This stellar group of young soccer players
includes, front row left to right: Anson Nguyen, Brady Bloch, Cameron Bloch, Matty
Vogel, and Hunter Beaulac; second row left to right: Zach Andelman, Max Andelman,
Jack Burkhead, Spencer Hertz, Ryder Beaulac, and Spencer Parco; top row are coaches
Aidan Connelly and Juan Ruiz.
The inside of the back cover has three pictures taken during our famous Desert War. The
top picture is of Blue (Tsunami) coaches Joe Connelly, Sean Karass, Griffin Yas, and
Ryan Karp, whose team prevailed after the seesaw climactic Capture the Flag game! The
middle picture shows eager White (Avalanche) team members strategizing during the
morning Color Rush competition. The bottom picture is of Tsunami campers during the
afternoon relay/tug events. Desert War Rock will be blue until next year!
The back cover displays 3 of the capital improvements that were made for the 2018
season. The top depicts the new Health Center and part of the new outdoor courts. The
middle picture shows our beautiful waterfront which added new facing on the beams of
the docks. The bottom picture has West End House Camp’s green monster on the side of
cabin 1B which complements the Citgo sign above it, both ready for wiffle ball action!
As you can see, WEHC looks better and better each year!
Special credit goes out to the outstanding photographers who took these and thousands of
pictures this summer! Thank you Ryan O’Connell, Juan Ruiz, Josh Daigle, Ryan
Wilensky, Ramie Lepler, Jeff Bernstein, and many others!

DEDICATION
BILL MARGOLIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Celebrating 60 Years of His Involvement and Excellence at
West End House Camp
Bill Margolin’s lifelong commitment to West End House Camp has made it what it
is today. Bill began in 1958 as a self-labeled “non-descript” camper whose major
claim to fame was winning two consecutive Color War spelling bees. We recently
learned by looking at the second Spirit Yearbook that in 1959 he was also awarded
his Intermediate swimming certification! He quickly became one of the most
capable, responsible, effective, and personable members of the staff in the 1960’s.
He was also the editor of the Spirit Yearbook for many of those years!
Because of his talents, work ethic, and intelligence, he was given increasing
responsibilities in the 1970’s as Program Director, and then the Executive Director
of both West End House Camp and the West End House Camp Boys & Girls Club.
After many years of having this dual role, he returned to having the camp as his
primary focus in the early 1990’s, with thousands of campers and hundreds of staff
as the major beneficiaries.
No one is more connected with the multiple generations of West Enders than Bill.
He is the glue that has kept the organization together. He has a unique strength of
being able to build and maintain relationships with everybody. He makes each
person feel special, whether he is a 7 year old camper, a 95 year old “Old Timer,”
or all of us in between. Everyone loves Bill. He is a living legend!
It is fitting that in this 110th Anniversary year of the West End House Camp that it
is also Bill’s 60th year of involvement and leadership. The West End House Camp
is a unique and special place, largely due to the wisdom, hard work, and dedication
of Bill. Therefore, we are eternally grateful to him. It is with our deepest affection
that we dedicate the year’s Spirit to him!
We look forward to many more years of Bill’s continued involvement at West End
House Camp! Thank you! Thank you!! Thank you!!!

In Memoriam
During the past year West End House Camp lost three members who made an everlasting
mark on our organization.
Ben Brenner and his brothers Sidney, Sol, and George) were all active in the West End
House as youngsters. When George died at a young age, Ben involved a group of his friends to
form the George Brenner Associates, a group club that remains active to this day. A Korean War
veteran, Ben was a true blue West Ender and took a deep interest in supporting other group clubs
within the West End House, most notably the rival Hawks. One of Ben’s closest friends was
fellow Brenner Club member Leonard Nimoy. Through the efforts of Ben Brenner, the George
Brenner Association, and other individuals, two funds (the Adelle and Ben Brenner Camp
Scholarship Fund and the Adelle and Ben Brenner College Scholarship Fund were established.
Ben was very proud when his son, Gary, attended camp in the early 1970’s. In Ben’s free time
(he was a financial advisor by profession) he loved to take part in plays and musicals. He was a
loyal supporter of our organization and someone who continually kept tabs on his friends. Ben
was 89 at the time of his death last January.
Bobby Gordon came from a West End House family. His parents, George and Lottie
Gordon, were both actively involved in West End House affairs (Lottie was secretary to Jack
Burnes for many years). His brothers, David, Peter and Ricky spent many summers at the camp
as campers and staff. Bobby was a noted and greatly respected basketball and baseball coach,
teacher and guidance counselor at Case High School in Swansea, MA who played a defining role
in WEH Camp’s history. He first came to the camp in 1959 as a Senior Counselor and spent
most of the next 11 summers playing important roles in the operations of our facility. As the first
coordinator for the Senior Division he established solid programming and varied activities. He
also introduced many events, including Watermelon League. He ended his tenure at camp in
1970 as Program Director but always remained loyal to the cause. In his honor the renovated
former Auxiliary Cabin (G-1) was dedicated in 2010 as Bobby’s Cabin. In more recent years he
was extremely active in the formation of the West End House Girls Camp. In tribute to these
efforts the basketball court at the Girls Camp was dedicated in his honor in 2016. Bobby
remained on the Board of Directors of the Girls Camp until his death in September 2018.
At 96 years of age Ruth Aisner was one of the last of the members from the early years of
our existence and a unique link to the past, her father, Dave Freeman, dated his affiliation with
the West End House virtually to our very beginnings; her brother, Lennie, son, Bobby, and
daughter, Helen, followed in Dave’s footsteps. Ruth very much believed in the youth of today
and established and maintained a college scholarship fund in memory of her father and brother to
assist needy students. In 2015 Ruth visited camp with Helen, and was so very delighted to see
the campers enjoying the benefits of our great facility. Just this last spring (2018) she came with
Bobby to the Camp office and was given a tour through the newly renovated Boys and Girls
Club. This was a far cry from the building where she and her husband, Julius, had volunteered to
lead tours 47 years earlier (October 3, 1971) for some of the 600 people who attended the formal
dedication ceremonies of the Allston facility. Active and involved to the end, she passed away
October 24, 2018.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The great success of the 2018 camp season was due in large part to the often behind the
scenes contributions of time, resources, and personal involvement of the following individuals:
·Dr. Jeffrey Kublin, for his efforts on our behalf as President of WEH Camp.
·Past Presidents Henry Barr, Marty Jacobs and Michael Berger for their continued
assistance and wise counsel.
·Members of the Board of Directors, who oversee the operation and whose committees
meet regularly to ensure that WEH Camp is the very best it can possibly be. Board members are
listed elsewhere in the Spirit, and each has been tremendous in his or her support of the Camp.
·Aaron Leppo (Full Line Graphics) – thank you for your patience and generosity in
arranging for the printing of the 2018 Spirit! What a classy publication!
·Tony Goroshko for loading and transporting campers’ luggage in his truck on the last
day of camp.
·Nina Dinunzio of St. Elizabeth’s Medical Center in Brighton for arranging for the
donation of medical supplies.
·Mark Dutra and the fine folks at Franciscan Hospital for Children in Brighton – we
thank you for the use of your parking lot for bus departures and arrivals. It is an ideal meeting
space!
·Sincere gratitude to the staff at the West End House Boys & Girls Club, especially
Andrea Howard, Kristin Rhuda, Mark DaCruz, and Jenny Nute.
· Rick Kandler for the donation each summer of hand sanitizers and other health-related
products, as well as his generous contribution of prizes for the Camp Breakfast raffle.
·Kevin Lopez and Jimmy Lepler for meeting the returning buses at Franciscan Hospital
and making sure that campers and luggage are always accounted for.
·Bob Kessin for his generous donation towards the purchase of staff shirts.
·Piers Dooley and Bill Mills from Boston College for their assistance in arranging the
Annual Breakfast.
·Sue Ng for picking up at Logan Airport and housing overnight on many occasions these
past many years’ campers arriving from China.
-The Boston College Neighborhood Fund and the Rockland Trust/Peoples Federal
Savings Bank Charitable Foundation for their assistance in providing scholarship funds.
Sponsorship
We sincerely thank the following whose sponsorships have helped to offset the cost of the Camp
Breakfast for the past few years. If you are interested in sponsoring a future Breakfast, please
contact Steve Lepler or Bill Margolin.
2015 - Kiwanis Club of Allston Brighton
2016 - Mark Kaplan (in memory of his brother, Eddie Kaplan)
2017 - David Andelman (in honor of his parents, Eddie and Judy Andelman)
2018 - Sandra and Robert Marcus and Robert Marcus Real Estate Company, Inc.
(in honor of Bill Margolin)

MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR - BILL MARGOLIN
One thing that is true of each camping season is that the weeks fly by. 2018 was no exception. Over
200 boys attended for differing periods of time. They were offered varied and exciting programs,
outstanding facilities, and a staff that cared for them. The weather was great for camping activities
and, as always, was perfect on Visiting Day.
Although the Camp operates ten weeks each summer (one week for staff training, eight weeks for
campers, and one week for the Alumni), the task of directing it involves a full 52 weeks each year.
Camp Director Steve Lepler puts all of his energy into ensuring that each season is the best it
possibly can be. His spirit, dedication, energy, creativity, concern, and organizational skills are
unmatched, and the success of these tireless efforts can be seen on the happy faces of the campers
each day and at the end of the season. His fervent determination to make certain that West End
House Camp remains the very best among all camps is evident. Thank you, Steve, for all you have
done and will continue to do!
Ryan Wilensky has been a tremendous asset to the camp since becoming Director of Operations in
October 2007. His dedication and work are in the true “Spirit of the House,” and he plays an
extremely important and positive role in the management of the camp and in the lives of the
youngsters we serve. Also, thank you, Ryan, for coordinating the efforts to publish the Spirit each
year – often a very frustrating experience!
Josh Daigle’s fourth year as Assistant Director of Operations was a great success. Josh has been a
most important addition to our program. His presence, especially during the evening hours, is truly
appreciated. We look forward to his return, along with Brianne, Harper, and Nora.
Special thanks to Danny Walsh for his efforts both on and off the waterfront! In his calm, unruffled
manner he got the job done and was willing to help wherever and whenever needed. Congratulations
to Danny and Emma on the birth of their daughter, Logan.
We were delighted that Allan Jacobs was able to be with us for the whole summer. His expertise at
teaching juggling, swimming, and canoeing, his willingness to assist in any way possible, and his
warm, compassionate and enthusiastic personality endears him to all of us.
Under the expert care of Property Managers, John Fredette and Steve Chamberlain, our facility
remains in excellent shape. They are amazing and very talented people who are key players in the
operation of WEH Camp. We are so very fortunate to have them.
Thanks to our three cooks - Jose, Derek, and Mike – for supplying us with great meals and always
cooperating for any special events or situations.
Ramie Lepler, as always, was ready and willing to lend a helping hand, especially when it came to
driving the boat or taking pictures. Thanks, Ramie, for all that you do for us. Congratulations to
Steve and Ramie on the birth of their granddaughter, Bennett Olivia (daughter of Evan and Caleigh
Lepler).
To my wife, Bryna – I couldn’t do it without you. Thank you for being there for the WEH Camp.
Finally, I want to express my gratitude to Jeff Kublin, President of West End House Camp and to
all the members of the Board of Directors for their support. They are a unique and talented group of
people whose unselfish efforts keep West End House Camp one of the top facilities of its type in the
country.
Check out our fantastic website (www.westendhousecamp.org) and tell your friends about us. We
continue to attract many new campers through word of mouth. In the meantime, stay well, study
hard, and take care. Please do not hesitate to contact us (617- 783-2267) if we can assist in any way.

MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR – STEVE LEPLER
The West End House Camp 2018 season has been over for nearly 3 months as I sit down on a
crisp mid-November day to write this message. I used to write this on the weekend when campers
departed, but now I wait to gain some perspective. It really was a terrific summer at West End House
Camp! Highlights included a large and excellent staff- just about all former campers; 81 rookie campers;
38 eight weekers; 24 campers stayed longer than they were originally scheduled (more than ever- this
says something!); 16 people joined our Five Year Club, 2 staff members were inducted into the Ten Year
Club; campers and staff were from CA, CT, FL, LA, MA, MD, ME, NC, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI, TX, VT,
China, Russia, and Germany; our World Cup was fantastic! Congratulations Spain who eked out a victory
over Russia; Desert War between Blue (Tsunami) and White (Avalanche) was spirited and exciting.
Traditional camp colors were used in honor of our 110th anniversary. Tsunami won it in a thrilling last
round of Capture the Flag!; Color War was terrific and came down to the last song to determine if there
was going to be a new member of the 600 Club! Yes! White Samurai over Blue Odyssey; and there was
frequent use of the new and beautiful outdoor courts!
Our 2018 staff exceeded our already high expectations! Our themes for the staff during training
were to identify, utilize, and refine the many skills gained by being a member of the West End House
Camp staff. Also, who do we consider to be great leaders and how do we emulate them. This set the tone
for our counselors enhancing their leadership and overall skills and creating a positive and supportive
setting.
Speaking of leadership, we are fortunate to have a veteran group that loves West End House
Camp and will do whatever is needed to make sure that the campers feel the same way. Ryan Wilensky,
our Director of Operations, continues to be a major contributor to our success. Ryan does a great job
while still finding time for his family (wife Rachel, and kids Whitney, Wesley, and Wade). Ryan
accomplishes so much and cares deeply about the past, present, and future of West End House Camp.
Bill Margolin, our Executive Director, celebrated his 60th year since he started as a camper in
1958. He is still amazing in how he helps the camp in so many ways. West End House Camp would not
be what it is today without Bill’s efforts and commitment over the past 6 decades. Thank you, Bill! Also,
thanks go out to his super helpful and tireless wife, Bryna!
Josh Daigle, Assistant Director of Operations was again an extremely valuable member of our
leadership team. He makes sure that the evenings and nights go smoothly for campers, staff, and the camp
in general. Josh also deserves kudos for posting thousands of pictures on bunk1 this summer! Josh’s wife
Brianne and their daughters Harper and Nora make West End House Camp a better place to be!
We had two main leaders at our waterfront this summer. Danny Walsh again led a safe,
educational, and fun waterfront program during the first half of the summer. When Danny needed to leave
to prepare for the birth of his daughter (welcome Logan- congratulations Danny and Emma!), Allan
Jacobs stepped up to seamlessly become the Waterfront Director. Allan also spruced up the waterfront
with some new additions and new ideas. Allan and his all-around talents, energetic personality, and
passion for working with kids was a major asset for the entire summer! We look forward to his return in
2019!
Thanks also go out to long time camper and counselor Steve Dushan, who made his triumphant
return for the first time since the ‘70s to help us during the latter third of the summer. Steve fit in
extremely well on day 1 and was ready, willing, and eager to do anything that was needed!
I am also very grateful to have such a supportive, patient, and helpful wife, Ramie, who
volunteers her afternoons to assist the camp! Who hasn’t gone waterskiing with Ramie!
Let’s celebrate 2018 and look forward to the upcoming 2019 season. We truly hope that you are
with us again for a longer period of time. Thanks in advance for helping us spread the word to people in
your circles. You are our best ambassadors; we need your help! Tell people to enjoy our website
www.westendhousecamp.org and to contact me. Thanks for being part of the WEHC family!

Steve Lepler
MESSAGE FROM THE OPERATIONS DIRECTOR – RYAN WILENSKY
Another great year in the books at camp. This year I was a bit nervous going in as we lost a great group of
veteran senior counselors from the year before, but as always at West End, people stepped up their games with some
terrific, hardworking talented young staff.
I will remember this year for introducing some great new activities. We used the new adjustable
backboards to create a 4 on 4 basketball tournament for seniors called “March Madness.” With the help of some
talented CITs we did Escape Rooms in 4 of our buildings, which was a terrific rainy day activity and even our
Gottliebers came up with a night activity, Battle Royale, based on the hit video game “FortNite.” But, selfishly, I
will always remember this summer for my kids having a great time and the receptive nature of the campers/staff of
having them around. Truly “teary eyed” moments for me included when my boys defeated me in wrestling during
Gladiators, when my 3 kids entered during Song Night practice as the 7 th, 8th, and 9th coaches for the Blue Odyssey
to a raucous ovation. Finally, during Fun Town day, when my kids named their band “The Pandas” and the staff
acted like they were the Beatles. Great memories for my family that will never be forgotten.
As always several people to thank. I have to start with Rachel. This is not an easy transition every year for
our family, but she knows how much this means to me and the boys, so we make it work. And thanks for training
the Fitness Staff. Wesley in 5A in 2022 with Abe Barr and Cole Wilk is what most motivates me to constantly
improve the camp’s programming.
Thanks to Bill for being Bill. Still plugging along, starting a new great intercamp chess tournament.
Thanks to Steve, for letting me do my thing. Sometimes I truly have wacky ideas. Thanks to Josh for being such a
presence in the evening and working with him to get more pictures on Bunk1. Thanks to John and Steve for keeping
camp looking great. Thanks especially for Steve for completing a long time dream of mine, to have a green monster
in left field of the wiffleball field. Thanks to Allan Jacobs who was one of the true MVPs of the summer, filling in
for Danny Walsh when he went home for his baby girl Logan. Allan is an incredibly hard working and talented guy.
He’s the summer time grandfather for all 5 little kids that run around camp.
The Women of West End truly are the unsung heroes. They never look for recognition, but their hard work
and recognition of the importance of this place can’t be overlooked.
As for the staff, I have to start with Houston Barenholtz. Ever since he was a camper, I knew he was a
special kid and would be a highly successful counselor/adult. Houston is so intelligent, hardworking and kind that
he sets an incredible example for the rest of the staff. He does not complain about needing a break and my biggest
complaint about him all summer was “Houston, let someone else do it.” Hope to have him back next year.
Camp is only as good as the staff and this group of Senior Counselors stepped up into new roles. Thanks to
Sam Eggert for being the elder statesman and I believe the last remaining person on staff that precedes my time here.
Sam has an incredible sense of ethics and makes the other staff and campers “do what’s right.” Thanks to Drew
Seifer, for having incredible energy the last half of the summer, when sometimes people fall into a lull. Thanks to
Andrew Mastrangelo for being the hype man on most activities, leading the fitness program and doing a great job on
all the major activities. Thanks to Tim Chu, the unsung hero on the staff and in my opinion the best bunk counselor
in camp. I hope my children get someone like Tim in the future. He is like a father to his campers. Thanks to
Kevin Wu for a great return this summer and being so responsible. Thanks to Kyle Gagne for being the next great
member of the Faria/Connelly crew. Kyle is hysterical and was a truly great new addition. Thanks to Juan for being
our soccer guru and for taking all those pictures this summer, a large percentage of the good ones were the ones he
took. Thanks to Sean Karass for running leagues and showing incredible selflessness. Thanks to Victor for being
another elder statesman and for doing a great job coaching intercamp. Finally, thanks to Matt Connelly and Jack
Meaney for volunteering the last couple weeks. As the former head coach of White Ignition, Matt always shows
great drive to get things done. Thanks to RayWu for being such a terrific veteran coach, ref, etc. Glad he got to
coach CW. Thanks to Keller for being probably the hardest working counselor. He literally runs to activities and is
a talented lifeguard/counselor. Finally, thanks to Jordan Leppo. My actual favorite moment of the summer was
when he asked if he could come for the last 4 weeks. I desperately needed a veteran to help with Color War and
Jordan is so methodical with his preparation and attention to details. Hope we have him again in 2019.
So, that’s it. 110 in the books. See you for West End 111, this place is truly heaven.
--Ryan Wilensky

MESSAGE FROM THE ASSISTANT OPERATIONS DIRECTOR – JOSH DAIGLE

What a success West End House Camp’s 110th summer was! Presently, the snow is
falling hard outside my window as I sit by the fire on the third snow day of the school year. I
long for warmer days at camp, taking campers tubing on beautiful Long Pond, and playing disc
golf during rest period. But mostly I can’t wait to walk around camp at sunset, listening to the
sounds of laughter in the cabins, and lifelong friendships being formed.
Thank you to everyone who played a role in making 2018 a success on Long Pond.
Congratulations to my good friend Bill Margolin, who celebrated his 60th summer at WEHC. I
met Bill in 2001 at a camp fair in Auburn, Maine. I was just a little kid looking for a great
summer camp experience. Who would have thought that 17 years later we would be entering our
fifth year working together? His sense of humor, high spirits, and endless wisdom help make
West End a place so many consider their second home. Thank you to Steve, Ryan, Allan, and
Danny. I can’t imagine West End without you guys. Your dedication, passion, and friendship
keep me going all summer. I am fortunate to work a dream job with such amazing people by my
side. I also want to say a special thank you to all of the counselors. Our 2018 group proved that a
young staff can still create a memorable summer camp experience with commitment and hard
work.
I’m looking forward to seeing you all back in Parsonsfield this summer! I can’t wait for
another season of Daigle TV, a reignited rivalry during the House Game vs. Camp Robin Hood,
a comeback season for my Watermelon team, and maybe even some milk and cake...with
frosting?
Josh Daigle

WEST END HOUSE CAMP CORPORATION
Members of the West End House Camp Corporation are people who have all had a long affiliation
with the West End House organization and who volunteer extraordinary time and efforts throughout the
year for the benefit of the West End House Camp. The Officers and Directors as of January 1, 2019 are:
President: Dr. Jeffrey Kublin
Vice President: Robert Goober
Vice President: James Stoller
Vice President: Stuart Snyder
Treasurer: Geoff Dancey
Clerk: Martha Day
Immediate Past President: Michael Berger
Past President: Martin Jacobs
Past President: Henry Barr

Brett Barenholtz
Adam Barr
Henry Barr
Michael Berger
Dr. Matthew Bloch
Sidney Boorstein
Geoff Dancey

DIRECTORS
Steve Dancey
Dr. Evan Hack
Martha Day
Martin Jacobs
Scott Eagerman
Dr. Jeffrey Kublin
William Faria
Aaron Leppo
Robert Goober
John Parker
Michael Gordon
Lee Rappaport
Paul Gordon
Robert Ryter

Jeff Seifer
Stuart Snyder
James Stoller
Bill Swiecicki
Josh Swiecicki
Jared Wilk
John Zinman

MICHAEL W. CATALDO, SR. AWARD
Mike Cataldo had been affiliated with the West End House since childhood. He served as President of
the WEH Alumni Association, the WEH Boys & Girls Club, and the WEH Camp, and was Co-Chairman
of the Camp Committee for many, many years. He was a most dedicated and tireless worker for the
organization, and we all felt a profound loss when he passed away in 1999. In memory of this outstanding
individual, an award is presented annually to a person whose efforts, commitment, and service to the
West End House Camp are in keeping with the tradition and character so exemplified by Michael W.
Cataldo, Sr.
Recipients have been:
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Billy Swiecicki
Henry L. Barr
Bert Wynn
Marty Jacobs
Elmer “Bud” Runyon
Hy Escott
Steve Curley
Bryna Leeder
Jim Stoller
Laurie Kaplan

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Sid Boorstein
Brett Barenholtz
Michael Berger
Aaron Leppo
Ramie Lepler
Kenny Klapman
Carolyn and Michael Eggert
Johnny Parker
Robert Ryter
Bob Goober

WEHC ELITE EIGHT
We are pleased to recognize the following campers who made the wise decision to spend the full
8 weeks at WEHC this past summer. By virtue of their commitment, skills, and continuity, they
were the primary leaders in their age groups and in the camp in general. They did an outstanding
job of guiding camp to one of its best years ever. They received special privileges, recognition,
and responsibilities throughout the season. We hope you become a member of the Elite 8 during
the summer of 2019.

Josh Wolf
Nick Silva
Nasir Simon
Andrew Babb
Gio Tammick
Christian Martinez
Dezmond Mitchell
Corey Perkins
Bailey Belony
Alex Babb
Riley Bloch
Jonah Bloch
Ben Grabie
Liam Grabie
Michael Colon
Ryan Torres
Harry Rubin
Eli Avergun
Matt Goroshko
Hunter Beaulac
Brady Bloch
Matty Vogel
Max Andelman
Zach Andelman
Spencer Hertz
Spencer Parco
Lee Perryman

2018 MID-SEASON AWARDS
At the end of the first 2 weeks and at the end of the first 4
weeks campers are honored for their achievements. Members
of the Senior Staff chose the following campers from many
excellent nominees:
Junior Rookie (1st 2 weeks): Jack Burkhead
Junior Rookie (1st 4 weeks): Ace Eagerman
Outstanding Junior (1st 4 weeks): Reese Connors
Intermediate Rookie (1st 2 weeks): Marcelo Angel
Intermediate Rookie (1st 4 weeks): Jacob McLoughlin
Outstanding Intermediate (1st 4 weeks): Malcolm Metellus
Senior Rookie (1st 2 weeks): Namon Casey
Senior Rookie (1st 4 weeks): Abid Islam
Outstanding Senior (1st 4 weeks): Dakota Leconte

Leeon Perryman
Ryder Beaulac
Toussaint Nyamweya
Josh Mawanda
Nico Torres
Zack Wynn
Carter Lee
Jon Lee
Josh Wotton
Cameron Bloch

JUNIOR DIVISION AWARDS - WEST END HOUSE CAMP

Directors' Award
Jon Lee

MVP
Matty Vogel

Rookie of the Year
Nathan Riesenburger

Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Max Andelman

Outstanding Sportsman
Cooper Fitzpatrick

Jacob M. Burnes Camper of the Year
Ross Israel

Unsung Hero
Ori Kohl
INTERMEDIATE DIVISION AWARDS

Directors' Award
Michael Colon

MVP
Liam Grabie

Rookie of the Year
Ben Collier

Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Riley Bloch

Outstanding Sportsman
Ben Grabie

Bill Margolin Camper of the Year
Cole Betza

Unsung Hero
Ben Goldberg
SENIOR DIVISION AWARDS

Staff Award
Nick Silva
Alex Babb
Mohaned Aljundi
Directors' Award
Nasir Simon
Rookie of the Year
Abid Islam
Walter Thom Outstanding Sportsman
Dezmond Mitchell

Unsung Hero
Eli Champoux
MVP
Matt Kern
Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Christian Martinez
Louis I. Kane Leadership Award
Josh Wolf
James J. Storrow Camper of the Year
Andrew Babb

WATERMELON LEAGUE
There was a buzz around Watermelon League this year from opening day to the playoffs at the
end of the season! WEHC’s unique brand of softball, with all campers and staff playing 2 inning
games, produced many memorable moments for all. The teams are led by our Senior Counselors,
an honor they look forward to for years as they move up the ladder. However, campers play the
most important positions and are almost always the determining players to success. Watermelon
League gives campers of different ages the opportunity to have fun together towards a common
goal. The staff members enjoy playing and showing their skill and leadership! Another great
tradition is that all relatives are placed on the same team.
The Watermelon standings after the 7 game regular season were as follows:
Mastrangelo
Chu/Gagne
Seifer/Ruiz
Barenholtz
Daigle/Wu
Karass
Keller
Eggert/Leppo

7-0
6-1
3-4
3-4
3-4
3-4
3-4
1-6

After Color War, there was an 8-team playoff consisting of sequential 1-inning games. As can be
seen in the standings, there were a couple of elite teams and a logjam in the middle. In years past,
we have had playoffs that led to “worst to first” outcomes. This year, however, the seedings held
true to form, with the finals pitting the 2 top teams from the regular season. It was the
Mastrangelos trying to keep an undefeated season and the Chu/Gagnes trying to prove that their
loss to the Mastrangelos on July 22nd was a fluke. In a very close and exciting final game, the
Chu/Gagnes, bolstered by the bonus arrivals of relatives Jack Meaney and Matt Connelly,
prevailed by a slim 7-6 margin. Both teams showed great spirit and sportsmanship! All members
of the Chu/Gagne team celebrated and savored their watermelon on the last night of camp. The
Mastrangelos felt pride in their undefeated regular season, a rare and special accomplishment to
savor as well!
Join us to be part of the fun in 2019! Watermelon League is always special!

Intercamp Sports Report
By: Ryan Wilensky
Record wise, this wasn’t our best intercamp season with a below .500 record for the first time in many
years. There was the last second loss in the House Game, that nobody wants to talk about and a tough 4
point loss in the semis of the 15U Robin Hood tournament. Kevin Works played great in the House
game with 21 points. But, let’s not dwell on the negatives. We hosted the first annual Bill Margolin
Chess Classic here in the Dining Hall. 5 camps attended and Ross Israel lost in the finals of the 12U
tournament. Speaking of Bill, we came in 2nd place again in the Spelling Bee tournament. Not sure how
we did on the 73 and under Scary Story team this year. Other memorable moments
11 – Under Soccer tournament @ RH – Matty Vogel scored all 8 goals that WEHC scored on their way
to a finals appearance. Robin Hood had an absurdly good team though.
11 – Under Basketball – Against Robin Hood, we won easily on our new outdoor court. Luke Meixel
was terrific for West End.
13 – Under Basketball – lost in the Semi-finals with a solid team of Luke Meixel, Liam Grabie, Jackson
Magee and Ryan Torres.
13 – Under Flag Football – Played extremely hard at Robin Hood and made the finals. After getting
down big in the 2nd half, they had a chance to win at the end, but came up short. Ryan Torres, Michael
Colon, and Harry Rubin played well.
12 – Under Dodgeball – Probably the most fun tournament of the summer. We rolled through the
tournament winning 3 games in a row, but lost a tough final match to the home team Wigwam Red.
16 – Under 2 on 2 hoops – We own this tournament like Team USA Basketball owns the Olympics. I
believe each of the 4 years, we have done it, it has been WEHC v. WEHC in the finals. This year the
team of Devin Usal + Andrew Burton beat Griffin Yas + Brandon Buckman in the finals. This should be
called the West End invitational at this point.
Thanks again to all of the coaches for their planning, preparation and enthusiasm. Coaching intercamp is
an extra responsibility with a huge time commitment. Special thanks go out to the 15-Under Basketball
coaches, Ben Kaplan and Josh Kornbleuth, who ran practices on most days the first half of the summer.
Next year we should have a loaded 15U hoop team with Corey “CP” Perkins, Michael Sudkin, Luke
Meixel, Ryan Torres, Brandon Goldberg, Lucas Maley, Benett Maley, Carl Headges, Jaidin Russell, etc.

Intercamp Sports Results
Date
6/29
6/29
6/29
6/29
6/29
6/30
6/30
6/30
7/3
7/3
7/3
7/3
7/3
7/3
7/3
7/12
7/13
7/18
7/18
7/18
7/18
7/26
7/27
7/27
7/27
7/27
7/27
7/27
7/30
7/30
8/2
8/5

Game

W, L, T WEHC

Opponent

11 - Under Soccer Tournament @ RH
Lost
0
4 RH A
11 - Under Soccer Tournament @ RH
Won
1
1 IA (2-1 PKs)
11 - Under Soccer Tournament @ RH
Won
3
2 RH B
11 - Under Soccer Tournament @ RH
Won
4
2 Tecumseh
11 - Under Soccer Tournament @ RH (finals)
Lost
0
6 RH A
11 - Under Basketball
Won
35
22 RH
13 - Under Basketball
Lost
41
50 RH
15-Under Hoop (HOUSE GAME)
Lost
44
45 RH
13-Under Hoop Tournament @ RH
Lost
30
17 RH
13-Under Hoop Tournament @ RH
Lost
27
17 IA
13-Under Hoop Tourney @ RH (Semis)
Lost
43
7 IA
15-Under Hoop Tourney @ RH
Won
0
0 IA - dq
15-Under Hoop Tourney @ RH
Lost
32
33 Win
15-Under Hoop Tourney @ RH
Won
25
20 Tec
15-Under Hoop Tourney @ RH (Semis)
Lost
21
25 IA
nd
Spelling Bee Team
2 place in 15U
12 + 15 Under Archery
6th and 10th place
13-Under Flag Football Tourney @ RH
Lost
12
20 RH
13-Under Flag Football Tourney @ RH
Won
26
20 IA
13-Under Football Tourney@ RH (Semis)
Won
22
18 IA
13-Under Football Tourney@ RH (Finals)
Lost
20
28 RH
nd
12 + 15 Under Chess tournament @WEHC
2 place Ross Israel
12- Under Dodgeball Tourney @Wigwam
Won
---Winona
12- Under Dodgeball Tourney @Wigwam
Won
---Laurel South
12- Under Dodgeball Tourney @Wigwam
Won
---Walden
12- Under Dodgeball Tourney @Wigwam
Lost
---Owatonna
12- Under Dodgeball Tourney @Wigwam
Won
---Wig. White
12- Under Dodgeball Tourney @Wigwam
Lost
---Wig. Red
15 - Under Baseball
Lost
2
14 Bridgton
13-Under Hoop
Won
71
42 Bridgton
16 under 2 on 2 Tourney @ Wigwam Won with Usal + Burton
15 – Under Basketball (HOOD GAME)
Lost
33
38 RH

Final Intercamp Record: 13 Wins, 15 Losses, 0 Tied

SPELLING BEE
On Thursday, July 12, West End House Camp competed in the 15th Annual Maine Summer
Camps Spelling Bee in Portland. A total of about ten different camps participated, with some of
them fielding 2-3 teams in each age division. WEH Camp was represented in the 12-and-under
division by veteran Ryder Beaulac, joined by Jack Goldberg, Josh Mawanda, Toussaint
Nyamweya and Matt Goroshko. They performed well but our team was on the younger side and
the stronger teams prevailed.
The Senior Group (13-15-year-olds) consisted of veteran, Chris Victorin, who was joined by
Eli Champoux, Matt Kern, and Ethan Brodeur. After what was a long play-off period, our Senior
Spellers emerged in Second Place for the second year in a row. The afternoon was capped off by
the annual trip to Dairy Queen, where Bill Margolin indulged in his customary blizzard ice
cream.
Thanks to Victor Svedloff for helping to chaperone the event and to Bryna Leeder for driving
the van. We are looking for spellers for next year in both age groups and look forward to
competing again in Portland, Maine next July.
Congratulations and thanks to all the participants for their efforts. They were great
representatives of West End House Camp.
CHESS TOURNAMENT
The First Annual Maine Summer Camps Chess Tournament was held at West End House
Camp on Thursday, July 26, 2018. The following camps participated: Camp Netop, Camp
Wigwam, Camp Agawam, Maine Teen Camp, and West End House Camp. Five teams in all
competed in two age divisions (12 and Under) and (15 and Under) with two players from each
camp in each division. The all-day event was sponsored by Bangor Savings Bank and was held
in our Dining Hall.
West End House participants performed well with Lee Perryman and Ross Israel (who made it
to the finals) playing for the Junior Division. Ben Shocket and Lucas Maley represented the
Senior Division. Trophies were presented to first place winners, India Yeoh from Maine Teen
Camp in the Senior Division and to Sebby Brown from Camp Agawam in the Junior Division.
Deepest gratitude to Ryan Wilensky, Allan Jacobs, Ben Keller, Steve Lepler and Ori Kohl for
their help that day. Special thanks to Ron Hall, from Maine Summer Camps, for publicizing this
event and to Karl Block from Camp Netop and David Hauge from Camp Agawam for their
invaluable help during the tourney.
The Second Annual Chess Tournament will be held on July 25, 2019 at West End House
Camp. Trophies will be presented to the winners and to the runners-up in each division. Please
see Bill Margolin if you are interested in competing.

Junior + Senior League Report
By Sam Eggert
This year I was granted the privilege of being Junior and Senior League Commissioner. My main
goal for Leagues this year was to enhance the competitive nature that makes West End so special, and I
think the coaches and campers followed suit in making this one of the most exciting leagues seasons ever.
The theme for the first session of Junior Leagues was Red Sox minor league affiliates. The teams
were the Lowell Spinners coached by Jack Zinman, the Pawtucket Red Sox coached by Griffin Yas, the
Portland Sea Dogs coached by Tristan Goroshko, and the league champion Greenville Drive coached by
Jonathan Kraus. This session had a lot of great competition, especially with strong performances by
veterans Hunter Beaulac of the Sea Dogs and Matty Vogel of the Greenville Drive.
The second session’s theme was fonts. This session may have been the strongest for competition
since each team was so talented, whether it be the 10-1 champion Glockenspiels coached by Griffin Yas
or the Wingdings coached by Jonathan Kraus who were especially strong in soccer. Key performances
this session came from all over the place, as Reese Connors and Will Cawlfield proved dominant in most
sports. It was enjoyable to ref games this session as each game was filled with intensity and a strong
desire to win from each team. I would also like to recognize the strong efforts of Ben Most and Adam
Talbot, both of these guys were great teammates and always had an infectiously positive attitude day in
and day out.
The final theme for the juniors was dog breeds. The final session always stands out, as it is very
impactful in preparation for Color War which increased the magnitude of each game. The Bloodhounds,
who were coached by Jonathan Kraus ran away with the league title as the trio of Matty Vogel, Nathan
Riesenburger, and Brady Bloch proved to be overwhelming especially in soccer and basketball. I would
also like to give a shout out to Jacob Dancey, Zack Wynn, and Ross Israel for putting in phenomenal
efforts regardless of the situation. These kids all have a great competitive drive and are an integral part of
what makes leagues so special.
I would like to thank the Junior League coaches Jonathan Kraus, Griffin Yas, Jack Zinman and
Tristan Goroshko. All of you were important parts of making Junior League a success, and I cannot thank
you guys enough for the efforts you put in throughout the summer.
For the Senior League, the first theme was Taco Bell menu items. The Doritos Locos Tacos
captured the first league title, led by Nick Silva, Carl Headges, and Namon Casey. This team was all
around dynamic and showed strong chemistry thanks to the leadership of their captains Nick Silva and
Christian Martinez.
In the second session the theme was scallywags, and this session was a little different from the
rest as 4B was promoted to the senior league. The Tom Foolery’s won the title this session led by captains
Dezmond Mitchell and Josh Wolf. This team was very fun to watch as the captains collaborated well and
were able to delegate important roles to each of their players. The team they beat was the Jive Turkey’s
led by Nasir Simon and Nick Silva. The Jive Turkey’s were a very positive team with a bunch of great
sportsmen like Matty Burger and Jonah Bloch.
The final sessions league theme was legendary hip hop producers, and it was the RZA’s who
captured the final league championship with strong performances by captains Christian Martinez and
Matt Kern. Mike Sudkin and Corey Perkins were also instrumental in the RZA’s success. I would also
like to give a shout out to the Metro Boomin’s who were among the best league volleyball teams I have
ever seen thanks to Nasir Simon, Andrew Babb, Josh Wolf, Ryan Torres, and Adam Almeghalawy.
I would like to finish this league report by thanking all of the referees for their hard work and
cooperation throughout the summer. I would also like to thank Intermediate Commissioner Sean Karass
for his hard work this summer and Assistant Commissioner Joe Connelly for his availability whenever
Sean or I were away. Lastly, I would like to thank Bill, Ryan, Josh and Steve for their help this summer as
they are the true magic behind the mayhem.

Intermediate League Commissioner Report
By Sean Karass
The 2018 Intermediate League went as smoothly as ever. The league saw many
competitive games as well as great displays of athleticism and sportsmanship across the board. I
would first like to thank all of the land staff for refereeing every day with unparalleled amounts
of energy and enthusiasm. Refereeing can be a thankless job, but it is because of the staff that the
Intermediate League went as well as it did this year. Sam Eggert deserves a special thank you for
doing a great job as both Junior and Senior League Commissioner and being so easy to work
with. I would also like to thank Josh Wolf, Nick Silva, Christian Martinez, and Gio Tammick,
for their excellent jobs as coaches. These 15-year-old campers displayed great leadership and
patience while coaching, and did a wonderful job with their teams. Lastly, I would like to thank
all of the 12 and 13-year-old campers who participated in the league for playing hard while also
showing outstanding sportsmanship over the course of the summer.
The first session featured teams named after different types of coffee. We had the
Espressos, Macchiatos, Cappuccinos, and the Lattés. The Espressos, led by Luke Meixel, proved
to be the most dominant team, winning all but two games and eventually being crowned the
league champion. Liam Grabie, Ben Grabie, and Shumbu Emmable also deserve special
recognition for their displays of athletic prowess throughout the first session.
At the end of the first two weeks, we sadly lose many campers and must move on to
new talent, giving the eight and four week campers revenge at those who won the previous two
weeks. The league theme for session two was Yankee Candle scents. The team names were the
Fluffy Towels, the Blueberry Bromance, the Fruit Fusions, and the Bahama Breeze. The top two
teams of the session were the Fruit Fusions, led by Luke Meixel, Spencer Hertz, and Jaden Segal.
The Fluffy Towels were led by Jacob McLoughlin, Harry Rubin, and Brady Bloch. These two
teams met on the softball field for the championship game, where the Fruit Fusions edged out the
Fluffy Towels by just 3 runs. Other great players from the second session included Ferris Way,
Matty Vogel, Ross Israel, and Owen Stubblebine.
The final league session theme was some of the American Flag Football League team
names. The Teams included the Code Reds, the Primetimes, the Money Team, and the
Roadrunners. Behind the leadership of Harry Rubin, Liam Grabie, and head coach Christian
Martinez, the Money Team beat the Primetimes in the final championship game of the summer.
The Primetimes put up a great fight, especially players Riley Bloch and Michael Colon. It should
also be noted that the O’Connell brothers, Patrick and Preston, also did a tremendous job this
league session. Once again, I would like to thank all referees, coaches, and players who made
leagues so great this year. Additionally, I would like to thank Ryan Wilensky for always making
sure the games were going smoothly. It was a pleasure to be a commissioner for this group, and
without Ryan, this job would have been much more difficult. I wish the best of luck to all of
these campers next season, whether they are the leaders of the Intermediates or incoming
Seniors. I enjoyed working with all of them and hope they come back to make 2019 just as
special!

Junior Leagues 1st Session
League Theme: Red Sox Minor League Affiliates
Greenville Drive
Pawtucket Red Sox
Lowell Spinners
Coach: Jonathan
Coach: Griffin Yas
Coach: Jack Zinman
Kraus
Benjamin Ngo
Lee Perryman
Anson Nguyen
Cameron Bloch
Leeon Perryman
Jack Goldberg
Carter Lee
Juan Merlo
Louis Lasu
Jon Lee
Christian Peralta
Jamin Northcross
Josh Mawanda
Max Andelman
Matty Vogel
Nor-Gul Mohamed
Derek Walsh
Rafael Lentz
Spencer Parco
Toussaint Nyamweya
Zach Andelman
Ryder Beaulac
Zach Wynn
Junior Leagues 2nd Session
League Theme: Fonts
Glockenspiels
Wingdings 
Clarendons
Coach: Griffin Yas Coach: Jonathan
Coach: Jack Zinman
Ben Most
Kraus
AJ Valentine
David DeOliveira
Zack Wynn
Carter Lee
Hayes Mestayer
Cole Fontecchio
Derek Walsh
Drew Boucher
Henry Elliot
Jean Builes
Jacob Kirwan
Jacob Dancey
Jesse Shughnessy
Jonny Camargo
Josh Mawanda
Jon Lee
Joplin Murphy
Lee Perryman
Nathan DeOliveira
Leeon Perryman
Louis Lasu
Oliver Murphy
Matt Cawlfield
Nico Torres
Oscar Hu
MJ
Rafael Lentz
Brayden Carroll
Reese Connors

Portland Sea Dogs
Coach:Tristan Goroshko
Ace Eagerman
Brady Bloch
Hunter Beaulac
Jack Burkhead
Jesse Shaughnessy
Nicholas Ngo
Nico Torres

Helveticas
Coach: Tristan Goroshko
Ace Eagerman
Adam Talbot
Cameron Bloch
Diego Rodriguez
Jack Goldberg
Jimmy Santos
Michael Goldstein
Nikoles Joseph
Ryder Beaulac
Will Cawlfield

Junior Leagues 3rd Session
League Theme: Dog Breeds
Bloodhounds
Greyhounds
Coach: Kraus
Coach: Griffin Yas
Roster:
Zack Wynn
Alex Qian
Spencer Hertz
Aston Lee
Oscar Hu
Brady Bloch
Max Andelman
Colin O’Connor
Josh Mawanda
Matty Vogel
Jon Lee
Cole Hubbard
Jayden Rivera
Zach Andelman
Nico Torres
Nathan Riesenburger Cole Fontecchio
Nikoles Joseph
AJ Valentine
Anson Nguyen

Chihuauas
Coach: Jack Zinman
Christian O’Connor
Leeon Perryman
Cooper Fitzpatrick
David “Moose” Riley
Jimmy Santos
Jacob Dancey
Messiah Bowen
Mason Felker
Ryder Beaulac
Spencer Parco
Joplin Murphy

Rottweilers
Coach: Tristan G
Carter Lee
Cameron Bloch
Hunter Beaulac
Diego Rodriguez
Josiah Bowen
Lee Perryman
Ori Kohl
Ross Israel
Toussaint Nwamweya
Oliver Murphy

Intermediate League Teams Session 1
Coach

Cappuccinos

Lattés

Espressos

Macchiatos

Will Burger

Luke Lentine

B. Karp

N. Oppenheim

Zyaire Abney

Jonah Bloch

Mateo Correia

Coleman Ballweg

Marcelo Angel

MIchael Colon

Shumbu Emmable

Tarlee Casey

Eli Avergun

Dom Delgado

Luke Meixel

Kenneth Edwards

Julian Badger

Owen Dunker

Andrew Nguyen

Matt Goroshko

Riley Bloch

Jackson Magee

Joseph Roopan

Ben Grabie

Prince Depina

Jaden Segal

Darrean Thompson Liam Grabie

Sam Ribeiro

Connor Stookey

Kai Watkins

Harry Rubin

Miguel Sanchez

Angel Vega

Ferris Way

Billy Tan

Eddie Stein

Nikita Zakhvatov

Josh Wotton

Jakobe Watson

Intermediate League Teams Session 2
Coach

Fruit Fusions

Fluffy Towels

Bahama Breezes

Blue Bromances

Josh Wolf

Nick Silva

C. Martinez

Gio Tammick

Zyaire Abney

Faiz Ahmed

Ali Alhamdany

Zach Andelman

Max Andelman

Brady Bloch

Qasim Aljorani

Hunter Beaulac

Askar Azeez

Michael Camargo

Eli Avergun

Bailey Belony

Zach Connors

Owen Dunker

Max Gomez

Omar Benmrad

Spencer Hertz

Finn Lothridge

Ross Israel

Mateo Correia

Luke Meixel

Jacob McLoughlin

J. Melanson

Matt Goroshko

Pr. O'Connell

Victor Rodriguez

Mal. Mettelus

Ori Kohl

Noe Ponce

Danny Santos

S. Parco

Patrick O'Connell

Jaden Segal

Eddie Stein

A. Silberstein

O. Stubbelbine

Aidan Slobodian

Harry Rubin

Ferris Way

Matty Vogel

Ronan Widland

D.Thompson

N. Zakhvatov

Josh Wotton

Intermediate League Teams Session 3
Coach

RoadRunners

Code Reds

Primetimes

Money Teams

Gio Tammick

Nick Silva

Josh Wolf

Christian Martinez

Omar Benmrad

Antonio Agard

Riley Bloch

Bryan DaCosta

Cole Betza

Jonah Bloch

Eli Avergun

Liam Grabie

N. Candray

Chris Claudio

Ben Collier

Matt Goroshko

C. Edwards

Prince Depina

Michael Colon

Koko Lin

K. Fitzpatrick

Brady Fitzpatrick

Desmond Gao

Preston O'Connell

Maximo Gomez

Griffin Guzman

Ben Goldberg

Victor Rodriguez

Ben Grabie

Armaan Ishaq

James Kagoda

Harry Rubin

Isaiah Kruse

Jack Levine

Patrick O'Connell

Danny Santos

T. O'Connor

Dom Delgado

Tymon Cui

Josh Wotten

S. Emmable

Julian Badger

Andrew Nguyen

Gael Berthelly

Senior League 1st Session
League Theme: Taco Bell Menu Items
Doritos Locos Tacos
Captain: Nick Silva
Captain:C. Martinez
Bailey Belony
Carl Headges
Daniel Wu
Namon Casey

N. Chicken Chalupas
Captain: Gio Tammick
Captain: Kevin Works
Henry Claytor
Jonathan Rada
Mardochee Mexil
Adam A.
Ryan Torres

Kit Kat Chocoladillas
Captain: Dez Mitchell
Captain: Nasir Simon
Alex Babb
Antonio Torres
Corey Perkins
Marllon Santos
Sincere Northcross
Ben Shocket

Crunchwrap Supremes

Captain: Josh Wolf
Abid Islam
Jaidin Russell
Christian Claytor
Dakota Leconte
Jayden Small
Matt Connolly

Senior League 2nd Session
League Theme: Scallywags
Tom Foolerys
Captain:Dez. Mitchell
Captain: Josh Wolf
Andrew Babb
Eli Champoux
Jaidin Russell
Jonathan Rada
Liam Ross
Mardochee Mexil
Michael Colon
Ryan Torres

Jive Turkeys
Captain: Nick Silva
Captain: Nasir Simon
Corey Perkins
Dakota Leconte
Jacob Pellenz
Jonah Bloch
Liam Grabie
Luke Moriarty
Matty Burger
Maximo Gomez
Benett Maley

Shenanigans
Captain: Matt Kern
Captain: Gio Tammick
Shumbu Emmable
Riley Bloch
Jared Stubblebine
J.J. Alexander
Diego Gatti
Chris Victorin
Brandon Goldberg
Ben Grabie

Malarkys
Captain: C. Martinez
Captain: Kevin Works
Abid Islam
Ben Shocket
Alex Babb
Dom Delgado
Ethan Brodeur
Jayden Small
Marlon Metellus
Lucas Maley

Senior League 3rd Session
League Theme: Legendary Producers
RZAs
Captain: C. Martinez
Captain: Matt Kern
Chris Victorin
Corey Perkins
Ethan Grayson
Christian Claytor
Mike Sudkin
Tristan Placide

Funkmaster Flexs
C: Nick Silva
C: Gio Tammick
Carl Headges
Brandon Goldberg
Benett Maley
Bailey Belony
Sam Delaney
Alex Babb
Jaidin Russell

DJ Primos
C: Dez.Mitchell
C: Lucas Maley
Ben Shocket
Ethan Brodeur
Gabe DaSilva
Eli Champoux
Sterlin Lee
William Peralta

Metro Boomins
C: Josh Wolf
C: Nasir Simon
Captain: A. Babb
Adam A.
Mohaned Aljundi
Ryan Torres
Sincere Northcross
Zylas Abney
Tristan Lin
Henry Claytor

League MVPs and Outstanding Sportsmen
JUNIOR DIVISION
WEEK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
Hunter Beaulac
Matty Vogel
Will Cawlfield
Reese Connors
Nathan Riesenburger
Brady Bloch
Ross Israel
Jacob Dancey

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN
Max Andelman
Jack Goldberg
AJ Valentine
Adam Talbot
Josiah Bowen
Toussaint Nyamweya
Cooper Fitzpatrick
Zack Wynn

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION
WEEK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
Shumbu Emmable
Julian Badger
Luke Meixel
Harry Rubin
Antonio Agard
Liam Grabie
Riley Bloch
Ben Grabie

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN
Jackson Magee
Michael Colon
Jacob McLoughlin
Ferris Way
Patrick O’Connell
Ben Goldberg
Cole Betza
Brady Fitzpatrick

SENIOR DIVISION
WEEK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
Kevin Works
Nick Silva
Dezmond Mitchell
Josh Wolf
Carl Headges
Mike Sudkin
Nasir Simon
William Peralta

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN
Abid Islam
Andrew Babb
Christian Martinez
Matty Burger
Alex Babb
Zylas Abney
Eli Champoux
Ethan Grayson

WEHC FIVE AND TEN YEAR CLUBS
As we began our second century in the summer of 2009, we were proud to unveil two new plaques that are
prominently displayed in the dining hall. The goal is to recognize and honor campers and staff who have been at
WEHC for five years and for ten years. We hold an induction ceremony on Visiting Day. These committed
individuals have been, and will continue to be, a huge part of our success. They will proudly show their families
now and in the future that they are members of a special and exclusive club. The 2018 inductees are in bold.
Congratulations and thanks to all the West Enders who are listed below.
The Lepler Family Five Year Club Honoring Continuity, Tradition, and Excellence at
West End House Camp in Our Second Century.
There is a new plaque in memory of Morris “Lucky” Boorstein, Eva Boorstein and the Honorable Beverly W.
Boorstein.
Chris Moriarty
Michael Katzen Alex Johnson
Austin Ricker
C.DP
Antonio Agard
A. DeMarco
Sam London
Jordan Cohen
Nate Wright
Eddie Benson
Mohamed Aljundi
Todd Zucker
Jose Noyola
Matt Connelly
Walter Thom
Cole Lepler
Matt Goroshko
Ben Yudysky
Mike Kirsten
Jordan Chabot
T. Goroshko
Liam Rowland
Matt Kern
Ben Olins
Sam McGann
J. Gonzales
Alex Joseph
Mark Karmiy
Vorey Perkins
Danny Bernard
John Almeida
Danny Brack
Ben Kaplan
James Lee
Ben Shocket
Jake Leppo
D. Campozano
Jack Donaldson Ben Keller
Sean Staples
Coleman Ballweg
Ben Liebman
Joey Cohen
Frank Dawson
Calvin Lok
Jordan Sarnie
Kevin Barrera
Neal Zucker
Sam Eggert
Jake Yezerski
Alex Kraus
Andrew Kern
Jonah Bloch
David Voshchin
Jason Feldman
Oudom Seang
Stuart Lustig
Aaron Karasik
Riley Bloch
Matthew Shivers Ian Finn
Matt Weisman
Blake Masse
James Dunlea
Nasir Simon
Josh Singer
Ben Grosser
Raymond Wu
Zach Miller
Spencer Quist
Nick Silva
Jared Klapman
A. Josephson
Evan Vale
Ari Natansohn
I. De La Torre
Michael Sudkin
Joe McKinnon
P. Kong
Luke Stillman
Matt Noah
Josh Daigle
Ryan Torres
Brion Rock
David Lach
Joe Rowland
Alan Qiu
Victor Svedloff
Christopher Chun
Doug Spink
A. LeBlanc
Alex Romantz
Diego Rivera
Almonte Henk
Justin Avergon
Vince Leppo
Max Robert
B. Sanders
Noah Stonehill
New Members
Mike Kirsten
Jack Meaney
Patrick O’Toole Ethan Seidman
Kentony Chau
Sean Karass
Mark Sands
Ben Ryter
Mike Messina
Drew Seifer
Trevor Kelly
Chris Victorin
Ian Solomon
Neil Sharma
Isaac Merson
Sam Shapiro
J. McLaughlin
Gio Tammick
Jeremy Zucker
Corey White
Eric McNeilly
Jacob Sigel
B. Goldberg
Kevin Reyes
Louis Shaevel
A. Mastrangelo Jake Sudkin
Kieran Flood
Luke Moriarty
Zach Leppo
David Wong
Jack Lesser
Zach Zysk
Joey Cohen
James Kagoda
Ben Eggert
Evan Swartz
Joey LeBlanc
Brian Bartlett
Carl Devis
C. Martinez
Eric Lesser
Shin Tsujimura Matt Heim
C. Beberman
Noah Oppenheim
M. Connolly
Jake Ryter
Josh Mazur
Karl Hubbard
Max Brody
Jack Zinman
Dom Delgado
Roque Reyes
Walden Ng
Anthony Shea
Bran. Buckman Griffin Yas
Jarrid McElligott T.t Rochette
Dylan A-Kelly
Brady Buckman George Zabalou
Hunter Beaulac
Jacob Leppo
Gabe Sands
Noah Aspel
Jacob Denning
Isaiah Bedsole
Matty Burger
Jonah Rappaport Zach Borim
Matt Fischer
Austin Dodes
Josh Wolf
Sean Karass
Barrett Wilson
Jordan Leppo
Anthony Folkes Liam Flood
Tim Beinborn
Dutch Senft
Marcus Tingling
Matt Leppo
Cam DeLuca
J.Goldberg
Nick Akerstein
Seva Filatov
Matt Yudysky
Asa Cressey
Keith Denning
Ryan Karp
Antonio Torres
Jacob Sands
Kevin Wu
Mike Goroshko Brandon Karp
Tim Chu
Luke Lentine
M. Mohamud
Sam Wong
Gavin Healy
Andrew Hallion Michael Colon
Harvey Chen
Aidan Driscoll
Vajra Spring
Joey Lydon
Joe Connelly
Zamayne Abney
Will Burger
Alex Hebert
Alex Su
Max Lustig
Aidan Connelly Zack Waxman
Dominic Sands
Michael Oliveri B. McCrory
J. Kornbleuth
Chris Connolly
NEW PLAQUE
Jacob Stetson
Steven Price
Y. Mohamud
Jonathan Kraus Juan Ruiz
Zach Chason
Colman Lydon
Matt Moriarty
Jeremy Freed
Gabe DaSilva
Liam Ross
A.Rappaport
Farid Mawanda Jalan Price
Brendan Flood
Zyaire Abney
Mitchell Lesser
Gabe Leppo
Aaron Promer
H. Barenholtz
Zylas Abney

The Kublin Family Ten Year Club Honoring Continuity, Tradition, and
Excellence at
West End House Camp in Our Second Century
Mike Stawowy
Ryan Wilensky
Brandon Avergon
Mike Jacobs
Rashad Cudjoe
Jason Cohen
Jordan Shapiro
Jesse C-Golden
Andrew DeMarco
Jared Klapman
Todd Zucker
Danny Walsh
Josh Singer

Ben Eggert
Eric Lesser
Roque Reyes
Jake Ryter
Alex Hebert
Matt Shivers
Brion Rock
Neil Sharma
Zach Leppo
Jonah Rappaport
Barrett Wilson
Jarrid McElligott
Michael Katzen

Aaron Rappaport
Zach Chason
Mitchell Lesser
Jeremy Zucker
Joey Cohen
Sam Eggert
Jack Meaney
Ian Finn
Denicio Campozano
Jordan Chabot
Gabe Sands
Matt Connelly
Jack Donaldson

Jack Lesser
Oudom Seang
Luke Stillman
Raymond Wu
NEW MEMBERS
Jordan Leppo
Kevin Wu

Night Activities
by Ryan Wilensky
The “Night Activity Challenge” is an annual event that takes place before the campers arrive. It is
designed for our staff to come up with new, creative night activities each summer. This year it happened
on the Saturday morning before camp started. The challenge has led to 12 great night activities in the last
8 years (Inferno, WestEndo, Murder Mystery, Domination, Walking Dead, Trifecta, Lava, Karasik Park,
Safe Guard, Hot Takes, Pokémon Go, Junior Science Lab). This year, the winning group led by Ben
Kaplan, Tim Chu, RayWu, Joe, Dutch, and Zamayne created March Madness, a 4 on 4 basketball
tournament on the outdoor court (utilizing the adjustable 8 foot rims). We also introduced Escape Room
and ran this huge hit twice. Max Brody, Brandon Karp, Kieran Flood and Ryan Karp helped run these
evening activities. Finally, we had another new night activity this summer, Battle Royale (based on the hit
video game, Fortnite) that was actually run by the campers. Senior teams were in lower camp battling it
out with dodgeballs. This was also a huge hit. Thanks to campers Josh Wolf and Nick Silva for their
persistence, hard work and creativity. This activity worked well with the older campers.
Thanks to all of the staff for running great night activities this summer such as Gold Rush, Gladiators,
and Walking Dead. I would like to thank Houston Barenholtz for organizing the Night Activities and for
making sure they all ran smoothly.

June 24: Watermelon
June 25: Challenge the Staff
June 26: Domination
June 27: Beach Resort
June 28: Escape Room/Jr. Dodgeball
June 29: Safe Guard
June 30: House Game vs. Robin Hood
July 1: Watermelon
July 2: Gold Rush
July 3: Trifecta
July 4: World Cup, T-shirts + Story with Bill
July 5: World Cup
July 6: Walking Dead
July 7: Awards Banquet, League Champ
July 8: Watermelon
July 9: Inferno
July 10: Super Monopoly
July 11: Gladiators
July 12: West Endo/Jr. Science Lab
July 13: Prize or Consequence
July 14: Karass-ik Park
July 15: Watermelon
July 16: March Madness/JuJubee
July 17: Jai Alai
July 18: Pokémon Go - DW is NOW
July 19: Desert War - Capture the Flag
July 20: Murder Mystery
July 21: Awards Banquet, League Champ

July 22: Watermelon
July 23: Challenge the Staff
July 24: Pokémon Go – for real
July 25: Elections
July 26: Domination
July 27: Auction Part 1
July 28: Visiting Day/Auction 2/Escape Room
July 29: Watermelon
July 30: Gold Rush
July 31: Beach Resort
August 1: Rec Hall Fiesta/Movie
August 2: All-Stars Part 1
August 3: All-Stars Part 2
August 4: Battle Royale/Int-Jr. Safe Guard
August 5: Watermelon
August 6: Liar’s Club – Color War Edition
August 7: COLOR WAR is NOW
August 8: Tug of War
August 9: Sr. Apache/Jr. Spelling Bee
August 10: Jr. Apache/Sr. Spelling Bee
August 11: Song Night Practice
August 12: Song Night – END OF CW
August 13: Bunk Activities
August 14: Treasure Hunt
August 15: Name Game/Gottlieb trip
August 16: Funtown Trip to Saco
August 17: Awards Night/Banquet
August 18: Campers Leave

Election Results – Night Activity
by Brandon Karp

The political fate of West End was sealed on July 25th with this summer’s iteration of the annual camp
elections. Many capable candidates spoke in front of the camp to garner the political support of their
fellow campers, while demonstrating great courage and initiative in the process. Thanks to all campers
who dedicated their time to run for office and to Brandon Karp for acting as the Electoral Mediator. This
summer’s elections also represented the return of the historically beloved “panel” to field questions for
the candidates and add an extra comedic element to the night activity. Special thanks go to Josh “MAGA”
Kornbleuth, Seva “Putin” Filatov, and Alex “Stevie Leps” Hallion for being absolutely hilarious and
helping the night activity run smoothly. The 3 political parties vying for majority occupation of the West
End cabinet were the Traditionalist Party (led by Victor Svedloff), the Innovative Party (led by Ang
Mastrangelo) and the Independent Party (led by Drew Seifer). The Independent party ultimately
dominated the elections, taking control of 8 positions. The traditionalist and innovative parties also
secured two positions apiece. In addition, this summer’s election saw the creation of two more jobs to fill
in some of camp’s most pressing needs. Both Dezmond Mitchell (Daigle’s Duuuuude) and Sincere
Northcross (Ryan’s Informant) have already done a tremendous job serving their positions and adding an
extra sense of safety and security to West End in the process. Although past elections have been viewed
through a somewhat trivial lens, this year’s results show that the general population of West End has
come to understand the importance of each and every position. Christian Martinez and Mason Felker
represent perhaps the most impressive leadership tandem this camp has ever seen. Leeon Perryman’s
speed, stamina, and drive to succeed make him the ideal postmaster. Most significant however, is the
qualified and dedicated triumvirate of league assistants including Oscar Hu, Josh “Wonton” Wotton, and
Andrew Babb. Although West End’s new cabinet has plenty of work cut out for them, there is no question
that with a little time, patience, and Dunkin’ Donuts, they are capable of bringing West End into its
Golden Age.
Position
Liaison to the Cook

Jr Mail Postmaster
Sr Mail Postmaster
Daigle’s Duuuuuude
Jr League Assistant
Int League Assistant
Sr League Assistant
Ryan’s Informant
Jr Sargent at Arms
Sr Sargent at Arms
Vice President

President

Duties
Facilitates mediation between the cooks and
the general public on ways to improve the
delivery of our cuisine.
Distribute and coordinates camp mail for the
juniors.
Distribute and coordinates camp mail

Winner
Lee Perryman

Political Party
Independent

Leeon Perryman

Independent

Valentin Kaiser

Innovative

Helps Daigle with his late-night rounds and
miscellaneous chores.
Assists in League scheduling and announcing
Assists in League scheduling and announcing
Assists in League scheduling and announcing
Serves as an undercover informant for Ryan
regarding camp intel
Raises and lowers the flag and saves camp
and provides military expertise
Raises and lowers the flag and saves camp
and provides military expertise
Is available if the President is unable to
execute his duties. Also, serves as a
consultant.
Runs camp from a camper perspective

Dez Mitchell

Independent

Oscar Hu
Josh Wotton
Andrew Babb
Sincere Northcross

Independent
Innovative
Independent
Traditionalist

Brady Bloch

Traditionalist

Nick Silva

Independent

Mason Felker

Independent

C. Martinez

Independent

All-Stars – Bunk challenge
5A
Josiah Bowen
C. Fitzpatrick
C. Hubbard

18
14
12

3A
Christian Edwards
Griffin Guzman
Brady Fitzpatrick
Ben Goldberg
1A
Ryan Torres
Ben Shocket
Jonathan Rada

5B
Jacob Dancey
Ryder Beaulac
Josh Mawanda

2A
32.5 Nik Joseph
21.5 C. O'Connor
17.5 Jimmy Santos

2B
15.5 Spencer Parco
14
Matty Vogel
13
Nathan Riesenburger

25
16
14.5

3B
24
Patrick O'Connell
17
Preston O'Connell
17
N. Candray
16.5 Josh Wotton

4A
25.5 Antonio Agard
15
Harry Rubin
15
Isaiah Kruse
14.5

4B
21
Jack Levine
16.5 Ben Grabie
16
Riley Bloch

24
22
16

1B
28
Corey Perkins
17.5 Tristan Placide
13.5 Valentin Kaiser

GOTTLIEB
28.5 Lucas Maley
19.5 Benett Maley
13
Chris Victorin

G1 + others
28.5 Matt Kern
26
Dezmond Mitchell
14.5 Ethan Brodeur

24.5
21.5
18.5

SUPER DUPER STAR

Jacob Dancey

32.5

Lucas Maley

28.5

Corey Perkins

28.5

Events
Soccer Shootout

Softball Throw

Underwater Swim

Basketball shots

Dash

Football Punt

Wiffleball Homers

Pull Ups

Broad Jump

Frisbee Throw

Spelling Test

Archery

Name Game – Night Activity

1. West End’s Twin Fish: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
2. This junior never loses: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
3. West End’s True Savior: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
4. Unpopped Popcorn: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
5. Avalanche jail has been _____! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
6. February 14th: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
7. He’s not a king, he’s a… _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
8. We’ve struck him!: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
9. Jose’s cheesy breakfast: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
10. When you take a shower, you put this on: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
11. The medal given to a runna-up: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
12. Owie! This beesting really _____. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
13. Staff’s black fossil fuel: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
14. : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
15. He’s got a cause for liking barbecues: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
16. ____ says, jump up and down. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
17. Genuine: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
18. The only legendary mythological eagle on staff: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
19. This kid is from the Holy Land: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
20. Too much water: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
21. Boundaries made by closely growing shrubs: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
22. Helen’s seeing brother: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Final Clue: Grab the “You Win” sign at this location to win the activity!

___

______

__

______

_____ __…

World Cup Report
By: Brandon Buckman & Joe Connelly
With an ambitious group of seniors ready for their last World Cup, World Cup 2018 was bound to be
the best one yet. With a whole new set of coaches and a competitive tension in the air, this World Cup could
have been anyone’s game; however, in the end, it was Spain who was victorious, coached by Junior Counselor
Josh Kornbleuth and headlined by Captain Josh Wolf along with returning players Julian Badger and Ryder
Beaulac.
As our World Cup started, many of the teams seemed strong, creating conversation among the staff.
Ryan Wilensky was a big fan of South Africa from the World Division, coached by Tim Chu and featuring
Carl Headges and Corey Perkins. Similarly, Russia proved to be dominant as former World Cup winners led
by Nasir Simon and Nick Silva.
In the Europe division, Spain came out strong by sweeping the morning, giving them 10 points,
followed shortly by France with 6 points, Ireland with 5, and Greece with 4. The top 2 spots were still up for
grabs. Italy, coached by Kyle Gagne, had a rough time by only scoring 1 point in the morning. The top two
spots in the World division were Russia with 8 points who were coached by Andrew Mastrangelo, and Brazil
with 7 points, coached by Sean Karass. South Africa was close behind with 6 points and USA seemed down
for the count with a total of 2 points
The afternoon turned out to be a crucial component of the day. The powerhouse that was the Brazilian
dynasty went 0-3, tossing away their chances at the championship. Team USA, coached by Drew Seifer, led by
Jaidin Russell and Matty Vogel, fought their way back into playoff contention. South Africa continued to
dominate by winning all games at the waterfront, with Russia winning 2, keeping them 1 point behind.
Meanwhile in the fields, the Europe Division showed signs of distinction between the top teams and the
stragglers. Spain expanded their undefeated streak and asserted superiority over the other teams. A determined
Ireland, coached by Juan Ruiz and led by Gio Tammick, won two of their three games, including their rivalry
game over England, presenting them an easy opportunity to the playoffs. France fell short of expectations,
making it difficult to come back in the evening. Going into the evening it was a lock for Spain as a
semifinalist, while second place was a battle, and in the World Division, it seemed as if it would be Russia vs.
South Africa, however, USA very much could have pulled through in a comeback of the century.
The evening finalized the four semifinal spots. Despite Spain losing two of their three games in the
evening they were still able to retain the number one seed in the Europe division. Ireland was able to extend
their lead as the two seed in the Europe division by going 3-0 in the evening, eliminating France’s hope for the
championship. In the World Division, the two seed, Russia, went undefeated and took the one seed from South
Africa. These four teams moved on to the Bombardment semifinals.
The first semifinal match started with Ireland and Spain in a tight game. Due to the rule that seniors
must catch the dodgeball with only one hand, this was crucial in this game because it eliminated one of
Ireland’s best players, Ryan Torres. Spain was able to pick off one player after the other and was able to
advance to the championship game. In the other semifinal game, it was between Russia and South Africa. The
beginning of the game did not go as planned for South Africa as one of their best player’s, Carl Headges was
eliminated to start it off. Luckily, intermediate Jaden Segal from team South Africa, was able to hit an
incredible half court shot to bring back all of their eliminated players. Even though Segal hit an outstanding
shot, South Africa came up just short, partly due to an outstanding performance by Russia’s Nick Silva.
The final championship matchup between Russia and Spain came down to the wire. The turning point
of the game occurred when Senior Nasir Simon got out. The loss of this key player gave Spain an opportunity
to steal the momentum and ultimately claim the game. Spain finally eliminated any chance of a Russia
comeback after Ryder Beaulac made a clutch catch to eliminate World Cup superstar Nick Silva.
This year’s highly successful World cup ushered in a few West End firsts. The day started as Spain’s
coach, the always-energized Josh Kornbleuth, became the first Junior Counselor to ever coach World Cup. It
ended with him also becoming the first non-senior staffman to hang his flag in the Mess Hall. In addition,
Spain began the tradition of signing an octagon on the crab soccer ball after sealing their victory. Regardless of
the outcome of next year’s World Cup, the members of team Spain will still get the opportunity to enjoy some
delicious tapas and paella.

WORLD CUP Teams
Battle for Random Togetherness

Cold War

South Africa - Tim

China - RayWu

USA - Seifer

Russia - Mastrangelo

Carl Headges (S)
Corey Perkins (S)
Prince Depina (I)
Jaden Segal (I)
Mateo Correia (I)
Carter Lee (J)
Derek Walsh (J)
Jack Goldberg (J)

Jonathan Rada (S)
Bailey Belony (S)
Owen Dunker (I)
Ferris Way (I)
Shumbu Emmable (I)
Spencer Hertz (J)
Benjamin Ngo (J)
Jesse Shaughnessy (J)

Jaidin Russell (S)
Antonio Torres (S)
Zyaire Abney (I)
Eli Avergun (I)
Josh Wotton (I)
D. Thompson (I)
Ace Eagerman (J)
Matty Vogel (J)

Nasir Simon(S)
Nick Silva (S)
Matt Connolly (S)
Henry Claytor (S)
Billy Tan (I)
Kenneth Edwards (I)
Rafael Lentz (J)
Anson Nguyen (J)

Marllon Santos (S) - DL

Battle for Latin America

Battle for the Mediterranean

Brazil - Karass

Mexico - Eggert

Italy - Kyle

Greece - Houston

Namon Casey (S)
Dakota Leconte (S)
Sam Ribeiro (I)
Riley Bloch (I)
Nikita Zakhvatov (I)
Zach Andelman (J)
Nor Gul-Mohamed (J)
Cameron Bloch (J)

Abid Islam (S)
Mardochee Mexil (S)
Harry Rubin (I)
Ben Grabie (I)
Jakobe Watson (I)
Hunter Beaulac (J)
Juan Merlo (J)
Kemra Northcross (J)

Andrew Babb (S)
Dez Mitchell (S)
Miguel Sanchez (I)
Jonah Bloch (I)
Matt Goroshko (I)
Spencer Parco (J)
Max Andelman (J)
Zack Wynn (J)

Sincere Northcross (S)
Adam Almeghalawy (S)
Liam Grabie (I)
Luke Meixel (I)
Eddie Stein (I)
Jon Lee (J)
Nico Torres (J)
Jack Burkhead (J)

Battle of the British Isles

Battle for the Pyranees

England - Keller

Ireland - Juan

France - KWu

Spain - Kornbleuth

C. Martinez (S)
Joseph Roopan (I)
Jackson Magee (I)
Michael Colon (I)
Coleman Ballweg (I)
Lee Perryman (J)
Louis Lasu (J)
Christian Peralta (J)

Gio Tammick (S)

Kevin Works (S)
Ben Shocket (S)
Alex Babb (S)
Christian Claytor (S)
Tarlee Casey (I)
Angel Vega (I)
Leeon Perryman (J)
Joshua Mawanda (J)

Josh Wolf (S)
Jayden Small (S)
Andrew Nguyen (I)
Marcelo Angel (I)
Julian Badger (I)
Ryder Beaulac (J)
Jamin Northcross (J)
T. Nyamweya (J)

Daniel Wu (S)

Ryan Torres (S)
Dom Delgado (I)
Connor Stookey (I)
Kai Watkins (I)
Brady Bloch (J)
Nicholas Ngo (J)

WORLD CUP RESULTS
EUROPE
Morning
Points Afternoon Points
Ireland

L

W

T

England

L

L

W

France

W

W

L

Greece

W

L

L

Italy

L

L

T

Spain

W

W

W

5
3
6
4
1
10

L

W

W

W

L

L

L

W

L

W

L

L

L

L

W

W

W

W

WORLD
1
2
3
4
5
6

Russia
South Africa
China
USA
Brazil
Mexico

7
3
3
4
3
10

Night

Points

W

W

W

L

L

L

W

L

L

W

W

L

L

W

W

L

L

W

10
0
3
6
7
4

EUROPE
24
18
15
12
11
10

1
2
3
4
5
6

Spain
Ireland
Greece
France
Italy
England

24
22
14
12
11
6

WORLD
Morning
Points Afternoon Points
Brazil

W

L

W

USA

L

T

L

Mexico

L

W

L

South Africa

T

W

L

Russia

W

T

W

China

T

L

W

7
2
3
5
8
5

L

L

L

W

W

L

L

L

W

W

W

W

W

L

W

L

W

L

0
7
4
10
6
3

Night

Points

L

L

W

L

W

L

L

W

L

W

L

L

W

W

W

W

L

W

4
3
3
3
10
7

WORLD CUP RESULTS morning
MORNING

TEAMS

SPORT

RESULT

Crab Soccer Brazil 2-0
Kickball
China 6, S. Africa 6
Ultimate
Russia 10-3

MVP
Sam Ribeiro

Brazil
China
Russia

V. USA
V. S. Afr.
V. Mexico

China
Russia
Brazil

V. Mexico Crab Soccer Mexico 5-2
V. USA
Kickball
Russia 7, USA 7
V. S. Africa Ultimate
S. Africa 9-8

Abid Islam

Russia
Brazil
China

V. S. Africa Crab Soccer Russia 5-0
V. Mexico Kickball
Brazil 5-4
V. USA
Ultimate
China 7-3

Rafael Lentz

Spain
Ireland
Greece

V. England Relays
V. France
Volleyball
V. Italy
Handball

Spain 8-2
France 2-1
Greece 29-19

Jayden Small

Shumbu and C. Perk
Rafael Lentz

Simon and Torres
Corey Perkins

Namon Casey
Shumbu

Joshua Mawanda
Liam Grabie

France
V. Greece
Spain
V. Italy
England V. Ireland

Relays
Volleyball
Handball

France 7-3
Spain 2-0
Ireland 33-16

Kevin Works

Ireland
England
Spain

Relays
Volleyball
Handball

Ireland 5, Italy 5
England 2-0
Spain 44-18

Dez and Torres

V. Italy
V. Greece
V. France

Ryder Beaulac
Ryan Torres

Louis Lasu
Julian Badger

WORLD CUP RESULTS - afternoon
TEAMS

SPORT

RESULT

MVP
Nick Silva

Brazil
USA
China

V. Russia
V. Mexico
V. S. Africa

W. Hoops
Regatta
Wiffleball

Russia 7-0
USA 5:37, 41 sec
S. Africa 7-0

Mexico
Brazil
Russia

V. China
V. S. Africa
V. USA

W.Hoops
Regatta
Wiffleball

China 11-3
S. Afr 5:52, 54 sec
USA 7-2

Spencer Hertz

USA
Russia
Brazil

V. S. Africa
V. China
V. Mexico

W.Hoops
Regatta
Wiffleball

S. Africa 2-0
Russia 5:43, 8 sec
Mexico 7-6

Jaden Segal

Spain
Greece
England

V. Ireland
V. Italy
V. France

Crab Soccer
Kickball
Ultimate

Spain 7-3
Greece 6-1
England 6-4

Jayden Small

Greece V. France
England V. Ireland
Spain
V. Italy

Crab Soccer
Kickball
Ultimate

France 6-1
Ireland 7-3
Spain 13-0

Kevin Works

England
Spain
Greece

Crab Soccer
Kickball
Ultimate

Italy 6-1
Spain 6-3
Ireland 12-5

Dezmond

V. Italy
V. France
V. Ireland

Jaidin Russell
Carter Lee

Corey Perkins
Jaidin Russell

Nasir Simon
Harry Rubin

Liam Grabie
Michael Colon

Brady Bloch
Julian Badger

Marcelo Angel
Dom Delgado

WORLD CUP RESULTS night
TEAMS
USA
Mexico
Brazil

S. Africa
Russia
China

SPORT
Relays
Volleyball
Handball

RESULT
South Africa 6-4
Russia 2-1
China 42-34

MVP
Corey Perkins
Nasir Simon
Spencer Hertz

V.
V.
V.

China
USA
S. Africa

V.
V.
V.

Russia
Brazil
Mexico

Relays
Volleyball
Handball

Russia 6-4
USA 2-1
Mexico 32-25

Nick Silva
Matty Vogel
Harry Rubin

Brazil
China
USA

V.
V.
V.

Mexico
S. Africa
Russia

Relays
Volleyball
Handball

Brazil 8-2
China 2-0
Russia 29-28

Riley Bloch
Spencer Hertz
Nick Silva

Ireland
France
Spain

V.
V.
V.

Italy
England
Greece

Water Hoops
Regatta
Wiffleball

Ireland 8-3
Fra. 6:03.69, 73 secs
Greece 4-3

Dom Delgado
Kevin Works
Luke Meixel

Greece
Ireland
Italy

V.
V.
V.

England
Spain
France

Water Hoops
Regatta
Wiffleball

Greece 7-3
Ire 5:53, 19 secs
Italy 4-3

C. Martinez
Gio Tammick
Jonah Bloch

Spain
Greece
Ireland

V.
V.
V.

France
Italy
England

Water Hoops
Regatta
Wiffleball

Spain 10-2
Italy 7:45, by 5 secs
Ireland 5-3

Josh Wolf
Jonah Bloch
Connor Stookey

World Cup Semi-finals Bombardment
WORLD:
EUROPE:

Russia defeated South Africa
Spain defeated Ireland

MVP: Nick Silva
MVP: Josh Wolf

World Cup Finals Bombardment
FINALS:

Spain defeated Russia

MVP: Ryder Beaulac

GOLDEN BALL (MVP of World Cup): Ryder Beaulac

Desert War
By Houston Barenholtz
On Wednesday, July 18th, Desert War began with the pretense of Pokemon Go. Sam
Eggert and Houston Barenholtz hid amongst the pokemon. As the Pokemon, such as “Drill
Burger,” “MachOpp-Enheim,” and “Kieran Dri-Flood,” introduced themselves by running
around the council ring, Sam and Houston began blowing whistles and screaming “Desert War is
Now!!!!!” catching camp entirely off guard, and causing the campers to scream and cheer as they
were eager for Desert War! After splitting up the players, the teams were revealed to be Tsunami
(Blue) and Avalanche (White). Tsunami was coached by Sean Karass, Joe Connelly, Griffin Yas,
and Ryan Karp and captained by Josh Wolf, Desmond Mitchell, and Lucas Maley; while
Avalanche was coached by Andrew Mastrangelo, Seva Filatov, Brandon Karp, and Dutch Senft,
and captained by Nick Silva, Ethan Brodeur, Christian Martinez, and Matthew Kern. Instead of
Pokemon Go, the teams were given time to strategize and plan for the following day.
Desert War began with large amounts of energy and enthusiasm going into the much
anticipated Color Rush. Each team was determined to get off to a good start. Avalanche came out
guns blazing by winning 3 rounds convincingly. One of the rounds ended in 9 balls to 1 in favor
of Avalanche. The other 3 rounds ended in a tie. Through timed rushes and constant jailbreaks,
Avalanche was able to break down Tsunami’s defense. The morning finished with a score of 7520, Avalanche.
Although this lead seems substantial, it was still anybody’s game going into the
afternoon. The Juniors and Intermediates planned for the Westendo challenge while the Seniors
prepared for the Ironman relay. In the Westendo Challenge, Tsunami came out hot with a strong
win in the short dash relay; however, Avalanche bounced back by winning the half-soccer field
relay. In tugs, Avalanche won the 5’s division, but Tsunami was not going down without a fight.
Tsunami won the next three tugs by a landslide, giving them the lead in the Westendo Challenge.
The last part of the challenge were three games of Westendo, a combination of Stratego and
Capture the Flag. For the first two rounds, by capturing the other team’s flag, the winning team
would get 5 points per round. The first two rounds were swept by Avalanche, bringing the
challenge to a tie. The last round was worth 10 points, as each team was given two flags as
opposed to one.
In Ironman, Tsunami took the overall lead with an epic performance by Lucas Maley,
who is now the 2nd all time leading Iron Man, missing the 1 spot by about 2 seconds. Ethan
Brodeur was terrific as well for Avalanche now in the 6 spot all time, and Brandon Goldberg
took the 10th spot of all time. He is now on the same board with his legendary swimming brother
Jordan.
At night the Capture the Flag went back and worth. Avalanche looked like they had DW
in the bag winning 2 straight matches to go up by 44 points. HOWEVER, Tsunami won the 40
point rounds and clinched the DW title with a Matty Burger to Nasir Simon toss. This went so
late that the final Council Ring ceremony took place when it was dark, as did Tsunami’s painting
of DW rock to the camps prime color, Blue.
Thanks to all the coaches and campers for showing incredible enthusiasm and passion all
day long!

Desert War
Karass, Joe, Griffin, Rarp

Ang, Barp, Dutch, Seva

Karass, Joe, Griffin, Rarp

Ang, Barp, Dutch, Seva

Tsunami

Avalanche

Tsunami

Avalanche

Council ring

Rec Hall

Council ring

Rec Hall

Gottlieb/G1

2B/3A

Chris Victorin

Abid Islam

Andrew Silberstein

Ali Alhamdany

Dezmond Mitchell

Andrew Babb

Brady Bloch

Hunter Beaulac

Eli Champoux

Benett Maley

Faiz Ahmed

Jacob McLoughlin

Gio Tammick

Christian Martinez

Jaden Segal

Malcolm Metellus

Jayden Small

Corey Perkins

Matty Vogel

Ori Kohl

Josh Wolf

Ethan Brodeur

Max Andelman

Owen Stubblebine

Liam Ross

Kevin Works

Ross Israel

Ronan Widland

Lucas Maley

Matt Kern

Zach Connors

Spencer Hertz

Nasir Simon

Nick Silva

Spencer Parco
Zach Andelman

1A/4B
Brandon Goldberg

1B/2A
Alex Babb

Adam Talbot

Brayden Carroll

Jaidin Russell

Ben Grabie

Ben Most

Hayes Mestayer

Jared Stubblebine

Ben Shocket

David DeOliveira

Henry Elliot

Jonah Bloch

Dakota Leconte

Diego Rodriguez

Jean Joseph Builes

Mardochee Mexil

Diego Gatti

Jesse Shaughnessy

Jimmy Santos

Marlon Metellus

Dom Delgado

Joplin Murphy

John Lee

Matty Burger

J.J. Alexander

Nikoles Jospeh

Louis Lasu

Max Tamman

Jacob Pellenz

Oliver Murphy

Michael Goldstein

Michael Colon

Jonathan Rada

Oscar Hu

MJ
Will Cawlfield

Riley Bloch

Liam Grabie

Rafael Lentz

Ryan Torres

Luke Moriarty

Reese Connors

Shumbu Emmable
3B/4A

5A/5B

Aidan Slobodian

Bailey Belony

Ace Eagerman

A.J. Valentine

Ferris Way

Danny Santos

Cole Fontecchio

Cam Bloch

Harry Rubin

Darrean Thompson

Jacob Dancey

Carter Lee

Josh Wotton

Eli Avergun

Jonathan Camargo

Derek Walsh

Matt Goroshko

Finn Lothridge

Leeon Perryman

Jack Goldberg

Maximo Gomez

Julien Melanson

Matthew Cawlfield

Jacob Kirwan

Michael Camargo

Luke Meixel

Natan DeOliveira

Josh Mawanda

Nikita Zakhvatov

Mateo Correia

Nico Torres

Lee Perryman

Noe Ponce

Omar Benmrad

Quinn Connors

Ryder Beaulac

Owen Dunker

Preston O'Connell

Toussaint Nyamweya

Zach Wynn

Patrick O'Connell

Victor Rodriguez

Zyaire Abney

DESERT WAR
Color Rush
Avalanche

ROUND

Tsunami

Round One – Avalanche
6-2

Ryder Beaulac – First Ball (5 Points)
Ori Kohl
Owen Stubblebine
Jacob Kirwin
Jacob McLaughlin
William Cawlfield
15 Points

Jonathon Camargo
Andy Silberstein

Round Two – Tie
0-0
Round Three – Avalanche
3-2

5 Points

5 Points

Hayes Mestayer – First Ball (5 points)
Jimmy Santos
Hayes Mestayer
15 Points
Ethan Brodeur – First Ball (5 Points)
Ben Shocket
Benett Maley
Diego Gatti
Ethan Brodeur
Finn Lothridge
Abid Islam
Ben Grabie
Liam Grabie
15 Points
Jean Joseph Builes
5 Points

Rafael Lentz
Andy Silberstein

Reese Connors – First Ball (5 Points)
5 Points

5 Points

5 Points

Round Four – Avalanche
9-1

Round Five – Tie
1-1
Round Six – Tie
0-0

Matty Burger

Morning Score: Avalanche - 75, Tsunami - 20

Ironman

Westendo Challenge

Tsunami – 2:39:46 (50 Points)
Avalanche – 2:43:38
Lucas Maley
17:15.5 Tsunami
E. Brodeur
17:49.5 Avalanche
B. Goldberg
18:14.2 Tsunami
Ryan Torres
18:15.8 Tsunami
Liam Grabie
18:41.6 Avalanche
J. Russell
18:58.8 Tsunami
Matt Kern
19:06.7 Avalanche
Ben Grabie
19:25.5 Avalanche
M. Tamman
19:52.8 Tsunami
Josh Wolf
19:54.8 Tsunami

Short Dash relay: Tsunami (10 Points)
Long Dash relay: Avalanche (10 Points)
Tug-of-War:
5’s tugs- Avalanche (5 points)
1B/2A tugs- Tsunami (5 points)
2B/3A tugs- Tsunami (5 points)
3B/4A tugs- Tsunami (5 points)
WestEndo
Round 1: Avalanche (5 Points)
Round 2: Avalanche (5 points)
Round 3: Tsunami (10 Points)

Tsunami 83, Avalanche 22

Tsunami 35, Avalanche 25

Afternoon Score: Tsunami 138, Avalanche 122
Capture the Flag
Junior Round 1 – Tsunami (Reese Connors)
Senior Round 1 – Avalanche (Matt Kern)
Junior Round 2 – Avalanche (Hunter Beaulac)
Senior Round 2 – Tsunami (Chris Victorin)
Junior Round 3 – Avalanche (Jacob McLoughlin)
Senior Round 3 – Avalanche (Ben Shocket)
Junior Round 4 – Tsunami (Adam Talbot)
Senior Round 4 – Tsunami (Matty Burger to Nasir Simon)

Final Score: Tsunami 248, Avalanche: 212

2018 Iron Man Board
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

JC Gonzalez 17:14 Dusk ‘15
Lucas Maley 17:15:50 Tsunami ‘18
Chris DiPietrantonio 17:24 Dawn ‘15
Chris DiPietrantonio 17:41:00 Lightning ‘14
Jordan Goldberg 17:46 Dawn ‘15
Ethan Brodeur 17:49:50 Avalanche ‘18
Jacob Stetson 17:55 Fortune ‘12
Tristan Goroshko 17:57:50 Toxic
Bryce Smith 17:59:60 Wave ‘13
Brandon Goldberg 18:14:20 Tsunami ‘18

Color War Assignments
Coach
Softball

Soccer

White
Mastrangelo

Joe Connelly

Blue
Houston

Josh Kornbleuth

Officials
Steve Lepler

Kevin Wu

Jack Zinman

Kyle Gagne

Juan Ruiz

Jon Kraus

Joey Cohen

Football

Basketball

Buckman

Eggert

Waterpolo Ray Wu

Volleyball

Keller

Sean Karass

Ben Kaplan

Aidan Connelly

Seifer

Jack Meaney/Connelly

Cole Lepler

Devin Usal
Tristan Goroshko

Eddie Benson

Ryan Wilensky

Griffin Yas

Andrew Burton

Kieran Flood

Jordan Leppo

Seva Filatov

Ryan Karp

Alex Hallion

Brandon Karp

Jeremy Freed

Noah Oppenheim

Color War - Divisions
High Senior (20)

BLUE

Intermediates (18)

WHITE

BLUE

Adam Almeghawaly Chris Lambert
Benett Maley
Chris Victorin

1 Ben Collier
2 Ben Goldberg

Andrew Nguyen
Brady Fitzpatrick

Carl Headges
Christian Martinez

Eli Champoux
Gio Tammick

3 Bryan DaCosta
4 Danny Santos

Christian Edwards
Desmond Gao

Dezmond Mitchell

Josh Wolf

5 Gael Berthelly

Griffin Guzman

Ethan Brodeur
Gabe DaSilva

Lucas Maley
Matt Kern

6 Hunter Beaulac
7 Maximo Gomez

Matt Goroshko
Matty Vogel

Jaidin Russell
Nick Silva

Mike Sudkin
Nasir Simon

8 Nathan Riesenburger Nathaniel Candray
9 Spencer Parco
Spencer Hertz

Tristan Placide

Will Peralta

10

Middle Senior (18)

BLUE

WHITE

High Juniors (18)

WHITE

BLUE
Armaan Ishaq
Colin O'Connor
David Riley
Jayden Rivera

WHITE

Antonio Agard
Antonio Torres
Bailey Belony
Dakota Leconte

Andrew Babb
Ben Shocket
Brandon Goldberg
Christian Claytor

1
2
3
4

Dom Delgado
Ryan Torres

Corey Perkins
Mohaned Aljundi

5 Max Andelman
6 Nik Joseph

Jon Lee
Joplin Murphy

Shumbu Emmable
Sterlin Lee

Sam Delaney
Sincere Northcross

7 Oliver Murphy
8 Ross Israel

Ori Kohl
Oscar Hu

Zylas Abney

Tristan Lin

9 Tymon Cui

Zach Andelman

Low Seniors (19)

BLUE

Brady Bloch
Christian O'Connor
Gabe Klapman
Jimmy Santos

Juniors (19)

WHITE

BLUE

WHITE

Alex Babb

Ben Grabie

1 AJ Valentine

Alex Qian

Ethan Grayson
Harry Rubin

Cole Betza
Eli Avergun

2 Aston Lee
3 Cole Hubbard

Anson Nguyen
Cameron Bloch

Josh Wotten
Keegan Fitzpatrick

Henry Claytor
James Kagoda

4 Josh Mawanda
5 Leeon Perryman

Carter Lee
Cooper Fitzpatrick

Liam Grabie
Michael Colon

Jonah Bloch
Julian Badger

6 Mason Felker
7 Messiah Bowen

Jacob Dancey
Josiah Bowen

Preston O'Connell
Riley Bloch

Koko Lin
Patrick O'Connell

8 Nico Torres
9 Ryder Beaulac

Lee Perryman
Toussaint Nyamweya

Prince DePina

10

Zack Wynn

COLOR WAR IS NOW...
This year Danny Walsh had the idea of having an activity called "America Ninja Warrior" down at the
waterfront, in which Aidan Connelly was typically in charge. The activity became very popular, which was a
daily obstacle course in which Aidan would always have the best time. On top of this, co-runners Jordan
Leppo (3rd straight year), Brandon Karp (CIT) and I wanted to do the most unexpected start possible, since
most campers had a sense it would start on Tuesday. However, we wanted a decoy as well. For years, I have
had the idea of having a Green Monster (Fenway's left field) on the face of 1B to match the CITGO sign that
Steve Chamberlain put in a few years ago, as well as the green shudders of the 1s. That sign got such great
feedback from campers, staff, and alumni, so "Chambo" and I knew at some point we had to make it
happen. So, this was the year. After lunch, I announced a presentation would be taking place in the Council
Ring for all campers and staff. Once everyone made it to the Council Ring, everyone assumed the giant tarp
over the plywood on 1B was where the "COLOR WAR IS NOW" sign would be. But, after a quick speech,
Chambo pulled down the tarp and revealed what I think is one of the coolest things the camp has ever
seen. The best part is of the Green Monster is the "WHO but WEHC Camp 1908" which mirrors the WB
Mason sign on the actual Green Monster. Check out the back cover to see the sign. Chambo has done it again,
taken a crazy idea I had and made it a million times better. Man is he talented! With that crazy emotional
turn, the campers were on edge and had no idea when CW would actually start. During dinner? The Night
Activity? The Council Ring again?
Between 1st and 2nd activity period, Jordan Leppo challenged Aidan to his 4th rematch of American Ninja
Warrior. As Jordan ran by the outside of the Mess Hall, he reached into the Red door and pulled out a flag
with the Magic Words "Color War is Now!!!" Jordan then took the Flag and ran with the entire Intermediate
group up to the Volleyball courts where there was a Volleyball and Beach Newcombe game being
played. Brandon Karp came out of the new Health Center with smoke bombs and screamed "Color War is
Now!!!" Then all of the campers in lower camp ran up the inner path. When they got to the top, there were 2
league games being played there and Jordan Leppo took Chambo's truck to the fields and threw blue and white
smoke grenades off the truck to the very surprised campers. This was a CW start in 3 places and the first one
in probably 30+ years where some campers were already in the fields. We got great reviews overall all. I'd
say it wasn't the greatest start ever, but definitely really good.
2 really cool and different themes this year. It is the White Samarai, with a self-explanatory theme. They have
2 captains, Josh Wolf and Matt Kern. Their head coach is Sam Eggert, who is coaching his 3rd Color
War. Their CW signs were insanely good. I think Andrew Mastrangelo, who is the energy guy on the
coaching staff, made them. He is going to be huge for that team.
The Blue Odyssey is a Space Exploration/NASA theme. I was a little dubious when I heard this one, but they
really pulled it off with incredible signs and outfits. Their captains are Nick Silva and Dezmond
Mitchell. Their Head coach is Houston Barenholtz, which could lead to the White chanting "Houston we have
a problem," if they get down. Houston entered from the back of a stretch, white SUV limo that his uncle Brett
came up in. Incredible entrance. I felt bad for the coach’s because their outfits looked painfully uncomfortable
and hot.
For those hardcore fans out there, the ref theme is West End Superheroes. Division names are Incredibles for
High Seniors etc. Jordan Leppo and Brandon Karp named me "Multiplier" I guess either because I am good at
math or I have 3 little kids? Jordan and Brandon are the co-runners of Color War and have been amazing. I've
done the least amount of work prepping this Color War than ever before because these guys are so reliable.

Some interesting camper facts…
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 High Senior Captains won the CW prediction challenge, Josh Wolf had the best overall score and
Nick Silva came in 2nd. This has not happened before. The scores were low this year, meaning the
coaches did a good job of being discreet.
Josh Wolf and Toussaint are the only campers still eligible for the elusive “Triple Crown” which is
winning World Cup, Desert War and Color War in the same year. Both won World Cup on Spain and
Desert War on Tsunami so far this summer.
3 Bloch's are on white (Jonah, Brady and cousin Cameron) and 1 on blue (Riley)
Cousins - Andelman's (Zach + Max) on different sides again.
There are several twin combos and I think all of them we split up. The Grabie's, Maley's, Bloch's,
O'Connell's, O'Connor's, Murphy's
Different sided brother tandems - Babb, Beaulac

Archery/Tennis/Tugs cancelled due to rain. We are probably going with tugs tomorrow evening, which
will push Apache's to the evenings of days 2 and 3.
Day 1 Predictions
Morning
We didn’t do tugs last night because of the rain, so its 0-0 going into today. In kickball, for the Juniors, this
division scares me the most. The combo of Wynn and Dancey seems amazing, unless it’s like when their dads
and I went 1-5 as Blue Undertakers High Seniors in 1992. White loves their juniors. I'm going with White,
with legit fear of a bad division. Mawanda, AJ Valentine and Ryder Beaulac will have to be huge this CW. In
HJ soccer, Gabe Klapman looks too good for this division and again, White loves their HJ. I am going with
White handily in this one. In Intermediate Hoop, which I get to ref, Matty Vogel is going to be amazing even
in this division for White. Blue has far better depth though so I am going with Blue. White will need Vogel to
dominate. In Low Senior Volleyball, we think Julian Badger and Prince and Ben Grabie in the middle will be
too much for White. In Middle Senior Waterpolo, this would seem like a slam dunk for White with Brandon
Goldberg and Corey (CP) Perkins. But, Blue can easily win this one too with Ryan Torres and Dom
Delgado. In High Seniors, we think that each side has a game they will win. We think Blue will win Football
and White Softball, while all other games are toss ups. That said, we will take White in softball with far
greater depth with Kern, Sudkin, Peralta and Wolf are all terrific fielders. I think White kills them, by 10+
runs. That would give Samurai a 5-1 split.
Afternoon
Junior Soccer, we actually like Blue, despite seeing the name Dancey on the other side. Blue has AJ
Valentine, who is "filthy." In HJ Kickball, we think this is a toss-up. I'm going with White again. In
Intermediate Volleyball, this is going to be a rough game as almost 1/3 of the division played Newcombe all
year. Blue has more depth and depth is important in Volleyball, we are going with Blue. In LS Hoop, I love
Blue as Liam Grabie is the best player by a significant margin and he has help with Harry Rubin and
Riley. White would need Prince to dominate to have a chance. In Middle Senior Softball, this will be a good
one. Blue has more depth and speed, but has more power. Shocket, Goldberg and CP are great hitters. So,
Blue has better fielders, White better hitters, we are going with White. In High Senior Waterpolo, we like
White because they have better length with Nasir, Sudkin, Kern and Peralta. Blue has Jaidin Russell and
Tristan Placide who may be the best player in camp. So, in the afternoon, we have blue 4-2.
Evening
Tugs are going to be tonight. Not much to predict here. I like Blue for HS with Christian "CMART" Martinez
in the hole. Don’t have much of an opinion on the other 5 match-ups.
So, we think White will have a 20 point lead after day 1.

Day 1 Results
Morning
Good action this morning in several games. Junior kickball was not one of those games. White dominated
with Zack Wynn leading the way. I am so mad about this division. I think White Juniors have best chance at
6-0. In High Junior Soccer, in a great game, Blue won 1-0. Ross Israel played incredible defense and Jayden
Rivera scored the only goal in the 2nd half. Gabe Kaplan and Ori Kohl played well for White. Intermediate
basketball was a terrific game. Blue had Spencer Parco score 21 points and Matty Vogel was Matt Vogel with
20. White took a lead early in the 4th quarter and held on by 3. The key guy for White was Andrew Nguyen,
who was awesome on defense and had some huge shots in the 2nd half. Brady Fitzpatrick was terrific as well
for White. For Blue Nathan Riesenburger was terrific. One of the best CW hoops games I've seen in terms of
quality of play. Both teams were awesome. Low Senior Volleyball was a blowout as Blue just had more solid
players and Riley Bloch was terrific. I'm mildly worried about this division. Middle Senior Waterpolo was a
great game, but Corey Perkins and Brandon Goldberg were too much in a 3-2 win for White. Corey had 3
goals for White and Dom Delgado had 2 goals for Blue. High Senior Softball was a blowout as predicted with
all players on White roping the ball. Blue had no chance. Will Peralta was great on both sides and Josh Wolf
played well at shortstop. Final score was 31-5. OUCH. Wonder if that's the biggest HS blowout ever. White
won the split 4-2.
Afternoon
Junior Soccer was a terrific game and I’m personally happy Blue pulled it off. AJ Valentine scored both goals
for Blue and White had a goal by Zack Wynn. AJ was terrific and would have been great in a higher
division. So that division is 1-1. In High Junior kickball, White got off to a huge lead, Blue made a comeback
but White held on. Brady Bloch had a home run. In Intermediate Volleyball, Blue won game 1, 15-1, and
was down 9-0 in game 2. However, Blue came back and won game 2 and finished it off. Bryan DaCosta's
serve was the key. Blue was superior at serving. Matty Vogel and Spencer Hertz played well in defeat. In
Low Senior Basketball, it started off close with Ben Grabie using his athleticism. However, Liam Grabie took
over the game on his way to 31 points in a blowout. Riley Bloch played well for Blue as did Michael Colon
and Ethan Grayson. In Middle Senior Softball, Blue took an early lead 9-4, but White stormed back with
timely hitting and relief pitching by Ben Shocket. Corey Perkins and Brandon Goldberg had huge
hits. Finally, in High Senior Waterpolo, White got off to a huge lead, 7-1 and Blue played well down the
stretch. But Matt Kern scored 7 goals for White, which wasn't too surprising. So, we have 3 divisions at 1-1
and 3 divisions at 2-0 (White HS, White MS, Blue LS).
Evening
We felt Blue would get the advantage in the Tugs and they did with a 4-2 split. The HSs for White are on fire
right now with the upset in Tugs. Blue High Seniors were demoralized afterwards. I'm not that worried and
will get into that tomorrow. White did well in Tennis and Archery was close. So White is up by 16 I believe.
The Division that scares us the most right now is White Low Seniors. I think they have the talent to turn it
around, but I don’t like their body language and Blue has great chemistry. The coach that looks really good
right now is Drew Seifer on Volleyball. Great coaching today as he was super upbeat and kept the kids
focused. Right now every coaching matchup is 2-0 except for Basketball which is a great matchup of Sam
Eggert and Ben Kaplan.
See you tomorrow. Day 2 is my favorite. 2 sets of splits, both teams have more urgency. Should be fun.
Day 2 Predictions
Morning
Junior Basketball, I was told whatever team Zack Wynn is on will win. So, I guess I'm going with
White. This group is so good we felt it was unfair to do relays this year as several kids are really good. In
High Junior Waterpolo, it is really hard to say. I'm going with White because they have Brady Bloch and

Joplin Murphy. Ross Israel probably could dominate for Blue though. But, I could be way off. Intermediate
Football in theory should be a toss-up as many of the best players haven't played football at this camp before
since they were in Junior Leagues. HOWEVER (as Bill Margolin would say), if there are sports Matty Vogel
can dominate, then he is likely to dominate. So, I'm going with white under that belief as I don’t really see
who plays QB and RB for Blue. Therefore, White is the pick. In Low Senior Softball, unfortunately, I'm
going with Blue again. This division could be our worst, but nobody thought that prior to CW. I just like the
depth of Blue and their current mental state. White has probably the best hitter with Eli Avergun, but Blue's
depth should carry them. I'm going with Blue. Middle Senior Volleyball, White has taller athletic guys up
front. But Blue should be better in the middle. I'm going with Blue in a mild upset. High Senior Soccer is a
huge, huge game. We like Blue by a little because the best 2 players are probably Carl Headges and Gabe
DaSilva. Also, blue has more speed with Dezmond and Tristan Placide. I think 1-10 blue is better, but White
could easily win here. I just think Gabe and Carl are too good. The pick is Blue. That would be a 3-3 split for
Blue.
Afternoon
Junior Waterpolo, I'm going with whatever side has the last name Beaulac on it and Blue has Ryder. Alex
Qian could be a sleeper for White as he is probably the best swimmer in the group. White also has Cooper
Fitzpatrick who is terrific. This is gonna be close. In HJ Hoops, I like Blue because of Ross Israel
again. Brady Bloch is solid and White has more depth, so I could be way off. But, the pick is Blue. In
Intermediate Softball, Blue has too much depth and this is not a sport where Matty Vogel can put a team on his
shoulders. So, the pick is Blue. In Low Senior Football, White finally gets on the board with this division as
Ben Grabie is a beast. They also have good role players with Cole Betza and James Kagoda is unreal on
defense. In Middle Senior soccer, Blue better win this one or this division could go bad. Blue is clearly better
with Double A, Ryan Torres and Shumbu. When we made the teams, we had this is a near lock for Blue. So,
although I don’t love how Blue is playing right now, they did win the tug last night and maybe they will start
getting some momentum. The pick is Blue. High Senior Volleyball, unfortunately, I gotta go with White. The
combo of Kern, Nasir, Sudkin and Wolf is too good. Jaidin Russell and Carl Headges may be as good as
anyone, but I'm going with proven CW experience and White. That would be another 4-2 split for Blue.
Evening
Sr. Apache + lower groups are doing Spelling Bees. I like White because I just don’t see who does the
Mystery Question for Blue. No clue on the spelling bees.
If I'm right, it will be super close going into Day 3.
Day 2 Results
Morning
Junior Basketball is 1 hour of my life I wish I could have back. Zack Wynn was absurdly great and far better
than the competition. White got a couple buckets from Josiah Bowen and Jacob Dancey, but Zack Wynn
scored 26/34 points for his team. In the best game of the morning, Blue high juniors scored a goal in overtime
to break a 0-0 tie in waterpolo. The hero was everyone's favorite "thumbs up" guy, Max Andelman. Ross
Israel played well for Blue on defense. In Intermediate Football, I was dead on. Matty Vogel took a punt to
the house and White held on for an 8-6 win. White got 2 points on a safety early in the game. Blue had their
chances and was probably the better team, but Vogel is hard to beat. In Low Senior Softball, Blue won
again. Riley Bloch is up there for best overall athlete so far in this color war. He got his 2nd MVP and he won
the tug last night in the anchor position. This division is even athletically, but leadership wise, Blue is much
more of a cohesive unit. Same with Middle Seniors, as Blue won the first game in Volleyball, but White
stormed back with Corey Perkins to win the next 3. Ben Shocket has now won an incredible 13 consecutive
color war games. In High Senior Soccer, Michael Sudkin's 12 consecutive win streak came to an end with a 52 defeat. The combo of Carl Headges and Gabe DaSilva maybe the best 2 soccer players on the same team
ever. Blue got a goal early on a "un goal," then Carl and Gabe took over. Lucas Maley and Will Peralta
scored for White. This division now looks really good. So it was 3-3 as predicted, but 2 games went

opposite. Good news is coaches Houston Barenholtz, Ben Keller and Aidan Connelly got their first
wins. Brandon Buckman (white) and Josh Kornbleuth (blue) are 3-0.

Afternoon
Junior Waterpolo, Messiah Bowen scored early for Blue, but Zack Wynn tied the score at 1-1. That was the
final. Junior Waterpolo typically ends in a tie. In High Junior basketball we had a great game for a half with
Nik "The Chief" Joseph cleaning up the boards on his way to an 8-point, 30 rebound game. Max Andelman
chipped in with several boards and 10 points for Blue. But, Ross Israel dominated the game, especially in the
2nd half, when White was too tired. Brady Bloch kept White in the game for a long time and ended up with 34
of his team’s 38 points. In Intermediate Softball, White won again and looks to have better chemistry despite
the great depth of Blue. Matty Vogel and Brady Fitzpatrick played great for White. In Low Senior Football,
Ben Grabie lived up to his reputation with 3 TDs. Julian Badger had 1 for White which won their first game
in this division by a score of 28-12. Brandon Buckman is the only undefeated coach right now. In Middle
Senior soccer, White did it again and is now the only undefeated division in this color war, holding on for a 43 victory. This is a brutal loss for Blue as they were projected to win and are now 0-4. Ironically, Blue Middle
Seniors were the 1st overall pick in the draft. Ouch! Mohaned Aljundi controlled the game for White with 2
goals and one from Ben Shocket as well. Ben Shocket now won 14 consecutive color war games. That has to
be a record. For Blue, Antonio Agard and Shumbu scored. High Senior Volleyball, was the best game of color
war. White took a 2-0 lead and looked like they had it in the bag. But, Blue won the next 2 games to force a
great 5th game. Blue took an early lead in game 5, and then White took the lead 9-6. It was tied at 12, but
White won the last 3 points to win it. For Blue, Jaidin Russell was amazing and probably the best player on
the court. He will be absurdly good as a HS again next year. But, the combo of Matt Kern and Nasir Simon up
front was enough to hold on. So, White won the split 4-1-1. I have to admit I was wrong. My yearly
tradition of making fun of the coaches for "busting out the shirts" got shoved in my face. White brought out
their coaches shirts, which are really cool using an off white color. Since they proceeded to gain 30 color war
points, I might have to be quiet.
Evening
In the Apache Relay, White got out to a lead on the tunnel ball relay and they held the lead easily by a few
minutes. Both teams failed to get the mystery question, but Blue made up a minute or 2 on wiffleball with a
great catch by Harry Rubin. Blue caught up on tennis and volleyball and both teams were at Archery at the
same time. But, Ben Shocket nailed his shot a couple minutes before Blue and White held on after that by
over 2 minutes. We have Lucas Maley as MVP because he supposedly did the Kennards run in less than a
minute. He is a lock to win the Steeple Chase if he is put on that for the Track meet. Blue won 2/3 spelling
bees to mitigate some of the damage.
Blue is now down 57 going into Day 3. Not good, but easily doable. Last year White Corps was up 60 going
into day 4, so this is far, far from over. Long way to go. One thing I didn’t like was Blue was goofing off after
they lost the Apache. You'd think there would be a little anger/urgency out of them.
See you tomorrow. 430 points available. It will be a long day, but hopefully a better one for Blue.
Quick rant for the year. I have heard White coaches and captains speeches every day before each set of games
since I am reffing hoop. I have heard them ask their kids for 100%, 125% and 110% effort. So, if 100% is
maximum effort, then what is 125%? And if 125% is a thing, then why go back down to 110%? I'm confused.
Day 3 Predictions
Morning
Junior Track - We think the Bowens will be good for each team. Ryder Beaulac should be good for blue and
Zack Wynn for white. I think white is a little better here

High Junior Track - I like white b/c it has Gabe Kaplan
Intermediate Track - Nathaniel Candray should be great for white. Blue has Ben Goldberg and Nathan
Riesenburger. I like blue by a lot in this group.
Low Senior Swim - Grabies should cancel out. A lot depends on Eli Avergun, who was sick
yesterday. Should be about even.
Middle Senior Swim - Brandon Goldberg is Brandon Goldberg. But, blue has Ryan Torres and Dom
Delgado. White has the advantage, but not by that much.
High Senior Swim - Matt Kern and Tristan Placide are the best. Placide was better during trials. White seems
to have more depth.
So, in the morning, I think white extends their lead a little, but about 10 points.
Afternoon
Junior Swim - Ryder is a beast for blue and should win every race unless Alex Qian upsets him.
High Junior Swim - Zach Andelman is probably the best in the group for white.
Intermediate Swim - Hunter Beaulac is amazing. The Beaulac swimming dynasty might take over for the
Goldberg's after next year. Desmond Gao is really good on white.
Low Senior Track - I like white a lot in the group. Ben Grabie is a beast and Cole Betza and Prince should be
able to get some points.
Middle Senior Track - I love Blue in this group with Double A, Ryan Torres.
High Senior Track - Blue seems to have more speed, white has more length, which should help in broad
jump. I like blue slightly more. If Lucas Maley goes against Ethan Brodeur in the Distance, it could be epic.
So, in the afternoon, I think Blue has a 20-point advantage.
Evening
Who knows with the Apache and Spelling Bees. Chris Victorin is likely to win the HS Spelling Bee.
I think Blue dips into the lead a little and White is up 45 going into day 4.
Day 3
Morning
Track and Swim day started off with blue cutting into whites 57-point lead.
Track Meet
Ended up almost dead even. White won 2/3 relay races. In the Junior division, it was really the Bowen
brothers in a "Dan v. Dave" track competition (old 90s reference). Josiah won the Dash and Broad
Jump. Messiah got a 2nd place and barely beat out Josiah in the Distance. In the High Junior group, it was the
Tymon Cui show (didn’t see that coming). He won Dash, Broad and Steeple. In the Intermediate division,
Nathaniel Candray won the dash and the steeple. Nathan Riesenburger had an impressive victory in the
distance.

Swim Meet
Similarly to the Bowen's in track, the Low Senior Swim meet was Grabie v. Grabie. Liam (B) won the
Distance and got a 2nd in the Backstroke. Ben came in 2nd in the distance and won Freestyle. Harry Rubin
had a big day for blue winning the back. In Middle Seniors, shocking (extreme sarcasm) a Goldberg won all 3
events he was in. I literally don’t think a Goldberg has lost a swimming race at this camp. Sterlin Lee got a
couple 2nd places for Blue and CP continued his amazing Color War winning the underwater swim. He might
be my color war MVP right now with a 4-0 division. High Seniors, thankfully we did a swim meet before CW
and knew that Tristan Placide. He won 3 events and Jaidin Russell got 2nd place twice for blue. Jaidin Russell
will be an all-time great next year as he is probably going to be the best athlete and a top 3 swimmer
again. Tough combo.
At this point, Blue had the lead down to 40 points and looked on their way to getting back in it.
HOWEVER
Afternoon
Swim meet
Alex Qian for White and Aston Lee for Blue were huge in this group. Overall it was close for both sides. In
the High Junior group, Oliver Murphy, who came back in time for color war was the key guy with a win in the
freestyle and in the distance. Zach Andelman won the Backstroke and got a 3rd place in the free. In the
Intermediate group, Hunter Beaulac did not win every race as Desmond Gao was able to win the
backstroke. This isn’t shocking as Desmond is terrific as well. Hunter won 2 races and had a 2nd place. Ben
Collier won the underwater. White won this swim meet by 16 cw points, which we thought was a lot. White
won all 3 swim relays.
Track meet
If White Samurai continue to win this color war, I think it happened here. In real time, as a runner of this war,
I was dejected as white kept winning and winning. White started off winning all 3 relays and all 6 in the
afternoon if you count the swim meet (ouch). One of the races, a white relay runner didn’t even go on the
whistle for a good 2-3 seconds and they still won. I knew we had trouble then. Then, as I do the dash, white
swept the LS and MS dashes and in fact in the Middle Senior one, had the only 4 participants in the
finals. They cleverly did not go on my whistle to ensure they wouldn’t false start and went on their Head
Coach, Sam Eggert’s command. It was really cool for white, made me want to vomit as someone who roots
for a close CW. In fact, of the 9 places in the dash, blue only got 1, Dezmond Mitchell winning the High
Seniors. Dezmond pulled a mild upset of Chris Victorin who wins every year. In the trials, Chris won by
0.01. But, with video instant replay (I'm serious), Dezmond clearly won the final heat with an incredible
jump. Otherwise, Ben Grabie was huge again for the LS on white as was Sincere Northcross in MS. The one
(and almost only) positive for blue was the heart of their high seniors. Ethan Brodeur was a little sick and still
won the broad jump and came in 3rd in the distance. Dezmond Mitchell and Christian Martinez showed a lot
of character as well giving it their all. But, Lucas Maley has to be my new answer to the "Who is the best
distance runner you've seen at this camp." He is unreal. I think he beats Juan Carlos Gonzalez, Alex Hebert,
and many other all-time greats. After white swept the relays and the first 2 dashes, I turned to my dash results
guy, CIT Jon Kraus and said, I think we are watching the death of the Blue Odyssey right here. He
agreed. Hopefully I'm wrong. White was up 91 points.
Evening
Blue won a really good Apache relay. Ben Goldberg was an easy MVP as he hit the roof of the 2s on the 1st
try. Incredible for the Junior Apache. Otherwise, both sides were basically even. Blue also had an advantage
at tennis. Blue also won 2/3 spelling bees, so they cut the lead to 71, still within range.
Day 4 predictions
I think Blue can win song night by 20 points or even a little more. They just seem to have more creativity and
song night gusto. So, I'm going with that assumption that they "just" need to cut this by 50. There are 15

games left in color war, so blue has to win at least 10. As Mike Andelman correctly stated, 4-2, 2-1 Omelets
and 4-2 would do it. Agreed. In fact, that doesn’t seem so difficult. But it is unlikely.
Morning
Junior Newcombe, I'm going with Blue with AJ Valentin and Josh Mawanda. In Junior Softball, it’s a toss-up,
but my head tells me White with Brady Bloch and more speed. But, this could go either way. Intermediate
soccer, I'd be a moron to pick against Matty Vogel here and White. Blue does have better depth, but Vogel
also has Nathaniel Candray and I'm not picking against Vogel in soccer. Sorry. In Low Senior Waterpolo, I'm
going with Blue with the Grabie's cancelling each other out but Harry Rubin and Riley Bloch making the
difference. In Middle Senior Football, Blue should win, but they won't. I'm sorry, it’s true. Blue has better
players but this group is dejected and White has major confidence. Ryan Torres will need to dominate for
blue. But, I think this is CPs war and CP will throw a few TDs to Shocket and Mohaned. White has more
size, Blue more speed. This could be a terrific game. High Senior hoop could be an epic game. Blue has way
better guards, White has way better bigs. Blue has the best shooter in camp with Tristan Placide and the best
ball handler with Benett Maley. Dezmond is underrated as well. White is huge though with Nasir, Will
Peralta and Matt Kern up front and Josh Wolf as a guard with Lucas Maley. I'm going with Blue though. I
think Jaidin Russell and Carl Headges can contain the White bigs and White can’t guard the speed of Blue's
guards. So, that’s 3-3.
Afternoon
For the Omelets, I like White in all 3 groups actually giving them a chance for 600 club. I'm sick.
If I'm right, White Samurai will be up around 100 going into the last day and ready for Color War all time
greatness on the strength of their Middle Seniors. Hopefully I'm way off and will be laughed at for the last
sentence.
Morning
In Junior Newcombe, I got to hand it to Griffin Yas and co-runner Brandon Karp who insisted that we could
put Wynn and Dancey together and it wouldn't be a debacle because AJ Valentine and Josh Mawanda could
hang. They were right, Blue won this game easily and now that split is even. Ironically, this is our best
division in cw after I was freaking out about it. In High Junior Softball, Blue scored a late run on a clever base
running move by Ross Israel and held on with the Chris Sale-like mastery pitching of Max Andelman. This
division is 4-1 Blue but could easily be 4-1 White. Every game has been close except for hoop. In
Intermediate Soccer, White has Matty Vogel. Enough said. They were down 2-1 at half and Matty Vogel
dominated. In hindsight maybe we should have double jumped him for divisions. He's that good. In Low
Senior Waterpolo, Liam Grabbie was terrific and this division has been Blue’s biggest bright spot. They are
now 4-1. In Middle Senior Football, CP dominated again, Blue's body language was poor again and White is
now 5-0. I'll say this again, BLUE picked their MS with the first overall selection. So, the coaches knew less
than us. High Senior Hoop, White got up by 18 early with Nasir killing them on the glass. Tristan Placide,
Benett Maley and Jaidin Russell led a comeback to cut it to 5 at the half. But, the overall playmaking of Will
Peralta was the difference. He led all scorers with 24 points, but he probably also had 10 rebounds and 6
assists. My NBA comp for Will would be Lonzo Ball. Good at every aspect of the game, except not a great
shooter. Coach Sam Eggert, I thought, coached a masterful game. He kept running a play he called "1-2-Skip
to my Lou," which was a pick and roll with Will and Nasir. Blue never could figure it out. Nasir would either
get a layup off a Peralta pass and offensive rebound off a Peralta missed 10-footer, or a Peralta
layup. Conversely, on defense, Sam made it a point that Tristan Placide would get 0 open 3s. Tristan is an
incredible shooter. Sam backed it up with what would seem like an absurd coaching tactic. He played Chris
Victorin, who is super-fast, but not a hoop player over his 3rd best player, Matt Kern, for most of the 2nd
half. Matt Kern is terrific, but Sam correctly realized that they would win as long as Placide didn’t go nuts and
he needed speed on him. I thought it was brilliant. So, we had a 3-3 split in the morning. White HS are now
up 4-1.

Afternoon
The best game was the Junior/HJ game. White got up 8-0, but Blue came back and cut it to 9-7 with a few
batters left. Ross Israel hit a bomb as the last batter and needed a home run. He got to 3rd before White
tagged home and sealed a 9-8 win for White. In the Int/LS game, after one inning it was 5-4, with Riley Bloch
playing great. But, in the 2nd inning, after White went up 10-5, White took advantage of a couple baserunning
miscommunications and sealed the game with Blue scoring zero runs with their last ups. White won again. In
the MS/HS game, it was close early, but White had the bases loaded after they tied the game with a few batters
left. CP hit the game winning hit and he would be my clear CW MVP at the moment if there was one. Either
he or Matty Vogel. White sweeps. Game over unfortunately as they took a 101-point lead. They needed 6
wins and they got them before day 5.
Day 5 Predictions
Morning
Junior Softball, I'm going with White. Zack Wynn is terrific at shortstop. In High Junior newcombe, I'm
going with Blue actually. Although I like White's players slightly more, Drew Seifer knows how to push the
right buttons with the juniors as he did yesterday. In Intermediate Waterpolo, I'm going with Blue. Hunter
Beaulac is absurdly good. I think Blue has more depth too. In Low Senior Soccer, I'm going with a mild upset
and picking Blue. I just like their chemistry far better at this point. I do believe White has better players
though. Middle Senior Basketball, at this point I'd pick them blindly without even looking at the sport. Oh it’s
Hoop, I'm still picking White. Yeh, Blue has Double A, Shumbu and Torres, an amazing backcourt. But,
White wins everything and has CP and Brandon Goldberg. I am not looking forward to reffing this game,
because I fear Blue mails it in. Hopefully I'm dead wrong. High Senior Football, let me look at the rosters
again. Blue has Dezmond. Blue wins. It’s that simple. Dezmond Mitchell is in my opinion the best football
player I've seen at this camp. Now, I wasn’t here for Mike Finn (UNC) and other greats. But, I've seen Coby
Tippett (playing for Towson St), I've seen Kyle Hood (think he played college hockey), Chris LaChance (3
year starter at St. John's Prep) and NFL prospect Tony Adams (4 year starter for NC State) and Ron "the
incredible hulk" Glickman. For West End flag football, I'd rather have Dez. He dominated last year’s HS
football game against great competition. Plus, he has Nick Silva who is a terrific middle linebacker. Chris
Victorin should be good for White and White might get some deep balls to Peralta or Nasir. But, I'm sticking
to my guns, Blue 56, White 12. Dezmond Mitchell will be talked about for years. That would be the first
winning split for Blue, 4-2 with White taking an 81-point lead into song night.
Song Night
I haven’t looked at the songs or watched the song night practices, but Blue has better song night coaches in my
opinion. Drew Seifer is hysterical and probably wrote a funny skit. White's coaches have done a masterful job
of drafting and coaching, but I don’t think they are song night people. I think Blue wins by 20.
If I'm right, White Samurai will win Color War by around 60 points, which will look better on a plaque than it
does now. Oh, and Josh Wolf and Toussaint are going to become the next 2 "Triple Crown" winners.
Day 5
And the nightmare continued...
Despite the lack of real suspense, I'm going to write as things happened. I was on middle senior basketball and
blue got down 11-0. At that point, I was going to take over their team and motivate them. But, Ryan Torres
started to take over the game and Double A finally started hitting shots in the 2nd half as blue took the
lead. Shumbu played well for blue also. CP dominated for white and ended up with 39 points. Brandon
Goldberg ended up with 18. The key juncture of the game was Sam Delaney, for white hit 2 3-pointers in a
row to cut the lead to 3 with about 7 minutes left. But, Ryan Torres and Double A took over the game and
blue went on to win by 12. Torres ended up with 41 points and Double A 25. Shumbu had 12 as well. White
MS wins split 5-1. In HJ Newcombe, the Blue has won many close games and Drew Seifer is the Junior

whisperer getting those kids to play hard and focused. Blue won the game easily. So, now blue is up 2-0 with
their HJ ending up 5-1. I heard blue was up 2-0 at half in Waterpolo in a game they were supposed to
win. HOWEVER, White scored 2 goals in the 2nd half and tied the game. That's how it ended and that was
the key for this 600-club run for white. So the White Intermediates won the split 4-1-1. Next year, Matty
Vogel will have to be a High Senior. Then I drive up the fields and find out that White LS won the soccer
game easily with Patrick O’Connell, 4-0. That division ended up 4-2 blue. LJ Softball was a blowout for
white, who won that split 3-2-1. Then High Senior Football was in the 4th quarter. Winner of the game wins
the split and blue did not win a split the entire color war. White was pulling a huge upset and took a 14-0 lead
on a pick 6, by Chris Victorin and great line play with Michael Sudkin running the ball. Blue made some
adjustments and Dezmond threw a TD pass to make it 14-6. The key sequence of the game was white
inexplicably didn’t punt it out of bounds and Dez took the punt down to the 3-yard line, he easily could have
scored. White defense stonewalled them and got the ball on the 2-yard line. Then Brandon Buckman, made
an incredible decision. Knowing that a safety would be brutal with an 8-point lead, he told Michael Sudkin to
quick kick it. Michael Sudkin, doing Michael Sudkin things...winning plays. The punt landed on the blues half
of the field. Game over. White HS 5-1. I didn’t think Dez's team would ever lose, but having watched the last
quarter, we totally underestimated some guys on the white defense, particularly Nasir Simon, who got in there
every play. That was a microcosm for the entire CW. Blue having equal or more talent, but white outplayingoutcoaching them. White now had 501 points with a legit shot at the 600 club.

Song Night
I don’t have a clear picture of what happened as my sons thought it would be fun to run around and yell and
make me take them outside. So, I missed about half of it. Can’t say I "missed" it though. The blue entrance
was terrific as they entered using a rocket launch countdown. Whites were not as good. Blue got a 30-10
victory by one of the judges. I would have had it more like 24-16. I completely missed the song from the
seats. Heard blue was terrible. White won easily. Both skits were just ok, blues was better. I am very upset
that I missed both sides making jokes about my kids. Oh well. Blue skit was clearly better. The song from
the floor was memorable, in a horrible sort of way. White came out in a "W" formation. Really? That’s all
you got? You are going for 600 club here and you go with a "W" formation. I just don’t think they could have
been less creative there. However, they sang well. Blue was truly horrible on this song as they missed many
cues, forgot their lines and sang the same line about 20 straight times. We got it "white is overrated." The first
19 times were enough. Sorry, I'm being extra sassy right now. Blue used a song by Jeremy Zucker. Sorry
Jeremy, they ruined your song. Both alma maters were really good. I believe blue messed up their shell
formation. I was doing the score in real time and realized that white needed 26/50 to make it to 600. The first
slip of paper had blue winning. Then I saw a judge have it 35-15 and that is the first time anyone realized that
White did it. I couldn’t believe it. I honestly didn’t think that white would make it to 600 points at any point
until they actually did. Great for them. Ughh for the runners.
The song night judges were Jimmy Lepler (Steve's brother), Jonah Rappaport, and Craig Beberman, 2 recent
terrific counselors. I think they had the overall score right, although I would have had white winning the song
from the floor by more and not winning the alma mater. But, then again I was chasing a 2 and 4 year old
around the gym. White coaches went insane after the song night score was announced, as they knew they only
needed 99 points. The coolest thing of the CW was how pumped white was to make 600 club. It is truly a
great accomplishment. The Blue Odyssey was not that bad. They weren't pathetic like other 400 club teams
(especially the Cartel and Untouchables). Samurai earned this and the coaches and kids should be proud.
Final Notes
-HS Chris Victorin is now 5-0 and hopefully will return as a CIT. He's a terrific athlete and young man.
-Brandon Buckman went 6-0, that hasn’t been done since Zach Leppo did it on the other recent 600 club team,
the White Rumble.
-Poor Hunter Beaulac, is now 0-5. Good news is he has plenty of wars left. But, it certainly isn’t his fault. He
is an incredible young athlete.

-Including the Omelet game, CP won 4 MVPs during CW. He probably should have been a High Senior. The
issue though was who wouldn’t have been?
-Next year we should have an incredibly athletic HS division with Jaidin Russell, Michael Sudkin, Carl
Headges, CP, Torres, Brandon Goldberg, Shocket and more.
-I believe the beginning of the Senior Track meet was the beginning of the end of this war with the final nail in
the coffin being the Omelet sweep.
-2 Triple Crown winners, Josh Wolf, who will be a great CIT and Toussaint, a great young camper.
-The Ben Shocket, 15 straight CW game streak finally ended on day 5. I can’t imagine that isn’t a record.
-Best game of Color War, I am going with HS Volleyball. Terrific comeback by blue, but white held on in the
final game.
-So White Samurai did it. They will be ahead of the White Insanity and either to the right or left of the White
Paradise who also ended with 601. Congrats to Sam Eggert, who seemed to know the kids better than
anyone. Joe Connelly lost his first 3 games, but won his last 3 and led the Jr-HJ Omelet to a victory as
well. Great comeback. Andrew Mastrangelo gave white some swagger and confidence. Raymond Wu was
the real sleeper of the staff, not only coaching well, but bouncing around and helping his coaches as their
games winded down. Ben Keller deserves this too. A tireless worker and one of the most important
counselors we have. He was in big trouble early in this war getting destroyed twice to start it off, but he rallied
back and won 2 games.
-Poor Houston Barenholtz. Such a great job this summer and worked so hard putting everything together for
blue. He didn’t deserve his great summer to end like this.
-Drew Seifer was terrific for blue as well. I actually think he did the best job of anyone the entire CW. Nonstop positive energy from Drew, even as blue was getting creamed.
-White coaches won or tied every split, except at Volleyball.
-White HS and MS went a combined 10-2.
-There are 36 CW games; White went 20-14-2. If you include the Omelets, they went 23-14-2.
-We were off on the teams again. But, when someone suggested a player draft, I said "they knew less than
us." Blue's first pick went 1-5 and Whites went 1-5. Nobody knows anything anymore.
-I can’t thank Jordan Leppo and Brandon Karp enough. This blowout was not their fault at all. In fact, I think
this was the least controversial CW of all time. No major arguments at all by either side.
--See you next year.

Color War Schedule/Results
Day 0
Score after Day 0:
Blue: 0
White: 0
Day 1
Morning Sports
Winning Team
Wolverine Kickball (10)
White
Justice League Soccer (10)
Blue
X-Men Basketball (10)
White
Avengers Volleyball (10)
Blue
Dark Knight Waterpolo (10)
White
Incredibles Softball (10)
White

Score
10-1
1-0
52-49
3-0
3-2
31-5

Zack Wynn
Ross Israel
Andrew Nguyen
Riley Bloch
Corey Perkins
Will Peralta

Afternoon Sports
Wolverine Soccer (10)
Justice League Kickball (10)
X-Men Volleyball (10)
Avengers Basketball (10)
Dark Knight Softball (10)
Incredibles Waterpolo (10)

Winning Team
Blue
White
Blue
Blue
White
White

Score
2-1
8-5
3-0
72-38
16-11
10-4

AJ Valentine
Brady Bloch
Bryan DaCosta
Liam Grabie
Corey Perkins
Matt Kern

Tennis
Wolverine Tennis (2)
Justice League Tennis (2)
X-Men Tennis (2)
Avengers Tennis (2)
Dark Knight Tennis (2)
Incredibles Tennis (2)

Winning Team
Blue
White
Blue
White
White
White

Score
8-5
8-2
8-7
8-3
8-1
8-2

Players
Josh Mawanda + Ryter Beaulac
Brady Bloch + Gabe Klapman
Ben Collier + Spencer Parco
Cole Betza + James Kagoda
Brandon Goldberg + Corey Perkins
Lucas Maley + Josh Wolf

Archery
Wolverine Archery (2)
Justice League Archery (2)
X-Men Archery (2)
Avengers Archery (2)
Dark Knight Archery (2)
Incredibles Archery (2)

Winning Team
Tie
White
White
Blue
Blue
White

Score
0-0
6-0
12-6
9-0
5-0
8-4

Winner
1 cw point each
Zach Andelman
Matt Goroshko
Michael Colon
Dom Delgado
Gio Tammick

Evening Tugs
Wolverine Tugs (5)
Justice League Tugs (5)
X-Men Tugs (5)
Avengers Tugs (5)
Dark Knight Tugs (5)
Incredibles Tugs (5)
Score after Day 1:

MVP

MVP

Winning Team
Score
Anchor of Winner
White
2-0
Jacob Dancey
Blue
2-0
Nik Joseph
Blue
2-0
Bryan DaCosta
Blue
2-0
Riley Bloch
Blue
2-1
Dom Delgado
White
2-1
Nasir Simon
-1 Practice point
-1 Mess Hall point
Blue: 78
White: 94

Day 2
Morning Sports
Wolverine Basketball (10)
Justice League Waterpolo (10)
X-Men Football (10)
Avengers Softball (10)
Dark Knight Volleyball (10)
Incredibles Soccer (10)

Afternoon Sports
Wolverine Waterpolo (10)
Justice League Basketball (10)
X-Men Softball (10)
Avengers Football (10)
Dark Knight Soccer (10)
Incredibles Volleyball (10)

Winning Team
White
Blue
White
Blue
White
Blue
-1 swearing point
-2 sportsmanship
-1 mess hall point

Score
MVP
34-7
Zack Wynn
1-0 (OT)
Max Andelman
8-6
Matty Vogel
16-9
Riley Bloch
3-1
Corey Perkins
5-2
Gabe DaSilva
-1 swearing point
-2 mess hall point

Blue: 104
Winning Team
Tie
Blue
White
White
White
White

White: 121
Score
MVP
1-1
Messiah Bowen + Zack Wynn
58-38
Ross Israel (40 points)
13-4
Brady Fitzpatrick
28-12
Ben Grabie
4-3
Mohaned Aljundi
3-2
Matt Kern

Blue: 119
Evening Activity
Winning Team
Wolverine Spelling Bee (5)
Blue
Justice League Spelling Bee (5)
Blue
X-Men Spelling Bee (5)
White
Senior Apache Relay (15)
White (by 2:35)
Score after Day 2:
Blue: 129
Day 3
Morning
Blue
Junior Track Meet (100)
50.595
Senior Swim Meet (100)
58.333
Blue: 237.928
Afternoon
Blue
Junior Swim Meet (100)
42.424
Senior Track Meet (100)
31.548
Blue: 311.90
Evening Activity
Winning Team
Junior Apache Relay (15)
Blue (by 1:30)
Avengers Spelling Bee (5)
Blue
Dark Knight Spelling Bee (5)
Blue
Incredibles Spelling Bee (5)
White

Score after Day 3:

-1 Practicing Point
Blue: 335.90

White: 166
MVP/Winning player
Ryder Beaulac
Ross Israel
Andrew Nguyen
Lucas Maley (Run back from Kennards)
White: 186
White
49.405
41.666
White: 277.071
White
57.576
68.452
White: 403.099
MVP/Winning player
Ben Goldberg (wiffleball 1st try)
Ethan Grayson
Sterlin Lee
Eli Champoux

White: 408.099

Individual Swim and Track Day Results (Day 3)
MORNING
Wolverine Track Results
Relay: White (Jacob Dancey, Anson Nguyen, Carter Lee, Josiah Bowen)
Dash: 1) Josiah Bowen (W), 2) Messiah Bowen (B), 3) Carter Lee (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Josiah Bowen (W), 2) Aston Lee (B), 3) Messiah Bowen (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Josh Mawanda (B), 2) Zack Wynn (W), 3) Jacob Dancey (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) AJ Valentine (B), 2) Anson Nguyen (W), 3) Jacob Dancey (W), 4) Nico Torres (B)
Distance: 1) Messiah Bowen (B), Josiah Bowen (W), Zack Wynn (W), 4) Coleman Hubbard (B)
Justice League Track Results
Relay: Blue (David Riley, Ross Israel, Jayden Rivera, Tymon Cui)
Dash: 1) Tymon Cui (B), Gabe Klapman (W), Ross Israel (B)
Broad Jump: 1) Tymon Cui (B), 2) Oscar Hu (W), 3) Colin O’Conner (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Christian O’Connor (W), 2) Nik Joseph (B), 3) Brady Bloch (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) Tymon Cui (B), 2) Oliver Murphy (B), 3) Ori Kohl (W), 4) Jon Lee (W)
Distance: 1) Gabe Klapman (W), 2) Ross Israel (B), 3) Christian O’Connor (W), 4) Colin O’Connor (B)
X-Men Track Results
Relay: White (Matty Vogel, Andrew Nguyen, Brady Fitzpatrick, Nathaniel Candray)
Dash: 1) Nathaniel Candray (W), 2) Nathan Riesenburger (B), 3) Ben Goldberg (B)
Broad Jump: 1) Ben Goldberg (B), 2) Hunter Beaulac (B), 3) Brady Fitzpatrick (W)
Softball Throw: 1) Spencer Hertz (W), Christian Edwards (W), Spencer Parco (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) Nathaniel Candray (W), 2) Ben Goldberg (B), 3) Matty Vogel (W), 4) Hunter Beaulac (B)

Distance: 1) Nathan Riesenburger (B), Spencer Parco (B), Matt Goroshko (W), Andrew Nguyen (W)
Avengers Swim Results
Relay: Blue
Freestyle: 1) Ben Grabie (W), 2) Patrick O’Connell (W), 3) Cole Betza (W)
Backstroke: 1) Harry Rubin (B), 2) Liam Grabie (B), 3) Ben Grabie (W)
Underwater Swim: 1) Preston O’Connell (B), 2) Riley Bloch (B), 3) Ethan Grayson (B)
Distance: 1) Liam Grabie (B), 2) Ben Grabie (W), 3) Cole Betza (W), 4) Ethan Grayson (B)
Dark Knight Swim Results
Relay: White
Freestyle: 1) Brandon Goldberg (W), 2) Sterlin Lee (B), 3) Mohaned Aljundi (W)
Backstroke: 1) Brandon Goldberg (W), 2) Sterlin Lee (B), 3) Ryan Torre (B)
Underwater Swim: 1) Corey Perkins (W), 2) Ben Shocket (W), 3) Ryan Torres (B)
Distance: 1) Brandon Goldberg (W), 2) Dom Delgado (B), 3) Sterlin Lee (B), 4) Mohaned Aljundi (W)
Incredibles Swim Results
Relay: Blue
Freestyle: 1) Tristan Placide (B), 2) Jaidin Russell (B), 3) Matt Kern (W)
Backstroke: 1) Tristan Placide (B), 2) Jaidin Russell (B), 3) Matt Kern (W)
Underwater Swim: 1) Nick Silva (B), 2) Lucas Maley (W), 3) Ethan Brodeur (B)
Distance: 1) Tristan Placide (B), 2) Lucas Maley (W), 3) Jaidin Russell (B), 4) Matt Kern (W)

AFTERNOON
Wolverine Swim Results
Relay: White
Freestyle: 1) Alex Qian (W), 2) Aston Lee (B), 3) Josiah Bowen (W)
Backstroke: 1) Aston Lee (B), 2) Alex Qian (W), 3) Ryder Beaulac (B)
Breath Holding: 1) Jacob Dancey (W), 2) Toussaint Nyamweya (W), 3) Nico Torres (B)
Distance: 1) Aston Lee (B), 2) Jacob Dancey (W), 3) Cooper Fitzpatrick (W), 4) Carter Lee (W)
Justice League Swim Results
Relay: White
Freestyle: 1) Oliver Murphy (B), 2) Oscar Hu (W), 3) Zach Andelman (W)
Backstroke: 1) Zach Andelman (W), 2) Oliver Murphy (B), 3) Ori Kohl (W)
Underwater Swim: 1) Gabe Klapman (W), 2) Colin O’Connor (B), 3) Ross Israel (B)
Distance: 1) Oliver Murphy (B), 2) Ori Kohl (W), 3) Colin O’Connor (B), 4) Joplin Murphy (W)
X-Men Swim Results
Relay: White
Freestyle: 1) Hunter Beaulac (B), 2) Desmond Gao (W), 3) Brady Fitzpatrick (W)
Backstroke: 1) Desmond Gao (W), 2) Hunter Beaulac (B), 3) Andrew Nguyen (W)
Underwater Swim: 1) Ben Collier (B), 2) Brady Fitzpatrick (W), 3) Nathaniel Candray (W)
Distance: 1) Hunter Beaulac (B), 2) Desmond Gao (W), 3) Matty Vogel (W), 4) Ben Goldberg (B)
Avengers Track Results
Relay: White (Prince Depina, Julian Badger, Eli Avergun, Ben Grabie)
Dash: 1) Ben Grabie (W), 2) Prince Depina (W), Eli Avergun (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Ben Grabie (W), 2) Patrick O’Connell (W), 3) Prince Depina (W)
Softball Throw: 1) Riley Bloch (B), 2) Eli Avergun (W), 3) Harry Rubin (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) Harry Rubin (B), 2) Eli Avergun (W), 3) Ben Grabie (W), 4) Prince Depina (W)
Distance: 1) Liam Grabie (B), Henry Claytor (W), Patrick O’Connell (W), Preston O’Connell (B)
Dark Knight Track Results
Relay: White (Sincere Northcross, Tristan Lin, Christian Claytor, Ben Shocket)
Dash: 1) Sincere Northcross (W), 2) Christian Claytor (W), 3) Ben Shocket (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Sincere Northcross (W), 2) Zylas Abney (B), 3) Corey Perkins (W)
Softball Throw: 1) Corey Perkins (W), 2) Dom Delgado (B), 3) Antonio Agard (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) Ben Shocket (W), 2) Sincere Northcross (W), 3) Dakota LeConte (B), 4) Zylas Abney (B)
Distance: 1) Christian Claytor (W), 2) Ryan Torres (B), 3) Mohaned Aljundi (W), 4) Brandon Goldberg (W)
Incredibles Track Results
Relay: White (Lucas Maley, Matt Kern, William Peralta, Chris Victorin)
Dash: 1) Dezmond Mitchell (B), 2) Chris Victorin (W), 3) William Peralta (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Ethan Brodeur (B), 2) Gio Tammick (W), 3) Chris Victorin (W)
Softball Throw: 1) Matt Kern (W), 2) Tristan Placide (B), 3) Jaidin Russell (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) Gio Tammick (W), 2) Chris Victorin (W), 3) Nasir Simon (W), 4) Tristan Placide (B)
Distance: 1) Lucas Maley (W), 2) Benett Maley (B), 3) Ethan Brodeur (B), 4) Nick Silva (B)

Day 4
Morning
Afternoon Sports
Wolverine Newcomb (10)
Justice League Softball (10)
X-Men Soccer (10)
Avengers Waterpolo (10)
Dark Knight Football (10)
Incredibles Basketball (10)

Winning Team
Blue
Blue
White
Blue
White
White
Blue:

365.9

Score
2-0
8-7
6-2
7-1
26-12
64-43
-1 swearing
White: 437.099

MVP
Josh Mawanda
Max Andelman
Matty Vogel
Liam Grabie
Ben Shocket
William Peralta

Afternoon
Evening Activity
Jun. +High Junior Omelet Game (10)
Int. + Low Senior Omelet Game (10)
MS. + High Senior Omelet Game (10)

Winning Team
White
White
White

Score
9-8
10-5
8-7

MVP
Cooper Fitzpatrick
Brady Fitzpatrick
Corey Perkins

Evening
Song Night Practice
Score after Day 4:
Day 5
Morning
Afternoon Sports
Wolverine Softball (10)
Justice League Newcomb (10)
X-Men Waterpolo (10)
Avengers Soccer (10)
Dark Knight Basketball (10)
Incredibles Football (10)

Score after Day 5 Morning:

Blue: 365.9

Winning Team
White
Blue
Tie
White
Blue
White
-1 mess hall
Blue: 389.9

White: 467.099

Score
12-3
2-0
2-2
5-0
82-70
14-6

MVP
Cooper Fitzpatrick
Ross Israel
Hunter Beaulac + Matty Vogel
Patrick O’Connell
Ryan Torres
Michael Sudkin

-1 swearing
White: 501.099

Afternoon
Song Night Practice
Song Night
Blue
White
Entrance (40 Points)
24.3
15.7
Song from the Seats (30 Points) 12.3
17.7
Skit (50 Points)
26.5
23.5
Song from the Floor (30 Points) 14
16
Alma Mater (50 Points)
22.5
27.5
Final Score of Song Night
99.7
100.3
FINAL SCORE OF CW:
Blue: 490
White: 601

(Welcome to the 600 Club)

JUNIOR APACHE MYSTERY QUESTION
• Answer two of the following three questions correctly
1) Name five sets of the ten sets of twins in camp.
2) What are the 5/7 highest populated cities in the United States. Order doesn’t matter.
State
NY
CA
IL
TX
PA
AZ
TX

City

3) Name 4/8 Color War team names, given these themes:
Street Racing –
Crazy Clowns –
Lumberjacks –
Star Wars –
The Band “The Who” Prisoners –
Firefighters –
Mardi Gras -

•

JUNIOR APACHE MYSTERY QUESTION ANSWERS
Answer two of the following three questions correctly

1) Name five sets of the ten sets of twins in camp.
Maley’s, Karp’s, Grabies, Murphy’s, Claytor’s, O’Connell’s, O’Conner’s, Bloch’s, Bowen’s, Connelly’s
2) What are the 5/7 highest populated cities in the United States. Order doesn’t matter.
State
City
NY
New York City
CA
Los Angeles
IL
Chicago
TX
Houston
PA
Philadelphia
AZ
Phoenix
TX
San Antonio
3) Name 4/8 Color War team names, given these themes:
Street Racing – Ignition
Star Wars – Empire
Firefighters – Burn

Crazy Clowns – Disturbed
The Band “The Who” - Sensation
Mardi Gras - Krewe

Lumberjacks – Timber
Prisoners – Riot

SENIOR APACHE MYSTERY QUESTION
•

Answer two of the following three questions correctly

1) Name a former color war team whose name started with each vowel?
A:
E:
I:
O:
U:
2) Name 5 of the 14 states that entered the Union after the Civil War

3) Who was the Senior Counselor in G1 each of the last 5 years?
Year
Senior Counselor
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014

SENIOR APACHE MYSTERY QUESTION ANSWERS
•

Answer two of the following three questions correctly

1) Name a former color war team whose name started with each vowel?
A: Alliance, Astros, Archers, Angels
E: Empire, Express
I: Ignition, Insanity, Immortals
O: Odyssey, Outlaws, Order, Olympians
U: Union, United, Undertakers, Untouchables
2) Name 5 of the 14 states that entered the Union after the Civil War
Nebraska, Colorado, North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, Washington, Idaho
Wyoming, Utah, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Arizona, Alaska, Hawaii
3) Who was the Senior Counselor in G1 each of the last 5 years?
Year
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014

Senior Counselor
Ben Keller
Jordan Chabot
Ian Finn
Todd Zucker
Barrett Wilson

White
Samurai
Ridiculous - Kyrie Irving
We be screaming fight white fight Every single day and night Party like we’re on day 5 Matter fact I think
it's 'bout that time All the blue team can see White Samurai And when we beat blue They lose they
mind(Hey)
(Chorus) Our whole crew's ridiculous Everything that we do is ridiculous All the blue team wish they
could be with us We’re about to win the war tonight Our whole crew's ridiculous They’re so cold they're
sick of us Trying to stop us that's ridiculous We’re about to win the war tonight (We are ridiculous) (We
are ridiculous) (We are ridiculous) We’re about to win the war tonight
Blue can’t win it’s such a shame Astronauts is just too lame Odyssey, they have no clue Don't be mad
'cause you have next year too All the blue team can see White Samurai And when we beat blue They
lose they mind(Hey)
(Chorus) Our whole crew's ridiculous Everything that we do is ridiculous All the blue team wish they
could be with us We’re about to win the war tonight Our whole crew's ridiculous They’re so cold they're
sick of us Trying to stop us that's ridiculous We’re about to win the war tonight (We are ridiculous) (We
are ridiculous) (We are ridiculous) We’re about to win the war tonight
City of Angels - Piano Version - Thirty Seconds to Mars
West End House, it’s a consequence, to leave you Making friends, that we’ll keep It’s my dream, to
never end this night All my life, I want to be here with my friends, at West End Here our dreams aren’t
made, they’re won
I’ll miss the summer at West End When we first met we were strangers, I Made memories and lifelong
friends Where the spirit never dies
I can’t wait, for first bell A second night has paid off well With a brother, a summer, at camp The silver of
the lake at night And we’re with friends we all admire At West End House with hope and dreams To stay
is our desire
I’ll miss the summer at West End When we first met we were strangers, I Made memories and lifelong
friends Where the spirit never dies
I made memories and lifelong friends Where the spirit never dies (4 count) West End (4 count) West End
I am home… home… home… home
I’ll miss the summer at West End When we first met we were strangers, I Made memories and lifelong
friends Where the spirit never dies

Summer at West End Summer at West End Summer at West End
Candy Paint - Post Malone
(Chorus)
Brand new plaque with the white on top Beating on the blue, we will not stop They too busy plotting on
what we got Winning our splits, we’re just too hot Samurai gonna make the blue team drop
We win our games they only watch Boutta beat blue we got it on lock Dominating Blue, we do what we
want (2x)
Didn’t know the blue would quit now we’re on the top Stabbed them in the heart said, “make it stop”
God damn blue wishes they could have a shot We can do things that the blue cannot
Slide blue comin’ through, damn were hot Everybody knows we cannot be stopped Blue team thought
they had this war on lock
(Solo)
Were so ahead of blue, best team and Blue can’t comprehend because they ain’t winning Count so
many wins and their chances vanish We be going crazy they know this is our war Got a lot of points,
nothing we can’t handle Blue team is whatever, they know we’re a handful
(Chorus)
Brand new plaque with the white on top Beating on the blue, we will not stop They too busy plotting on
what we got Winning our splits, we’re just too hot Samurai gonna make the blue team drop We win our
games they only watch Boutta beat blue we got it on lock Dominating Blue, we do what we want
Fool in the Rain - Led Zeppelin
Well there’s a fight in the white that keeps climbing Like a sword that shines in the light I hate to think
blue’s been blinded baby Why can’t we win this tonight? And our samurai skills start showing And the
thrill of our touch gives them fright And I’m shaking so much really yearning Blue didn’t show up, and it’s
not a fight
And if we stomped on the blue so completely And we saw this war all the way through We swore that
blue never would beat us baby Whatever happened to Blue? And you thought it was only in movies As
you wish all your dreams would come true It ain’t the first time, believe me baby We’re standing here
beating blue
Now we will stand in the hall ’till it’s over We beat the blue into the ground Another ten minutes no
longer This war ain’t turning around And the clock on the wall’s moving slower Odyssey will sink to the
ground And the storm they thought would blow over Clouds the sword we stuck in the ground
Samurai is taking the crown Samurai is taking the crown Oh, we want it now Samurai is taking the crown

Butterfly Effect - Travis Scott
(Chorus)
For this team we cannot change Beating blue, winning every game Samurai, we are too insane We can’t
stop, beat blue every game (x2)
Odyssey, has reached their peak Blue team tried, go back to the lake Take a seat, watch just how we
play Every day, the blue can’t find a way
Win splits, win games Been busting blue, but still ain’t nothin’ change You on the moon, too busy playing
games Blue’s in a daze, we stab them with our blades Heatin’ up, blue team, we’re just heating up They
can’t recover, now they choking on our dust Feelin’ stuck, we know how to keep blue up Got no love,
Odyssey ran out of luck
(Chorus)
For this team we cannot change Beating blue, winning every game Samurai, we are too insane We can’t
stop, beat blue every game(x2)
(Solo)
Hey blue Hey blue Hey blue We been winnin’, we been winnin’ for some time Flexin', flexin' yeah we
got our guys (Got our guys, got our guys, got our guys)
(Chorus)
For this team we cannot change Beating blue, winning every game Samurai, we are too insane We can’t
stop, beat blue every game (x2)

Cheer Medley
Lil’ Story Here’s a ‘lil story bout the Blue Odyssey . A poorly coached team, and they have no chemistry
The White Samurai, would like to say That we’re the greatest team ever from around the lake (x2)
Wish Blue team what you wishin' for? Maybe you should wish it more The plaque will be white for sure
Maybe blue should try no more They don’t know how to fight anymore They don’t know how to fight
anymore There all done
Through the Wire Through the fire To the limit, to the wall For a chance to beat the blue We’ll gladly risk
it all Through the fire Through whatever, come what may For a chance at crushing blue We’re going all
the way Right down to the wire Even through the fire
Hell of a Life Has blue lost their mind? Tell me when you think we’ve crossed the line No more Odyssey
White victory is all we need Blue’s been canned and Baby it’s been a hell of night
Goosebumps Blue gets goosebumps every time, yeah we come around, yeah Samurai is prime, we
make everything feel fine Worry bout those numbers, it’s way too numb, yeah Blue gets those
goosebumps every time, they need the Heimlich Throw them to the side, yeah Blue gets goosebumps
every time, yeah, when we come around When we throw them to the side, yeah Blue gets those
goosebumps every time, yeah 600 easy blue gets goosebumps every time, yeah, we come around, yeah

CHEER MEDLEY
Little Einsteins
5,4,3,2,1
Blue’s going on a trip in our favorite
rocket ship,
Zooming through the sky
Blue Odyssey
Come on Climb aboard, we’re ready to
explore
There’s so much to find
Blue Odyssey
Boom 4X!! -Vengaboys
Blue Blue Blue Blue
Odyssey cannot lose
We’re on a space adventure
A blue plaque hangs forever
Blue Blue Blue Blue
There’s nothing white can do
We’re on a space adventure
Forever on the blue
Jackie Chan - – Post Malone
White says they’re too scared, don’t
want to play,
So we gon’ paint it blue, we here to
stay
We just went 600 club on white
Now Samurai be runnin, they cant fight
(x2)
Into You – Ariana Grande
The plaque is gonna be blue, and
maybe we’ll let you on it
A little bit one sided, but, baby, that’s
how we’ve made it
A little less Samurai and a little more
exploration
Cause white is soon to lose, soon to
lose, soon to lose,
Got everyone watchin' us, Samurai
can’t take the pressure
A little too soft for us, white team,
should just surrender
A little less white invasion, and a little
more blue space stations
Cause white is soon to lose, soon to
lose, soon to lose
Break Free – Troy & Gabriella Montez
We’re blastin’ off
We’re soarin’, flyin’
There’s not a team in West End that we
can’t beat
Now we’re winnin’, yeah, white knows
they’re beat
Oh, white knows they’re beat
(x2)

BLUE ODYSSEY
Location – Khalid
Send white our location
We’re focused on annihilation
We just need, a time and place to beat
white
Send White our location
We blast off, we’re on vacation
We’ll just keep, winning this war, Go
Blue
Stir Fry – Migos (Solo)
White looks at blue in the nighttime
Blue blastoff yeah we driftin’ we so
high
Blue be winning splits it’s time to fly
Blue’s just tryna get it, white’s gonna
die
We got a big ole blue new plaque make
the white cry
On the blue team we be soarin’ tell
white bye bye
Hold the white down, this is our crown,
Is Samurai around? Cuz Odyssey gon’
pound
A blue plaque: close, white team: no,
Our war,
Go Blue Go
Hey Brother – Avicii
Hey Odyssey, there’s an endless space
for what we could be
Hey White team, you are stuck on
earth while we’re floating free
Oh, When Blue takes off for space,
white sees, they never had a chance
verse Odyssey
Ah, Ah, Ah, Oh when we win all of our
splits
Oh Eggert he’ll throw many fits
White team will lose it all
A new blue plaque in the mess hall
When blue comes crashing down, on
you
There’s nothing in this war the white
could do
----------------------------------------------------

Die a Happy Man – Thomas Rhett
Oh This year, was hands down
One of the best years, at camp no
doubt
Between the long lasting bonds and
sunsets on long pond and the starry
nights
We will cherish the thoughts and good
times camp has brought as we say
goodnight
And we know, that we can’t, ever
thank you enough
For all the things, we have learned, as
we keep growing up
If we never get to see the Northern
Lights
Or if we never get to see the Eiffel
Tower at night
If all we got, is our home at West End
Then we can die, happy men.
The views from long pond, make it
hard to breathe
When those busses come, it’s so hard
to leave
It’s a home, It’s a haven, the greatest,
salvation, the place to be
No They won’t understand, nothing’s
better than camp, in our wildest
dreams
And we know, that we can’t, ever
thank you enough
For all the things, we have learned, as
we keep growing up
If we never visit the Palace of Versailles
Or if we never get to see the Chrysler
Building at night
If all we got, is our home at West End
Then we can die, happy men
Then we can die, happy men
We don’t need no vacation, no fancy
destination,
Camp’s our great escape
We want to laugh with friends, until
the very end
Or cook s’mores by the fireplace
If we never get to walk the Great Wall
of China
Drive a sports car up the coast of
California
If all we got, is our home at West End
Then we can die, happy men
Then we can die, happy men
Then we can die, happy men

Hopeless Romantics – Wiz Khalifa
(Chorus)
We pass the moon we soarin’, all the
time
Their team is old erodin’, goodnight
white
Can’t focus now they chokin’
Seems like blue always beats white,
They are hopeless, lookin’ broken
We can make arrangements to
Hang up a blue plaque so high
Across the stars you know we coolin’
War so easy had us droolin’
White don’t respect themselves, can’t
win, they lost, lookin’ down
We’ve had days where they’ve scored
zero
And they never had a chance, call a
hero
600 club is looking guaranteed
You know we’re that times two
West End bumpin’, winning splits no
issue
Our world’s goin wild, no we not gon’
miss you
(Chorus)
We’re so aggressive
Always relentless
We need a dentist
To clean up all of our plaques
White’s got a serious question
“How you the best, I can’t get no rest,
are you giving lessons?”
Name’s Odyssey, don’t forget
All of our shots are so wet
White is now filled with regret
Knowing they couldn’t impress
All of their luck has been spent
We chillin in space to destress
Blue’s winning all of our bets
Never could let you down,
Always going a hundred percent
(Chorus)
White can’t keep their mind off blue
White can’t keep their mind off blue
White can’t keep their mind off blue
(Chorus)

Lucid Dream – Lucid Dreams – Juice
WRLD
White still sees our shadows in their
room,
Can’t take back the L’s that we gave
you,
It’s to the point where they fear and
they hate blue,
And they can’t defeat us as we blast to
Venus, (oh),
This war’s already done
There is no other one,
Trying to paint the plaque has left
white with dread,
Blue’s won another one
Now white team is on the run
Never forget Odyssey
(x2)
Blue keeps on flying and Samurai’s
looking grave,
From day one we were ahead
They’ll use excuses to make them feel
a-okay
Time to put this war to bed.
Samurai’s been beat and has lost their
honor
Thinking of blue in their heads,
We stole their everything
Even now as we sing
From day one we were ahead,
White team just could not defend
They didn’t want it to end
They’ll watch it blow in the wind
They should’ve known it was the end.
Can’t return to the past
Now they’re coming in last
They were made outta plastic (weak)
White could not keep up with our light
speed pace,
Who knew the kings of this war also
ruled space?
You were just a team that was full of
mistakes
But when our ship lands the whole
planet shakes.
Blue made the white quake
We made white’s sword break
Blue made the white quake
We made white’s sword break
Blue made the white quake
We made white’s sword break
We’d make white’s sword break again

White still sees our shadows in their
room,
Can’t take back the L’s that we gave
you,
It’s to the point where they fear and
they hate blue,
And they can’t defeat us as we blast to
Venus, (oh),
This war’s already done
There is no other one,
Trying to paint the plaque has left
white with dread,
Blue’s won another one
Now white team is on the run
Never forget Odyssey.
Talk is Overrated – Jeremy Zucker
White can’t really hang, They don’t
have a chance
It looks like they are scared, need to
change their pants
And Blue’s been up in space for a real
long time,
And we don’t need a sword, man this
war’s a crime
Up in the stars bright
We wait ‘til the times right
We’re top of the plaque blue
Not too hard to beat the white
We’re all that they fear now
They should just quit now
Doubtful they make it out, not playin’
(Chorus)
White is overrated, let’s just fly
And were so concentrated, it’s our
time
So, White is overrated, let’s just fly
It ends tonight
Samurai’s been stressed, They don’t
wanna fight
Can’t beat the Odyssey, as we now
take flight
Just looking at the score, we ain’t here
to play
Inside the messhall our plaque’s here
to stay
White remembers when it was just day
one
Thought it would be fun, they were
wrong
After all these splits, They were
throwing fits
Just like Joe, living in the shadow
Of the better team
Go Blue
(Chorus x2)

Walking on a Dream – Empire of the Sun
Flying past the white
How can they compete
Like we’re by ourselves
White’s lost on repeat
(Pre Chorus)
We are always winning never lost a split, lost a split
Always pushing up our score because the blue will never quit
On and on and on we are blasting off and off again
Never looking back we’re just in awe of what’s in outer space
(Chorus)
It is real now
That the plaque is hanging blue
We can feel it
That white commits seppuku
Thought they’d never see
A team like Odyssey
Go blue go we up in space
Shooting off in a ship and we’re advancing the human race.
(Pre Chorus)
(Chorus)
White’s stopped, Samurai has lost
White’s sore, didn’t know the cost
So come on, fly with Odyssey
All that’s left is tonight, beating white they can’t fight
(Chorus x2)

5A Sayings and We Leaves
Nico Torres “I know when Color War is going to start” “Ask me a Color War question” “My cousins are
the Karps” “Excuse me…”
WEHC historian, New York, Elite 8, great 1st year
Carter Lee “Nico’s my friend from New York” “Can I stay all 8?”
Terrific attitude, White Samurai, great 1st year
Zack Wynn “My dad, grandfather, and great grandfather were all here” “Where’s Arthur Jonathan?”
AJ, skills, glasses, Elite 8, wonderful rookie year
Jamin Northcross: “Carter’s not from New York, He’s from Manhattan” “My brother Sincere…” “My
brother Kemra…”
His brothers, World Cup Champion on Spain, Clean-up
Juan Merlo: Spanish, *Little Noises*, “Ala vista baby” Crocs, World Cup, Mexico, Awesome first year
Christian Peralta: “I love swimming” ”Houston, can you take me swimming?” “I love swimming”
Swimming, World Cup, England, Clean-up Enthusiast, Swimming Goggles, Kezar Runs, Drawing
Benjamin Ngo: “I’m gonna go play chess with Kyle” “Zack is my best friend at camp”
Chess with Kyle, Zack, Team China, Wonderful 1st Year and hopeful return
Ace Eagerman: “Ace wants Ice Cream! Oooohh! Aaahh!” “I’m not from New England, I’m from
Massachusetts” “Ace! Ace! Ace!” “I wasn’t fake sleeping! You don’t even know my life!” “Only
Americans can bend their forks, and I’m an American” “USAce!” “P is for pizza and pizza is for me”
Starting successful “Ace!” chants in the mess hall, Wanting ice cream, USAce, Not Jokes, Staring contest
champion, Tsunami champion, Junior Rookie of the Year, Greatest 1st year, hopeful return
Quinn Connors: “I’m a vegetarian” “I can’t eat that because I’m a vegetarian” “Is anyone else here a
vegetarian?” My brother Reese…”
Reese, Tsunami, Fantastic 1st Year, Hopeful return
Matt Cawlfield: “My brother Will…” “Joe is my favorite…after Houston” “Tsunami was the best Desert
War team ever”
Soccer Star, Tsunami, Will, Great DW, Awesome 1st Year
Cole Fontecchio “My cousin Andrew” “What time is general swim?” “Tsunami was lit”
Seifer’s cousin, Tsunami, sailing, great 1st year
Jacob Kirwan “Do you know Will Burger?” “I love ice cream!”
Will Burger, swimming, handball, great athlete, hopeful return, great year
Natan DeOliveira: “Ace is my BOYYYYYY!!” “who wants to play gaga ball” “I hope theres oreo bars
after dinner”
Red sox, Boston kid, great attitude, awesome first year, hopeful return
AJ Valentine: “I’m boys with Zack back home” “another game of bunk football anyone?” “Okay
Odyssey!!”

Blue odyssey, avalanche, great athlete, great year, hopeful return
Cooper Fitzpatrick: “I play baseball” “I play hockey” “my brother Keegan” “my brother Brady” “When
is watermelon”
Baseball, Hockey, Brady, Keegan, samurai, 600 club, great year, hopeful return
Messiah Bowen: “Where is Antonio” “COOPAH” “Who wants to trade food”
Antonio, Josiah, Blue odyssey, great year, hopeful return
Josiah Bowen: “Where’s MEH MEH at?” “what’s for desert and milk” “I’m not waiter” “COOPAH”
Antonio, messiah, Samurai, great hair, great athlete, hopeful return
Coleman Hubbard: “Why does everyone smell like my uncle Jason” “do you have any snacks” “Have
you seen my shoes” “who wants to draw with me”
Uncle Jason, blue odyssey, awesome first year, hopeful return
Aston Lee “Have you seen my shoes” “can someone take me fishing”
Cole Betza, Fairfield CT, his shoes, great year, hopeful return
Alex
Qian
“does
my
shoe
line
“HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA”
Samurai, great first year, laughing, great kid, hopeful return

look

okay”

“where’s

Joe?”

Staff
SC - Houston Barenholtz “Swag beat me in the pie eating contest” “I have to go to school tomorrow”
“Ima go to the docks and stargaze” “I have not brought a fan to camp in 8 years” “Order was the best”
“Tristan and Ryan, run cleanup”
Florida, HC Blue Odyssey, Gators, Pajamas, Camp Walkie Talkie, DW Runner, Greece Coach, Staff
Room squad, messiest area in Staff Room, Hopeful Return, Great 8th Year
JC – Joe Connelly “Big Yikes” “Put up those T’s” “Capture the Flag was dope” “Clean the bunk” “Pass
the water” “Juice free summer baby” “I love and hate being the Soccer Guy” “Go to Bed” “Stop taking
my freeze-pops” “I’m trying to go to sleep, leave me alone” “Lemme get that box” “Who wants the box?”
“I’m so good”
WC Runner, Tsunami DW Coach, White Samurai Soccer Coach, Soccer Guy, knockout, Staff Room
fridge, Aidan, Kyle, Matt, Jack, “Chagnes” watermelon champs, Automatic Watermelon Home Run,
Game winning home run in the championship, Great 8th Year
CIT – Ryan O’Connell “Get off my bed” “Clean the bunk” “Joe, can Tristan please run cleanup?”
“Tristan, you are serving” “Nothing” “Okay Disturbed, we were filthy” “I’m hyped for fun town
“yahurd”
Cleanup runner, best server in camp, better than Tristan at serving, Patrick, Preston, Great 3 rd Year, best
Pit in camp, great pictures
CIT – Tristan Goroshko “What’s Up bros!” “How ya doin guy?” “Who’s tryna…” “I want to bring
hockey to West End, bro”
Moat, Order, Kitchen, better than Ryan at serving, Jr League Coach, great goalie

5B Sayings and We Leaves
Anson Nguyen: “Seif-ah” *Smiles* “Where’s Leeon?” *Smiles* “What’s the night activity? “
Great first year, Russia, His bed, Smiles, hopeful return for longer
Jonathan Camargo: *shakes head for yes*, *shakes head for no*, “Kraus can you help me with …?”
Great year, Silence, Sleeping backwards, Soccer, Dominate athlete, Great desert war
Jack Goldberg: “Can you play god’s plan?”, “DEREK!”, “I wish they had hockey here!”, “What’s for
lunch?”
Great all around, hockey, 4th generation camper, flossing, Derek Walsh
Derek Walsh: “I love the waterfront” “JACK!” “Why?” “Do I have to?” “What?” “When?” “Who?”
“How?” “Did you know Danny Walsh is my uncle?”
Tubing before first bell, Jack Goldberg, Danny, Color Rush MVP
Ryder Beaulac: “I’m wayyyy past the 5’s.” “I NEED the bathroom.” “HUNTER!”
World Cup Golden Ball, Florida, Mac and Cheese at breakfast, lunch, and dinner, Spelling team, great
year with many more to come
Lee Perryman: “JOSH!” “LEEON…TOUSSAINT!” “DREW!!!” “OW MY EYE!”
Dew rag, Tank top and green shorts, Sandals, Member of the Perryman Clan, Dancing
Leeon Perryman: “Mweh” “Ahhh” “Heeeeeelp” “Who wants to play Pokemon?” *laughs evilly* “Get
out of my aisle!” “Dang it! I was having a dream about eating cookies!” “I can…… but I don’t want to.”
Huge personality, Sandals, White tank top and PJ bottoms, Member of the Perryman Clan, Books
Josh Mawanda: “LEE!” “That’s not fair” “My big brother is SO tall!” “My brother is in Spain”
“SEIFERRR!”
Orange Justice, Future HSC of 2023, Newcomb beast, Even better year, Many more to come
Jacob Dancey: “Boy…” “That’s cringe” “I’m a Dancey” “Can you play Temperature by Sean Paul?” “I
need more sunscreen!”
Great color war, Future HSC of 2023, bunk leader, and all around great camper
Toussaint Nyamweya: “I’m gonna triple crown.” “LEEON….LEE!” “If you need any pokemon help, I
am your man.”
Member of the Perryman Clan, Triple Crown, Pokemon, Sketch book, Kirby drawings
Mason Felker: “I’m from Limerick” “I can bike from my house to camp” “I am a certified zumba
instructor” “HIYA”
Vice President of the camp, local, zumba, goofiest kid in 5B, hopeful return next year
Cameron Bloch: “Well actually…” “Get off of my bed” “Fun Fact- In 2014, Jonah Bloch scored a goal
in a leagues soccer game and had a 67.9 pass percentage!!!!”
Bloch Dynasty, toy collector, days off in 5B

STAFF
SC Drew Seifer: “I’m going to Emerson College!” “I did my time as a CIT.” “GET OUT OF THE
STAFF ROOM!” “CHILLLLL” “Buckoooo” “Hey guys…” “WHATTT!” “I’m going to thrive in Junior
and High Junior Newcomb”
Emerson College Comedy Major, Blue Odyssey, great color war coach, Buckman, Raymond, Bleuth,
Hallion, Dezmond.
JC Brandon Buckman: “HALLION!” “Yea, I was 6-0 in my split as a JC.” “Odyssey’s song night was
the worst song night of allllll time, we should have beaten them by 25.”
Wrestling with Hallion, somehow won High Senior football, turning up Ridiculous every time he heard it,
Absolute Psycho
CIT Jonathan Kraus: “Dude chilllll” “Arsenal is gonna be so good this year” “Bloodhounds baby” “I’m
gonna smack Zinman in junior leagues today” “Masonnn”
Arsenal, Great Junior leagues coach, His map, Airpods, Cheez-it Grooves…strictly for him
CIT Harvey Chen: “Man… I LOVE these kids” “AHHHHHH!” “Stop eating before dinner, you’ll spoil
your appetite!” “CAMERON!” “JOSHUA!” “Get off of me!” “Seifer says was my worst nightmare…”
“Have you seen my glasses?”
Losing his glasses during dock wars, Being on the job chart, sadly counting days until his dreaded last
day, Great first summer on staff and hopeful return for much longer, Dutch
CIT Cole Lepler: “Seiferrrr?!” “Clean the bunkkkkk!” “I’m not in Gottlieb!” “You wish you were on
Corps, don’t you” “In Europe…” “KRAUS!” “Steve isn’t my dad; he’s my uncle”
Trip to Europe, Being a counselor in two bunks, constant stream of music, White Samurai hype man,
Steve, John Mayer
2A Sayings and We Leaves
Reese Connor- “Basketball is my best sport.”, “Who has noodles”
Great year, hopeful return, tallest junior, rebounds
Brayden Carroll- “What time is dinner?”, Will wanna go play catch?”, “I love baseball,”
Maryland, great rookie year, watermelon beast, hopeful return
William Cawlfield- “Play me in basketball!”, “Wanna race?”, “I love desert war”
Maryland, sick athlete, great first year, best junior athlete, hopeful return
Jean Joseph Builes- “You can’t guard me.”, “I think I can serve myself.”
Great first year, Celtics jersey, hopeful return, great desert war
David DeOliveira- “Nah I’m the best rafter ball player in camp.”, “I kinda like sleeping on top bunk.”
Hair flip, Great first year, basketball, hopeful return
Max Wynn- “I can’t find my shoes.” Who’s on coverage and relief?”
Great kid, hopeful return, basketball.
David” Moose” Reilly- “Wanna see my moose costume?”, “I did waiter this morning!”, “Here’s my top
10 rank of counselors…”
Mooooossseee, Great first year, moose costume, hopeful return

Christian O’Conner- “Spicy cheetos are the best cheetos.”, “I think I might just sleep on the floor
tonight.”
Dabber, Great Year, Mid aisle, Hopeful return
Colin O’Conner- “I can’t tell if I like top bunk or bottom bunk.”, “I’m leaving on Wednesday.”, Thomas
is addicted to fortnite at home.”, “Burp baby burp!”
Love to sleep, Massages, Great Year
Oscar Hu- “HAHAHAHAHAHAHAH!!!!”, “POKEMON!!”, “I love this desert war best night forever.”,
“Heeeeyyy Brotherrrrr.”, “Hug?”
Double jointed, great rookie year, hopeful return
Jayden Rivera- “Yes, can we please watch star wars.”
Great athlete, Good color war, Hopeful return
Gabe Klapman- “I think Melrose is the best city ever.”,” Where’s my street hockey ball?”
Melrose hockey sweatshirt, hopeful return, general swim
Jimmy Santos- “No I didn’t do that, Nick did.”, “Me and Gabe have the best beds in camp.”
Ball in desert war, general swim, hopeful return, dance moves
Kemra Northcross- “Can we get a scary story”, “I don’t look like NBA Youngboy!”
Clean bed, Clean smile
Nick Ngo- “But I did my job!!!”, “Can I go make ramen”, “My self-esteem”
Great first year, hopeful return
Nor Gul-Muhamed- “Put on some NBA Youngboy”, “I get mad girls”, “I’m NOT skinny!”
Great Athlete, Funny, Rapper
Jesse Shaughnessy - “I’m a professional roller blader”, “Cake and Milk is the best thing in the entire
world”
Good first year, hopeful return, Cup Noodles
Raffi Lentz- “Can we please watch a movie?” “Why do I have to do that?”
Great Desert War, Lots of energy, hopeful return
Louis Lasu- “Anyone wanna play gaga?” “Why can’t we just have McDonalds for dinner?”
Movies, gaga pit, hopeful return, beast in desert war
Jon Lee- “When my parents come up, I’m gonna ask them to get me six twelve packs of ramen noodles
and eat them all.” “GET OFF MY BED!!!”
Great first year, books, Mastrangelo classic, hopeful return, elite eight
Nikoles Joseph- “I didn’t do anything.”, “Why do I have to go first?”
Good year, hopeful return, cold showers
Drew Boucher- “I know Reese from Newton.”, “I love sports?”
Good year, feel better, hopeful return

STAFF
SC Angelo Mastrangelo- “Since when did CITs not have to do cleanup”, “My wrestling moves would
get you in a second.” “I have a hall of fame scrapper badge”
Takin a few years off and making a huge comeback, wrestling, “Top Dawg”, Director of Manual
Boating, Fitness Guru, Bruce Hayes, White Samurai 601 Softball coach
JC Max Brody- RAFFI, STOP IT NOW!!!”, “IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII want ice cream, I want ice cream, I want ice
cream, yes I do., “Oh sick another double, I love that.”
2 weeks, ice cream, hopeful return, Sharon, Escape Room expert
CIT Zamayne Abney – “Bet”, “I beat strang in pokemon.”, “Strang wanna play pokemon?”
Great 2 dog, work out champ, sleep.eat.fitness, hardworker, pokemon
CIT Mohamed Aljundi – “I don’t want to do coverage!”, “Wait what, I had kitchen yesterday… now
today?”, “Hey did you know young thug is coming out with a new album?”
4 weeks, kitchen, rec hall, fit fella, all nighter, always on
CIT Alex Hallion – “WHAAASHUUUP GUUUUUYYY”, “Squinto and Squanto.”, “ferda”
Titch squad, the King, wrestling

2B Sayings and We Leaves
Jack Burkhead – “No, I’m not related to Rex Burkhead” “Guys check out my new comic!” “Greece
should have won World Cup this year.”
Andelmans, Skilled artist, Andelman bug cleanup crew, Great sense of humor, Team Greece, Tubing
tumble, sheets, hopeful return in 2019.
Andy Silberstein – “Let’s play chi-po” “Los Amigos is the best burrito in Newton” “Where is Ross?”
“What is my job today?” “Hertz, you’re waiter today”
Newton, Tsunami, Ross, Clutch Color Rush, great addition to the bunk, Top-bunk, Los Amigos
Malcolm Metellus – “It’s not stoops, its goops!” “Griffin, play some Lil’ Baby” “Marlon you have your
own snacks!” “Yo Ang, you want some chips?” “We clubbing tonight”
Outstanding Intermediate Award, Avalanche, Lil’ Baby, Doorbed position, another wonderful summer
Owen Stubblebine – “I’m going to the rec hall” “I have the legendary ankle-breaker badge” “Yeah I
have 8,000 followers on insta, no biggie.”
Avalanche, Dribbling skills, early to bed early to rise, lil-iverson, bottom bunk, 3rd year
Hunter Beaulac – “VOOT! VOOT!” “You need to calm your depression” “Burgerfi has the best burgers
in Florida, and you can’t tell me otherwise” “We’re going on a trip in our favorite Rocketship!”
Burgerfi, Team Mexico, Avalanche, Blue Odyssey Intermediates, messy area, Week 1 MVP
Spencer Hertz – “VOOT! VOOT!” “What? No blackberries?” “Look, I cleaned my area in under an
hour.” “Do you want a Hertz Donut?” “Brand new plaque with the white on top”
Team China, Avalanche, Palm, Mopping the bunk, Jack Lesser voice, slow cleaner, 600 club, Nation of
Hydration

Ori Kohl – “Steve, I got 5 more frisbees!” “Ryan, can I go sailing with you?” “I’ll show Nathan around”
“Maybe next year I’ll come for 8” “2B is the best bunk in camp”
His cool hair, his Wayland Hat, the Disc Golf Commissioner, always helpful, always positive, many more
great years to come
Ross Israel – “VOOT! VOOT!” “Will my Mike Lowell jersey make the top ten on Jersey Night?” “Max
huge bug at 12 o’clock, bring the cards” “Play Under the Boardwalk.” “Why does everyone have these
treasure boxes? I don’t get them.”
Tsunami, Red Sox Updates, Beatles mania, 5-1 Blue Odyssey High Juniors, Week 7 MVP
Zach Andelman – “VOOT! VOOT!” “Eggert check out the job chart I made” “2B-2-Krunk!” “Biffin
started the fire” “Yo, feel this, it’s seven-inch memory foam!” “Griffin! Or Eggert! Play Ridiculous!”
“For this team we cannot change. Beating Blue, winning every game. Samurai, we are too insane!”
Ghost Pepper Sausages, Avalanche, Team Brazil, Bloodhounds league championship, Coziest bed ever,
White Samurai High Junior, 600 club, Nation of Hydration
Max Andelman – “Can I get a VOOT! VOOT!” “VOOT! VOOT!” “So Samurai is a ninja theme right?”
“Side table!” “Did you hear about the fire in Sharon?” “If you multiply the square root of the negative
power to the 3rd digit it’s actually quite simple. Just ask Rarp!”
Tsunami, 5-1 Blue Odyssey High Juniors, Team Italy, Glasses, Max Towel, Max Power, Max Speed,
Whitney in Blue’s skit, Newcomb Sky-Bomb shot, Week 1 OS, Nation of Hydration, Waterpolo game
winner
Nathan Reisenburger – “VOOT! VOOT!” “Yo watch this” “I got 16 packages during color war”
“Nobody believes I have a 6-pack, but I do.” “My house is the Star Wars House, if you know that one”
Great addition to the bunk, Suspenders, Blue Odyssey, 2nd place in Jersey Night, Doorbed, Week 5 MVP,
First in the dash, Bloodhounds league championship, Nation of Hydration
Brady Bloch – “Jonah get out” “I know my Adam Thielen jersey will place on Jersey Night!” “The
Chagne’s have the best jersey game in the league” “It ain’t the first time believe me, baby, we’re standing
here beating blue!” “I wear #18 for hockey”
Washington Capitals, Team Ireland, Tsunami, White Samurai, Week 6 MVP, Jersey Night place, 600 club
Nation of Hydration
Joplin Murphy – “VOOT! VOOT!” “I order waffles every time” “I just reacted” “Yes! I’m waiter with
Oliver” “Has Blue lost their mind? Tell me when you think we’ve crossed the line”
Tsunami, White Samurai High Junior, Part time chair, Chi-Po, Lifesaver, 600 club Nation of Hydration
Oliver Murphy – “VOOT! VOOT!” “I’m Oliver!” “I never order pancakes or French toast at IHop”
“We’re from Alston Brighton” “He’s Joplin!”
Tsunami, Blue Odyssey High Junior, Part time chair, Top-bunk, Virginia Hat, Nation of Hydration
Spencer Parco – “VOOT! VOOT!” “So what was your entrance on Ignition?” “Houston had the greatest
entrance of all time on Odyssey” “Order definitely had the best entrances I’ve ever seen”
Avalanche, Team Italy, Water, Blue Odyssey High Junior, Nation of Hydration
Matty Vogel – “VOOT!” Biffin started the fire” “OK Dawn!” “Dawn will rise!” “Dawn totally got
snubbed. Easily the best desert war team ever to lose” “My Kyrie city jersey is a lock for jersey night”
“Play ______” “Well, there’s a fight in the white that keeps climbing”
Team USA, Tsunami, White Samurai 4-1-1 Intermediates, 7.1 goals per game in soccer, 2 league
championships, Song list, Week 2 MVP, Bloodhounds league championship, 600 club

STAFF
SC Sam Eggert – “Quiet down and study your song sheets.” “1, 2, skip to my lou!” “Banana! Relsih!
Mayonnaise! Mango!” “Here’s a lil story ‘bout the Blue Odyssey” “I’m going to play some Herbie
Hancock” “I’m debuting the parent’s playlist.” “Get out of the bunk, brother!” “Do your job” “E.L.E.”
“Up from the 36 chambers” “Nation of hydration is the key to a great summer on Long Pond”
Left handed swing, HC of the 600 club White Samurai, Runner of Desert War, League Commissioner,
Music, Sombrero, Legacy, PT, West End Gladiators, jersey night, 600 club, Nation of Hydration
CIT Ryan Karp – “Get off my bed!” “I am zootski” “I’m slap happy” “OK Tsunami” “Go to bed!”
“Send it!” “Washup guy” “Juice Free Summer”
Tsunami Coach, iSwim specialist, solo Westendo challenge coach, swim tutor, Z-Man, Nation of
Hydration
CIT Griffin Yas – “Get off of me bed” “get out of me aisle” “Don’t use me fridge” “The Glockenspiels
are the greatest league team ever to grace West End” “Give me two Milky Ways” “Get out of here Joe”
“It’s 11 o’clock why isn’t anyone in their bed?” “Nation of hydration!”
Tsunami Coach, Glockenspiels 10-1 Junior League Champion, Fridge, Freeze-Pops, Greyhounds, Paw
Sox, Nation of Hydration

3A Sayings and We Leaves
Jaden Segal – “If I give you snacks will you not be mad at me?” “No, I’m telling Steve you were being
mean to me” “Play Moonlight!!!” “Tim-chee”
South Africa, half-court shot in the World Cup, always smiling, Bop-it, Standing up for others
Luke Meixel – “Yo guys, do your jobs! I’m always the only one cleaning the bunk” “I dropped like 60
points in basketball today!”
Greece, 13 and under basketball, To Kill a Mockingbird, extremely tall
Kenneth Edwards – “This is my bunk now” “Does anyone have any snacks?” “Don’t go in the
bathroom, I’m in here!”
Russia, alpha leader of 3A, belt and jeans, long arms
Sam Ribeiro – “What’s up my gucci lit fam?” “Freed, the boost in those are trash” “My brother took my
pillow again”
Amazing first year, cringy red hat, always missing a shoe and socks
Marcelo Angel – “Aksgfiqwg” “Ooookayy” “I’m SpongeBob!” “Heeeeey, don’t touch my pencils!”
Spain, always sleeping, never upset, great camper, draws great pictures, fantastic Australian accent
Miguel Sanchez – “Yo Freed, what the heck?” “Yo don’t mess with my main man” “Yo how many wins
you got in” “Don’t make me use Slash on you!”
Italy, always positive, sleeps between the lockers, tank tops

Andrew Nguyen – “My leagues team is 6-0” “My World Cup team is undefeated” “My Color War team
is soooo good!” “Oh my gosh, I have to mop the bathroom again!”
Spain, neatest camper, chill camper, young flexer
Billy Tan – “Hey get your feet off of my bed!” “I’ll beat you 1v1 me” “Kenneth get away from me!”
Russia, Snoopy bedsheets, puts pepper on everything, Tim’s Bed, in the Wu clan
Faiz Ahmed – “I love Minecraft” “Pluto is a planet” “Did someone take my snacks?” “Guys stop making
a mess!” “I love Gatorade protein bars”
Hong Kong, reading books, protein bars
Zach Connors – “AAAAAGGGGGG!” *grunts* “Yo Bagel how do I fix this clock”
Wrestling, fuzzy Patriots pillow, broken clock, Avalanche
Jacob McLaughlin – “Someone play me in rafter tennis” “I finally beat Tim in rafter baseball!” “I play
sports yeah I play sports!”
Intermediate rookie of the year, always happy, sleep talks, never upset
Ronan Widland – “What do I need to do to get Mess Hall?” “Eddie Stein! Eddie Stein!” “I’m soo dope
at human foosball”
Amazing Desert war performance, great first year
Ali Alhamdany – “I swear everyone in here is trolling me” “My mom misses me, I swear” “Yo I swear!”
Takis, plays squash, never gave Freed Takis, great attitude, Frisbee
Qasim Aljorani – “Wanna play connect 4” “Yo Ali lets plays cards” “Don’t worry guys, I’m coming
back before you know it!”
Plays squash, hopeful return, door bed, fresh cut
Askar Azeez – “The camp should put in a squash court” “Ali you need to chill, I’m just joking!” “I’ll be
back in a couple of days, no worries”
Also plays squash, terrific first year, hopeful return soon
Brady Fitzpatrick – “My waterfront group never gets tubing” “Who wants to play Town of Salem?”
“Who is the Mafioso” “Hey my area is perfectly clean!” “I’m not homesick anymore!”
Town of Salem, Clue, pizza, his brothers
Bryan DaCosta – “I am going to destroy you!” “No one in 3B is allowed in here!” “I don’t care!” Loves
reading, funny faces, Pikachu blanket, playing the guitar, always fake sleeping
Ben Goldberg – “Tim, what college essay are you working on?” “Tim-Bob” “I’m leaving on Sunday.
Hah just kidding!” *whispers it’s free real estate* “What’s up? What’s up?”
Super chill, Tim’s bed, lacrosse hoodies
Armaan Ishaq – “Who else agrees that Minecraft is better?” “We never watch any good movies”
Singing in the shower, dancing, making forts, crab dance
Christian Edwards – “I love physical activities!!!” “Yo that’s a force!” “REEEEEEEE!” “Why do we
have to clean the bunk?” “I worked VERY hard for this Platoon shirt” “I almost cost my team the 600
club”
Platoon shirt, sleepyhead, Freed and Eddie’s bed

Griffin Guzman – “Um I have a question…” “Steve is my uncle” “I miss my mom” “I’ve been to
FunTown like twenty times” “I want to get braces”
Late-night talks with Tim, Nature Valley Bars
Gael Berthelly – “Yo what the heck bro” “My bed and locker is clean, I don’t know what you are talking
about!”
Platoon shirt, Eddie’s bed, snacks with Tymon
STAFF
S.C. Timothy Chu – “ CLEAN THE BUNK” “GET OUT OF THE BUNK” “CHILL” “RELAX” “ Bro,
South Africa was the most lit team ever, my boy Jayden and I were ballers” “What don’t you understand
Carter Lee is my cousin” “Ni de ping guo hen hong”
Coach of South Africa, Amazing O.D for Color War, Staff of the Week 5, Watermelon champs, grammar
control freak
J.C. Jeremy Freed – “Get off of my bed!” “Someone stole my Watermelon hitting skills” “Avatar is the
best show out there” “All three of my pillows are stacked”
No redemption, July 5th, safe laundry
C.I.T Eddie Benson – “Off my bed” “5,4,3,2,1” “Let’s play ball” “Mercy rule is 7 for rafter baseball”
“STOP YELLING”
Undefeated in rafter baseball and death ball, OTW, fishing for cod, Morse

3B Sayings and We Leaves
Jackson Magee: “You head bet looking bet boy”, “Wait does…”, “Kanye’s my bae”, “I keep my squirrel
in its cage and pour water in it to get it really wet”, “at least the girls knew I was a guy”
Wet squirrels, Brookline, goldy locks, Mercy, co-MVP of the first two weeks, England
T’Kai Watkins: “I miss Noah”, “Can I touch your fan”, “Can we watch a movie”
Club star, side table warrior
Ja’kobe Watson: “Can I borrow your blanket” “I’m borrowing your blanket” “Can you close the back
door”
Tetherball, always late, his cologne, Coleman’s bed
Connor Stookey: “I always think T’Kai is…”, “Football is soccer… in Australia”, “It’s not anime”, “My
grandparents own KHOP”, “In a couple of years chocolate won’t exist anymore”
Cats, very quiet, a great return after a 1-year break
Mateo Correia: “Ay”, “Why tho”, “yells something in Spanish”, “Hey Raymond”
Always the first one to fall asleep, pranks, tennis balls, Prize or Consequence
Aidan Slobodian: “STOP IT”, “WHY WOULD YOU DO THAT”, “do you have some […] I can
have?”, “I’ll trade you for that”, “These are my pajamas”, “My last name is Slobodian”
Pescatarian struggles, his sweatpants, shower cleaner, clean-up enforcer
Michael Camargo: “I hate you Kevin”, “Jonny’s my brother”, “JOHNNY STOP”, “Jonny get out”
Jonny, door bed, always late, chi-po

Noe Ponce: “I’m the best soccer player in the 3’s”, “I’m gonna be first pick in desert war”, “Omar …”
Tsunami, best soccer player in the 3’s, most likely first pick in desert war, MVP of the second two weeks
Zyaire Abney: “Wanna do some Mad Libs”, “Wanna read my Mad Libs”, “Can I have my Mad Libs
back”, “Why do I have to stop making Mad Libs”, “I love waffles”
Mad Libs, shark head, Abney West End legacy, gifts from Zamayne
Angel Vega: “Can I have some Saltines”, “I’m coming back week 4”, “I got a huge package filled with
food”, “Do you want food”
Did not return during week 4, great attitude, great kid, co-MVP of the first two weeks
Omar Benmrad: “I’m friends with Victor at home”, “I’m better at soccer than Nicky”, “I was first pick
for Desert War”, “Nobody go on my bed”, “GET OFF MY BED!”
Pizza towel, soccer, Waltham, Fritos, stand-up paddleboarding, top of the bunklist
Victor Rodriguez: “Why can’t we talk in Spanish”, “It wasn’t me”, “It was Aidan”, “Why would I do
that”
Rookie year, bottom bunk, always messy under his bed, softball, his brother
Preston O’ Connell: “They had Jonah Street (St.) Abramson”, “Can you spray some Febreze on me?”,
“Can I have some Skittles”, “I don’t wanna move my bed, I like top bunk”, “Hi Tymon”
Patrick, Ryan, top bunk, Skittles, letters, first time six weeker, Jungle
Patrick O’ Connell: “Preston get off my bed”, “I NEED FEBREZE NOW!”, “I had a hat trick in Low
Senior soccer”, “I’m better than Julian”
Preston, Ryan, sugar, 8 three pointers in one game, first time six weeker
Julian Badger: “Stop sucking up to Liam Grabie”, “I’m better than Patrick”, “Back home me and
Jackson…”, “Everyone wants to be Jackson”
2-4 vs Liam Grabie, door-bed, Jackson, Liam Grabie rivalry
Josh Wotton: “Liam… no no Kieran!”, “I should have brought some bagels”, “Albert Einstein was a
local”, “What’s an A+? Is it good?”
Only 8 weeker in the 3’s, bowls of grapes, clean-up, Wonton, Maine
Nathaniel Candray: “White is trash bro”,”Blue is so much better”, “I love white”, “You guys are
twins?”, “My mom only sent me here so I wouldn’t play Fortnite all day”
Blue, White, fire shoe game, day zero of Color War, his container of food
Danny Santos: “I don’t care brooooooooo”, “What the heck!”, “Where’s Burton?”, “Get off my bed
brooooooooo”, “BROOOOOOOOO”
Jimmy, plastic spoon, double bed, alarm clock, the Jimmy and Danny West End legacy
Desmond Gao: “It’s almost 900”, “Is anyone in the shower?”, “Are we watching a movie?”, “I almost
beat Hunter in the swim meet”
Bottled milk, great Color War swim meet, talking in Chinese with Tymon, great kid
Tymon Cui: “GET OFF MY BED”, “NO FEET ON MY BED”, “… was on my bed”, “Kevin, he did
…”, “I AM FIRE”
China, talking in Chinese with Desmond, bunk sweeper, English homework

Ben Collier: “I can’t sleep”, “Get off my bed”, “Wanna trade for my …”, “Hey Desmond, wanna go play
…”, “I have nothing to write about in my letter”
Intermediate Rookie of the Year, tennis, first place in Color War underwater swim, WEHC legacy
STAFF
SC Kevin Wu: “Get away from my bed”, “No one go on my bed”, “Who was on my bed”, “Let’s go, get
up”, “Go to the council ring”, “CLEAN”, “Why aren’t you cleaning!”
Ten year plaque, being called Raymond by everyone, speaker, staff car
CIT Will Burger: “How many bricks you got?”, “If you don’t got bricks I don’t even know you”, “Yo
Julian, pass the bricks”, “YA HUUUUURD”, “What dude?”,
Marty, “Acting JC”, 3-time senior week 4 O.S., finally on the five year plaque, Liam Grabie’s adoptive
father, throwing the Frisbee to Devin Usal in Round 4 of Capture the Flag 2016, Leagues softball
comeback, the best Intermediate Leagues coach West End has ever seen, Jungle, Thunder
CIT Kieran Flood: “There’s no item in that item box”, “SHUTTERS & Beds & Rafters”, “Eggert, do
you copy?”, “Neither of these teams are as good as Jungle was”, “Liam Grabie, are you above every other
camper in camp?” “Shocket, G1.”, “I’ve had relief the last … nights”, “Long live Jonah Abramson”, “The
white board was a steal”
locking down 3-dog, being insane at Liars’ Club, walking with the 3’s, Catching Fire, cheese pizzas,
becoming the Night Activity guy, also Liam Grabie’s adoptive father, Liam Grabie, Brandon Goldberg,
Shocket, Ferris, Luke Meixel, Jungle, Thunder, Escape Room brains
CIT Andrew Burton: “I’m not a camper”, “Some camper hit my Ramen and it burned me”, “Why am I
rec hall again”, “I’m gonna swim at general swim”
Being a camper, Gottlieb CIT/ camper, 16U 2 on 2 mini-hoop tournament
CIT Noah Oppenheim: “No feet on my bed”, “Keep the lights off”, “Candray did you …?”, “Tanzania
was great. I …”
Moved to 4A after one week, left to go to Tanzania for 2 weeks, moved back into 3B, soccer, Jungle,
Thunder

4A Sayings and We Leaves
Darrean Thompson: “This one said...” “CHILD, GET OFF MY BED” “I wish I had more food, I forgot
to bring snacks” “I don’t get this whole Desert War thing, it’s only a game”
Top bunk, Waterville, always helpful, the bell
Eddie Stein: “NIKITA” “Why isn’t a 67 good enough for a movie?”
Door bed, messiest area in 4A, basketball, Celtics, wearing no shoes almost always
Matthew Goroshko: “HEEEEYYYYYY” “Top bunk is super underrated” “No, I’m keeping my fan on”
“Do you know who my brother is??” “Don’t let me get my brother” “you can have some snacks” “I am
the bell” “I’m 6-0 in Desert War”
Samurai, Top bunk, Elite 8, glasses, cleanup leader, definitely not 6-0 in DW
Prince Depina: “Yooooooo, Ronaldo is actually the GOAT” “You don’t want to see my soccer tekkers”
“Yeah, I’m Cape Verdean, come at me” “Get off my bed” “Joyner Lucas over Logic any day of the
week”

Samurai, Cape Verde, first two, last four, soccer, Ronaldo fanboy, Allston crew, Joyner Lucas fanboy,
great first summer at WEHC
Julien Melanson: “Tsunami was tooooooo nice” “Oh would you look at that...” “I’m so good Steve only
let me stay two weeks because Leagues would just be unfair if I stayed any longer than that” “Waterfront
in the morning again *sigh*”
Avalanche, doorbed, Portland Timbers, Tsunami, Mickey Mouse pillow, deep sleeper, another great (but
short) summer at West End, hopeful returner
Maximo Gomez: “RIVAL, MY POKÉMON ARE MUCH STRONGER THAN YOURS”
“Theoretically, time is a social construct” “the Adam West Batman may be the greatest Batman of all
time” “soon I will be able to catch all the Pokémon of West End, and take over the world” *audible
awkward laughter*
Odyssey, Tsunami, Pokémon GO in real life, good listener, always does what he is told, genuine great
kid, Aidan’s ‘rival,’ Kyle’s ‘rival,’ another great summer at West End, hopefully many more to come
Owen Dunker: “I’m a 7 year old in a 13 year old’s body” “Remember that one time I got OS in soccer?
Yeah, told you I was good” “You know, sometimes Matt, you really grind my gears”
Tsunami, first four, his bed, great first year, hopeful returner
Eli Avergun: “My dad told me when he was a counselor…” “Is Old Timer’s Week as good as I hear it
is?” “Y’all really get on my nerves sometimes” “sometimes all you need is a late night fishing trip to
solve all of your problems” “how has my tackle box not come in yet?”
Samurai, Bottom bunk, Avalanche, fishing, Texas, WEHC Legacy, more fishing, great first year at
WEHC, hopefully many more summers to come
Finn Lothridge: “Yo Aidan remember Jungle? Yeah, best Desert War team of all time hands down.”
“Remember when I caught the frisbee to win Poison Desert War? Yeah, me too” “Bottom bunk is
SUUUPPPEEERRR UNDERRATED” “Tsunami wasn’t as good as Jungle I’m sorry”
Tsunami, Jungle, Poison, great camper, great listener, cleanup leader, two weeker, another great year at
West End, hopefully many more years to come
Harry Rubin: “chiiiiiiiiillllllllll” “CHHHHIIIIILLLLLLLLL” “Coleman and I…” “Dude I’ll literally
beat you in anything you play me in” “Aidan can we watch another movie?” “But you said you’d show us
the movie tonight” “oh true we did get a 72 on cleanup today.”
Odyssey, Tsunami, Great DW Performance, MVP Week 4, 5-dog
Joseph Roopan: “Yeah I guess you could say I won England World Cup” “Nah I’m just playin’” “Aidan,
why isn’t a 71 good enough to watch a movie, it’s not that bad for us” *random noises* “What’s my job
today?” “I was waiter yesterday I swear”
England, 2017 World Cup Winner, waiter every other day, another great season at West End, hopeful
returner
Keegan Fitzpatrick: “High key I’m the best Fitzpatrick there is” “Chi po anyone?” “Maximo can you go
borrow 4B’s table” “Did you know I’m on staff?” “Aidan can I see the waterpolo lineup for today?”
“Anyone down for some burger patty grillin’ boyz?” “Yeah, I play baseball”
Odyssey, Brady, Cooper, baseball, Maryland baseball shirt, great summer, hopeful returner
Isaiah Kruse: “Aidan, can we watch a movie tonight?” “Aidan can I sit on your bed?” “I’m nice at ball
dude” “mad nice”
Two weeker, basketball, his hair, almost doorbed, another great summer at WEHC, hopeful returner

Cole Betza: “Guys, let’s relax” “I’m very low key the leader of 4A” “How are we feeling for some chi po
right now?” “Aidan you’re so good at soccer” “Aidan can I be you?” “Aidan I want to be you when I
grow up” “I’m like, not not the best camper in this bunk”
Samurai, leader of the bunk, cleanup director of 4A, always doing the right thing, soccer, Fairfield,
Aston, another great summer, true West Ender
Antonio Agard: “The boys and I hit the dusty trails last night… wild.” “I’m only nice in the third quarter
of CW basketball” “”My solo for Talk Is Overrated secured Samurai’s 601 points… just saying, I’m a
glue guy” “Prince and I are boys, don’t question it”
Odyssey, solo for Talk Is Overrated, 25 points in Mid Senior Basketball, chucks 3’s like it’s his job,
Isaiah, Prince, nice at ball, honorary member of 1B, Bowen brothers
Ferris Way: “Aidan, stop listening to sad music” “I’m just really good at trading, that’s all” “I’m going
to single-handedly save the Faria Dynasty from ending, just watch me.”
Double mattress, baseball, NC, Faria Clan, Chagne’s, Aidan, imitations, Tsunami, Being with Joe on
Inferno and Tsunami, another great year at West End, future Elite 8 member
Nikita Zakhvatov: “I live in Brooklyn now” “Next year I’ll stay even longer”
4 weeker, basketball, Allston, Brooklyn, Russia, another great summer at WEHC, hopeful returner

STAFF
Kyle Gagne (SC): “DIIINNNGGEEERRRRRR” “I ONLY HIT DINGERS BOYS” “I love how I’m four
times louder than everyone here” *laughing* “RrrrrrrRRRrrrrrAAAAAANNNNKKKKK” “Yes, I can
rank you, I’m a SC” “Aidan, we’re actually so good” “I love the smell of Lavender and Peach Blossom in
the morning” *more laughing* “I love how my laugh can be heard from the Kezar” “I’m already better
than Jack Meaney” “Ugh, I’ll only say this one more time: ‘Just because it’s my first year doesn’t mean I
don’t rank you’” “WHAT DO YOU MEEEEEEEEEAAAAAAAANN” “Max, if you talk in the next ten
minutes, you don’t want to know what happens”
Chagne’s, missing the Watermelon Championship Tourney, 1-dog, his beard, Ultimate Weapon, Mack
City, Ultimate Frisbee, WC Coach, loudest laugh in camp by miles, loudest everything in camp by miles,
Faria Clan, nights out, the Silencer, Softest bed in camp, Great first year at West End, hopeful returner
Aidan Connelly (JC): “My Desert War record is the reciprocal of Karass’ football split on Odyssey”
“Real talk the Chagne’s are going undefeated.” “Yes, Ferris is my cousin.” “Ight” “Fire” “It’s fine, I’m
fine, we’re fine, everything's… (sigh) fine.” “Yikes” “Yes, Kyle is my cousin.” “If I was coaching Color
War I’d know by now guys…” *random noises* “Guys, a 60 on cleanup doesn’t get you a movie, simple
as that.” “You can’t tell me Ronaldo isn’t the GOAT.” “Haaaaarrrd Paaasss” “Oh, hey” “Flex” “How
many times do I have to tell you guys to get off my bed?” “I swear to God Red Bull gives you wings”
“Sam, wait!” “What did I say, the Chagne’s are sooooooooooo nice. I never doubted us taking the ship”
“IT’S COMING HOME” “My jersey game is so low-key fire I don’t wanna hear it”
Odyssey Waterpolo Coach, Watermelon Champion, 2-2-2, Desert War, Jungle, Chagne’s, Faria Clan,
JBL, Having the same bed two years in a row, his bed, his truck, Joe, Phantom Gourmet visor, “CO-D,”
John Mayer, Perfect, naps, jerseys, days off, his enormous love for the game of Watermelon, Lucky No.
13, Benintendi jersey, Sam
Joey Cohen (CIT): “I’m a big cheese guy.” “Woah.” *audible laughing* “Oh, yeah” “A bunk baby
would solve all of our problems” “in Israel I got yelled at for kissing a camel” “yeah they only gave me a
warning” “is that a … that’s really cool” “(insert camper), actually do your job today” “Anyone know
what’s for lunch today? I’m feeling extra saucy at the moment”

Fascinated by many things, Toxic, Order HSC, top middle, Newton, Hallion, Noah, super cozy bed, Order
coach’s shirt, eating an unprecedented amount of grilled cheese, workouts, cheese, iPhone X, best Fitness
Fellow West End has to offer
John McLaughlin (CIT): “I’m not your daddy, I’m not tucking you in” “Oh cool I’m on relief again”
“What’s the deal with cake and milk these days? It’s not even cake anymore” “I’m the most underrated
ball player in camp” “Boys, Aidan said no movie, so no movie.”
3 dog, relief, basketball, Boston, the big man of 4A, rec hall, kitchen warrior, great CIT year

4B Sayings and We Leaves
Coleman Ballweg: “I want to come back for Color War” “I know Harry from Portland”
Veteran, Mainer, Boy Scouts, Busy summer
Tarlee Casey: “Oh mah Gaaah!” “Zinmaaan!” “I’m. Not. Cleaning.” “Headaboi,” “Faaaacts,” “I won’t
take off my hat,” “Where did mah hat go?” “I’m not taking off my headband!” “This is America.”
Manchester United Hat, Top Bunk, ‘Lightning’ Headband, Nice Brother, First Year
Jason J. Alexander: “JONAAAAAAAH!” “Hey Kevin, want some food?” “Where’s Matty?” “Seva,
where’s my food?” “I’m protecting little Matty,” “Touch my bed and it’s on,” “Hi Kevin.”
Zinman’s Nose, Matty’s ‘Brother,’ Westborough, Great Desert War, Top Bunk (over Matty),
Wakeboarding, ‘Sleeping’ Through Second Bell, Future West Ender, Hopeful Return in 2019.
Matty Burger: “Jonah, if you touch my bed I swear to God…,” “Where’s JJ?” “Where’s Will?” “Hey
Jacob,” “Jacob’s my cousin, ain’t he cute?” “I can’t eat gluten” “Thanks Mike (the cook),” “Did you see
my throws?” “Whoever threw the winning frisbee toss in Desert War is a legend…*wink, wink*” “Me
and Nasir work well together.”
FC Star Shirt, Gluten Free Lucky Charms, Desert War Winning Throw, Great Desert War Athlete,
Bottom Bunk (to JJ), Fun-sized Boy, O.S. Of The Week, JJ’s Best Bud, Will, Another Amazing Year,
Hopefully Staying For Color War Next Year.
Marlon Metellus: “Wait, what’s that?” “Cleanup ain’t important, I don’t want to do it,” “But how
though?” “Jared, wanna play ball?” “Hey Jared, let’s bounce.”
Silent Type, Jared, Basketball, Good Iron Man, Good Desert War Athlete, Good Years
Jared Stubblebine: “I’m going to the Rec. Hall,” “I’m better than my brother at basketball,” “Jonah
stop!” “Hey, do you have food?” “Ben, you *have* to give me food,” “Yo Marlon!” “Marlon, let’s
bounce.”
Basketball, Little Owen, Marlon, Sleep Talking, Bottom Bunk, Great Defender During Desert War,
Hopeful Return (With Brother)
Maximo Tammin: “Oh hello JUAN,” “Maximo has to go sleep…” “♫ Your way too beautiful girl…♫”
“Can we watch a mooovie?” “Oh, I love that song,” “Yeah, I know Dom,” “Let’s GO!”
Swimsuit, Sean Kingston, Desert War, Dom
Dominic Delgado: “Sooooo Zinman, can I have a cookie?” “Seva, wanna get me something from
Dunks?’ “Jonah I swear to God...” “Jonah. Don’t. Do. It.” “JONAH!” “DERHHHHH!” “MEEEEH!”
“Where are the keys to the canoe?” “I know I should be in the 1’s but…”
‘Alpha Male,’ Avalanche, Great Desert War, Biggest Kid In The Bunk, Cookie Lover, Trying To Sleep
Through Second Bell, Maximo, Trips To Gottlieb, Being 14 in 4B

Shumbu Emmable: “Give me food. GIVE. ME. FOOD.” “Cookie?” “Ay Seva, dunks?” “JONAH”
“What is the season 5 Battle Pass?” “Hey, Jonah” “My full name is Shumbu-ell Emmable-wendosu
[continues for 30 seconds].”
No Sheets On His Bed, Being Shumbu, Sean Paul, Borrowing Shirts, Sleeping Bag, Avalanche, Booming
Voice, ‘Zebra Chant.,’ Good Year
Jack Levine: “Oh, hi Juan,” “I’m sick at baseball…” “What? I told you I’m not good at baseball,” “I’m
nervous, calm me down,” “Call me Levine,”
Watermelon Homeruns, 15-Under Baseball Team, Seadogs, Baseball Cap, Great First Year, Hopeful
return.
Koko Lin: “Okay, I’ll do it,” “Oh yeah, I’ve been to Boston,” “I’m from Beijing,” “Chiiiill,” “Wow,”
“Let’s play Mafia.”
Swimming Hat, China, Bottom Bunkbed, Great Year, Hopeful Return.
Chris Claudio: “Hey there,” “Can I go to 4A?” “Antonio is my man,” “I’m nice at Basketball,”
“Nathaniel is my cousin.”
Basketball, Nathaniel Candray, Antonio, 4A Honorary Camper.
James Kagoda: “JUAN! SEVA!” “I have all of the rights!” “Zinman, can you play some bangers?” “I’m
going to 3A to chill with Freed,” “My POPTARTS!” “Can I get more chicken?”
Pop Tarts, Handy Mandy Pillow, Heelys, 600 club, Yet another great year, hopeful return for more weeks
in 2019
Michael Colon: “Hey SEEEVA *giggling*” “James, come here!” “No. Dom. No,” “I didn’t do nothin’,”
Tackling, Playful Bear Hugs, Bed Next To Jonah, Jordan Colon, Blue Odyssey, Avalanche, England,
Director’s Award Recipient, Good Year.
Ben Grabie: “Maximo Tammin professional surferrr.” “Liam, like actually stop” “They rigged the
division against me, but we still went 600 baby” “Seva chill”
White Samurai, Low Senior football, Liam, Being Ben, Random Dancing, Sharon, Mexico, Outstanding
Sportsman Award Winner, Amazing Year.
Liam Grabie: “Yo Zinman, you tryna vibe?” “I’m Leeon *Rawr*” “Nooooo” “I’m every counselor’s
favorite camper” “Guys, admit it I’m your favorite camper…” “Zinman that’s why you didn’t plaque,”
“Juan, you’re like my favorite,” “Llama bean,” “Seva stop forcing it!” “Guys, I’m the best athlete in this
bunk…. I’m so much better than Ben!” “There are no apples on the Mess hall!” “Juan I’m telling you,
next year I’ll be 6’ 5” and 200 lbs (did I mention I’m supposed to be taller than Ben?)”
Self-proclaimed best athlete in camp, Odyssey low senior, Color War Battles with Ben, Great Color War
Despite 400 Club, Ben, Losing In The 7th Grade Rec Basketball Championship Game to Zinman’s Team,
Staying Up Insanely Late, Great Iron Man Time, Intermediate MVP of the Year, Another Great Year.
Riley Bloch: “DERRR” “I stay up late every night *falls asleep at 10*” “I hit 85 mph at home” I can’t
wait for Jack Levine to come,” “Zinman, I’m happy I’m next to you” “Ok Frontier, Hustle, Ignition,
Order, Odyssey…. Actually let’s forget about Odyssey,” “Where are my sons?” “Jonah, stop taking my
clothes...no that’s not yours, ask mom!” “General Swim anyone?” “I got first shower,” “Guys, why is it
only the Grabies, Kagoda and I doing clean up?” “I might have lost Color War (badly), but I won my
division so I’m happy.”

Dinosaur, Cookie, Needham, Giraffe, Jonah, Zinman, leader of the 4-2 Blue low seniors, big
improvement from last year, Sons: Ross, Spencer Hertz, Spencer Parco, Matty, Narp, Nathan, Cole,
Gatorade Powder, Seva, 2X 400 Club Team, Spirit of the house award winner, Great Year.
Jonah Bloch: “When is Color War?” “The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or
even touched - they must be felt with the heart” “Where’s Seva?”
Interesting, Jonah Bear, Riley, Cookie, Red Sox, “Door Bed”, Taking Riley’s stuff, Iron Man, 2X 600
club member, Seva.
STAFF
SC Juan Ruiz: “Howdy Liam,” “Hello [Insert random passerby here],” “Okay Rumble seniors,” “Seva,
some help from you would be great,” “Jack, how was kitchen?” “Ireland should’ve won World Cup,”
“Liam is great… *20 minutes later* Liam, why are you being difficult?” “Sup Ben,” “Guys, clean up!”
“Get out, clean up ended 10 minutes ago,” “Bros help each other out.” “Are. You. Serious?”
Orange Laceless Cleats, Soccer, Rewriting Color War Soccer Rules, Liam, Soviet Russia Jokes, The
Picture Guy
JC Seva Filatov: “Jonah: Clean. Your. Area!” “Hey Colon, want to help me with my tennis
practice?...No, you can’t play. Just toss the balls at me,” “Did I mention I am on the top 150 tennis players
in Russia?” “Hailo Juan,” “Jonah, 5…4…1!”
Tennis, Russia, Soviet National Anthem, Avalanche Coach
CIT Jack Zinman: “Guys, my leagues team is in 2nd place and we have a big chance to win,” *Shakes
head when asked if he won* “[After getting 100 for ‘Auction Part 1’] We got pizza and disc golf locked
up BOYS!...*15 minutes later* Change of plans, Seadogs game is OURS!” “♫ Hey Brudeh, There’s An
Endless Road To Rediscovah! ♫” “♫Country Roooooaaaaad….Take Mah Hoooommmeee…West
Viginiaaaaa ♫”
15-U Baseball Coach, Old Bangers Playlist, West Virginia, Brudeh, Barstool Flag, Ferdinand The
Speaker, Aidan, Burton

1A Sayings and We Leaves
Matt Connolly: “BROOOOOOO!” “OH MY GODDDDDD!” “Karass!” Stoooooooppppp” “Yo Babb.”
Russia, Hopeful return, Great in clean up, mini stache
Sincere Northcross: “Huh?” “I’ll unclog the toilet” “Guys be quiet, Steve is outside”
Greece, Samurai, Dominant Track and Swim Day, Jamin and Kemra, Crazy facial expressions, changing
beds every night
Jacob Pellenz: “Diego I’m better than you in everything.” “I’m easily the coolest kid in camp.” “Nasir
stop following me.”
Great 2nd year, Scarborough Crew, Avalanche, Nasir
Diego Gatti: “Does anyone want to go throw a frisbee?” “Jacob I’m better than you at frisbee.” “I almost
won Desert War for my team.”
Great 2nd year, Scarborough Crew, Avalanche, Ultimate Frisbee
Luke Moriarty: “CHILLLLL!!!” “I didn’t spill my drink I swear.” “My leeeeeg” “My brothers went
here for a long time”
Spilling his drink every meal, Avalanche

Jonathan Rada: “Meh” “Stop it, Dakota” “I can’t stay 8 weeks because I have boy scout camp”
BT, Iron Man, Bunk Bed, Reading
Mardochee Mexil: “Chiiiiiiillll” “I’m gonna build a J shack” “I need my cocoa butter” “hehehehehe”
“I’m not gonna stay for Color War”
Jaidin and Babb, the laugh, knowledge, a definite return for Color War next year
Zylas Abney: “The ELA thing was just a misunderstanding” “I’m actually really smart at home”
Quiet presence, Zillus, Improved athlete, Jaidin and Babb
Dakota LeConte: “My ex-girlfriend’s name is also Dakota” “Rachel” “I helped design this logo” “I don’t
like Luke’s Andy Black” “I don’t want to miss soccer tryouts”
Always wearing shoes, Brazil, Hotel Transylvania, Barp, creativity
Jaidin Russell: “I’m the bunk alpha” “I love anime” “Ohhh, waaiiiter” “Babbs” “I’m the next Rudy
Gobert, get at me”
Daddy Long Legs, Blue Odyssey HS, babyface, Great athlete, amazing summer
Brandon Goldberg: “Oh my God, Lebron went to the Lakers!” “Devin, we’re going to the shore” “The
year was 1939” “I’m just gonna dip to Italy for a week” “Let’s go to the mall”
Dean’s son, Swimming dominance, little tykes mini golf, 5-1 Samurai mid seniors, conspiracy theorist,
frosted tips
Ryan Torres: “You’re lying.” “C’mmmooooon” “Oscar!” “Circular” “Our division wasn’t stacked”
41 in MS basketball, 3A sabbatical, cookies, 15u basketball hypeman
Ben Shocket: “Today’s DOTD is _____” “Owie! Owie! Owie!” “My zodiac sign is cancer” “Somebody
took my batteries”
LTN, Reggie and Mousy, Shocket family book club, Ben Pen, cleanup disappearing act, CW win streak,
Hallion in the skit
Mike Sudkin: “Battle of Wits!” “Gardner, Maine” “hehehehe” “Sincere, where did you put my glove?”
“Yeah, I don’t really play sports at home”
Relief Captain, White Samurai HS, Insane CW record, key necklace, Black Mirror, and a hopeful 8 weeks
next year
Alex Babb: “Peep my Color War entrance” “You messin with me, Karp?” “That’s my dude” “I’m just a
poor boy” “Look at this duuuude”
Hilarious, Great Camper, Bunk Alpha, Giggles, Penny, World Cup dedication, Lara Croft
STAFF
(SC) Sean Karass: “Look at this fish my friend just caught! It might be bigger than me!” “Mission
Impossible was dope!” “My Gottlieb was wild” “Shocket, you don’t need your fan” “I’m a student of the
game”
Blue Odyssey football coach, Yin, CW split, DW coach for Tsunami, messy area, Clutch Auction Part 1,
Bucket hats, Superfluous movie library
(CIT) Brandon Karp: “Woooowwww” “Leppo was at the 1st thanksgiving” “Guys, do your jobs”
“Avalanche got robbed” “Dakota, what’s wrong?” “In tonight’s night activity…” “That was an absolute
debacle” “Kornbeef”

Running Color War as a 1st year, DW Coach for Avalanche, Serving every meal, West End Gladiators,
Clout, Falcons Landing, Oatmeal, Side Table fiend, 3rd team, Escape Room crew
(CIT) Devin Usal: “Get out of my area” “CLEAN THE BUNK!!!” “Lightning juniors baby” “This is my
29th year at camp” “3A was so much better” “I’m gonna dye my hair again”
Bunk relocation, football ref, L’Oreal hair dye, Italy, absolutely massive, Lightning Juniors, The
Punisher, Jersey Boy, freestyles, Torres’ cookies, Party Poppers, Losing Glasses
(CIT) Luke Lentine: “I’m so tired right now” “Who’s tryna toss the rock around” “Where’s Bleuth?” “I
peaked too early” “legendary”
Legend, Counselor of the Week, Attitash, home runs in watermelon, West End QB1, Westboro,
Kornbleuth’s protégé, Great staffman with a hopeful return for 8 weeks next year

1B Sayings and We Leaves
Marllon Santos- “You know what? I’m gonna say it….” “Yo, we get a movie tonight?” “I’m so nice”
“I swear that my I broke my ankle, and I’m totally not faking it.”
Totally legitimate ankle injury, Team USA, Great two weeks, Hopeful return next year
Daniel Wu- “Are you playing Pokémon?” “I’m the most slept on basketball player in the history of West
End.” “I just shattered Eggert’s ankles in ball.” “Hi! I’m Mr. Meeseeks.”
Basketball Phenom, Pokémon enthusiast, All star cleaner, Team Ireland, Love of Mr. Meeseeks, Great
two weeks, Hopeful return next year
Michael Goldstein- “What am I playing in Leagues?” “What’s my job today?” “What’s for dinner?”
“What’s the night activity?”
Big question guy, aerial superiority, jersey collection, great two weeks, hopeful return next year
Matheus “MJ” Joazeiro- “Boy oh boy” “Who keeps messing up my rubix cube!” “I’m going to 2a!”
Honorary member of 2a, Mastrangelo’s boy, Making noise, A great first year and a hopeful return.
Joplin Murphy- “Me and Oliver…”, “I’ll have what Oliver’s having”, “No, I’m Joplin”
Always eating the same thing as Oliver, distinguished by face freckles, Being inseparable from Oliver, a
great first year of hopefully many to come
Oliver Murphy- “Me and Joplin….”, “I’ll have what Joplin’s having,”, “No, I’m Oliver”
Always eating the same thing as Joplin, distinguished by lack of face freckles, Being inseparable from
Joplin, a great first year of hopefully many to come
Ben Most- “Needham rules.” “Brady is my friend, do you know him?” “Man I love leagues!”
Needham rep, orange bathing suit, a great first year of hopefully many to come
Diego Rodriguez- “I speak many languages.” “I’m going to visit my brother Victor”
Part of the Waltham crew, lots of smarts, a great first year of hopefully many to come
Henry Elliot- “I love watermelon”, “My league team is so good at soccer”, “The Red Sox are easily the
best team in the league right now.” “Hey, who wants to play war?”
Love of baseball, Red Sox Hat, Dominance in the card game war, a great first year of hopefully many to
come

Hayes Mestayer- “I do not have a southern accent!”, “Howdy ya’ll!”, “I’m fixin’ to find me some sweet
tea.” “Boy do I love some grits on my breakfast biscuit.”
NOLA, Southern accent, denying his accent, dominance in color rush for Avalanche, a great first year of
hopefully many to come
Adam Talbot- “My southern accent is less noticeable than Hayes’, right?”, “Can you play Lucid
Dreams?”, “If you don’t have any Billy Joel on your playlist then I can’t respect you.”
Love for older generation’s music, Obsession with Billy Joel, Great capture the flag for Tsunami, a great
first year of hopefully many to come
Tristan Placide – “Kaplan, I swear to god I’m not playing on 15-Under.” “On dead dogs I’m the nicest
player in this camp.” “Dang Kaplan, how’d we go 400 Club”, “Don’t worry I’ll be out of the bunk in like
3 hours.”
Opting out of 15 under basketball despite being the best shooter in camp, moving up to the high senior
division, being an actual fish
Bailey Belony – “I don’t even know why I’m in this bunk, I’m 13.”, “I could have stayed in 4A, but I
needed to come back.”
13-year-old in the 1’s, switching beds way too many times, bed sheets
Ethan Grayson – “You can absolutely drown in a cloud!” “What do you mean I’m yelling, I’m like
whispering right now!”, “Low Senior spelling bee was all me!”
Ridiculously hot takes, Loudest voice in camp, Top tier speller
William Peralta- “I swear I’m not Lamelo Ball!”, “I’m literally the best basketball player in camp!” “Oh
my god Tristan, there’s no way you could guard me!” “Yo pass me that honey mustard!”
Lavar Ball’s 4th son, Nicest handle in camp, worst shot in camp, 2 points in the hood game, Dominance in
HS Hoops, Striking out in Omelets, Love for honey mustard
Carl Headges- “There’s no one in this camp that can stop me in soccer!” “I’m carrying my division to 60 next year I don’t care.” “I don’t care what you say, I’m not going swimming”
Soccer dominance, always posterizing kids in the bunk, Moving up to the HS division
Sam Delaney- “C’s up”, “Sammy hit dinger!”, “Sammy splash two threes!”, “Kaplan, you’re not a
shooter.” “Play some Trippie Red!” “Who’s Kanye West?” “
Hitting dingers in color war softball, Blue for life, Grittiest kid in camp
Corey Perkins- “Yo this chicken smacks!” “I definitely should have been a high senior this year, like I’m
so much better than Tristan” “Naa Champion!” “This war is going Blueeeeeee!’ “Come onnnnnnnnnn”
“You seriousssssssss”
Always singing color war songs, Studies the plaques likes it’s his job, Leading white mid-seniors to 5-1,
Top tier cleaner
Henry Claytor – “I’m top 5 in Rainbow Six Siege in the world” “I got 50 fortnight wins in a week while
playing blindfolded at home!” “Yo Carl I could take you; any time, any place.”
Quiet presence in the bunk, sleeper in the distance race
Christian Claytor- “Yo Torres, I’ll smoke you in the distance all day long.” “You might not want to hear
this boys, but I’ve achieved the pinnacle of athletics.” “Even my muscles have muscles.”
Absolutely ripped, Dominance in the track meet, Winning mid senior distance,

Valentin Kaiser- “Gentlemen, you’re looking at the two-time high board champion of Berlin” “When are
we going swimming?” “I could’ve went to the Olympic but I’m not about that life.” “I swear I had the
pass.”
Best diver in the history of West End House Camp, Love for the water and swimming, absolute killer
name, Hailing from Germany
Mohaned Aljundi –“I stay finessin’ at fun town.” “Can you play something off of Ye?” “Kap you guys
slept on me in color war.” “What do you mean I choked in color war every year before this one.”
King of Fun Town, Soccer dominance, Great year

STAFF
SC Victor Svedloff – “Nahhhhhh” “No I’m actually serious.”, *giggles*, “Who’s tryna to make a quick
dunks run?”
Love of Rips slushes, surprise return this year, A great West End career
JC Ben Kaplan – “Tristan you are playing on this basketball team and I don’t care what you think about
it.” “Lamelo you can’t shoot at all.” “If I was healthy, none of you chumps would stand a chance.” “See
you boys, I’m off to PT.” “Guys, it is simply too early in the year to be building a fort.”
Torn ACL, weekly trips to PT, Blue Odyssey basketball coach, 15U BBall coach, West End’s resident
historian
CIT Dutch Senft - *Cackle* *Louder Cackle* “I gotta go talk to Ari, I’ll be right back.” *Loudest cackle
ever recorded in the history of mankind*
Big cackle guy, Dunks, Baltimore, boys with Burger, Hopeful return next year

Gottlieb Sayings and We Leaves
Namon Casey- “BOYYYYYYYY” “How are you doing today” “I’m sorry for Tarlee” “RAYMOND
RAYMOND RAYMOND”
Tarlee’s nice brother, loved doing cake and milk Messhall, hopeful return for staff
Adam Almeghalawy- “headboy” “OMGGGGGGGGGGG” “whatcha mean headboy” “Stop it
Raymond” “Come Onnnnnn”
Blue visor, chill, for the boys, 3 point deadeye
Abid Islam- “What are you talking about Liam” “No, I will not do that” “Can I have one”
Great first year, Hopeful return on staff, soccer
Liam Ross- “Raymond Raymond look what I did” “I didn’t do that I swear” “no thanks”
Good camper, visor, glasses, great 2 weeks, first name on new 5 year plaque
Sterlin Lee- “Stoooooppp” “Why do I have to do this” “Can we make a fort” “Where’s Tristan”
Fort, Tristan, J Squad Pt. 2, UUL

Tristan Lin- “Where’s Kato” “Do I have to do this” “do you guys have my UUL” “Guys where is it”
Kat, New York, J Squad Pt. 2, fort
Benett Maley- “What are you guys doing” “STOOPS anyone” “Adam what are you doing” “Can we just
leave now”
Long Island to Long Pond, Sunscreen, 15 Under Basketball, Lucas
Chris Lambert- “Stop complaining” “Why do I have to do this”
Sharon, No Card, pens not pencils, J Squad Pt. 2
Matt Kern- “I plaqued on the White Samurai that went 600 club” “OMG I haven’t worked out since the
first 4” “Gottlieb Trip was mad lit yoo” “You can’t talk to me like that I plaqued on the White Samurai”
“I don’t live in Andrew’s shadows anymore”
Old Navy, J Squad Pt. 2, Gottlieb Trip, Pink Blob, Spencers, Old Navy
Ethan Brodeur- “Face Boy Head Boy” “I’m being so serious if you don’t …” “I swear I’m gonna …” “I
call first with it” “I placed on the Ironman Board” “Ironman Board meeting”
Gottlieb Trip, Spencers, Pink blob, First shower, Brodeur Effect, Ironman Board
Eli Champoux- “Are you kidding me” “Why do you always do this” “I love punching the water in
second pool” “Where did Ethan go?” “Yeah I have to go to my cousin’s wedding”
Pink Blob, shampoo, Ethan, Kern
Lucas Maley- “Why did you just do that” “Are you serious right now” “Can’t we just do something else
right now” “I’m second on the ironman board” “Ironman Board meeting”
Ironman Board, Sunscreen, New York, High Senior Distance
Dezmond Mitchell- “Can we pack cereal right now” “Ayyyyyyyy peace out my guy” “Ima wake up at 5”
Hsc Blue Odyssey, Dope Moon Hat, OG J Squad, Good Year, Hopeful Return
Chris Victorin- “Chilllllllllllllll Duuuuude” “What’s going on” “that’s wack” “where am I going right
now” “yeah sure”
Clamps, high senior football, glasses, shirts, tea packets
Antonio Torres- “I’ve been here for a long time” “How can I help”
Club roots, knee, Gottlieb trip return
Gabe DaSilva- “I play soccer” “Am I going to be a camper next year or a CIT?”
Club roots, FIFA, skills
Kevin Works- “No one can guard me” “I’m not feeling well” “I’m better”
Great House game, wheels, muscles
Jayden Small- “I want the Triple Crown” “I’m really sorry”
Spain, Tsunami, seesaw

STAFF
Raymond Wu- “Bleuth Man” “Are you guys serious” “What are you guys doing now …”
“CHILLLLLL” “Lambpoon what are you doing”
Only 5 shirts, White Samurai 600 club, Water polo 2-2-2
Jordan Leppo- “EVERYONE GET OUT OF THE BUNK !!!!” “BRODEUR !!!!” “Silva get away from
me now” “Let’s go to Old Orchard beach for Gottlieb Trip” “The Brodeur Effect is real”
Slept on JC bed, Waterfront Director, Ran 600 club Color War, OG J Squad
Josh Kornbleuth- “SUHHH DUDE” “Poison Baby” “Ima take a fat nap now” “LAMBPOON come
here” “Does anyone have any food”
OG J Squad, laptop, fat naps, Netflix, Spain, Odyssey

G1 Sayings and We Leaves
Josh Wolf- “You stole all my loot” “What do you mean” “I have to leave early and I’ll still miss school” “yo
yo guys, chill out” “hey can you guys please stay quiet”
Cookies, Icy-Hot, Florida, Wooden signed katana
Giovanny Tammick “I hate bugs” “Wait I heard something” “Keller can we watch Dodgeball” “Guys I think
I heard something”
Pillow, pop-corn, sheet drawings, coach’s shirt, Bull’s hat
Nick Silva- :“Wait I need a shower” “I’m gonna go hit [insert muscle here] right now” “Keller can I bear
crawl” “Guys! I almost died, but I didn’t” “get ready for the best song night ever! we are gonna sweep the
alma mater” “Black-op G1”
Cookies, Crocks, Vicky, Icy-Hot, HSC custom hat
Nasir Simon- “Wait we do our own laundry?!?” “Hey Neighbor” “ROBIN” “Hey Christian I love your
mattress” “If they get one out we lose, but if they get two outs we win. ”SELL SQUAD”
Cookies, Cheese Balls, Frisbee, Naruto
Christian Martinez- “What’s the word” “Hey neighbor”” STOOOOOOOP” “I connect” “Our song night is
bad, nobody listens” “I think I’m related to Jose”
Cookies, Star War bed sheet, West End President, Mason Felker, Voice
Andrew Babb- “Sweet dude” “Gerta Van Vleet is the new Led Zeppelin” “Hey, he looks like Robert Plant”
“I’m actually really tired right now” “I look like Riou with this head band” “Locals unite… Keller get over
here”
Bates gear, Maine Black Bears, Nasty Volleyball serve, concept album, red head band, Def Leppard shirt,
pokemon book
STAFF
Benjamin Keller- “Wait Gio how long have you been there” “Bummer Dude” “We ARE doing Pokémon Go”
“FIRE” “What was that announcement” “where is it” “SELL SQUAD”
Sriracha, Nick Foles Jersey, local defense stick, Pokémon, Drexel

The West End House Camp song we sing today was composed by Al Sherman
around 1946; it was first heard at a West End House Show & Dance at the Statler
Ballroom in Boston.
THE HOUSE SONG

Hundreds of hearts that beat as one
Grateful for all the House has done
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.
James J. Storrow will always live
Our support we will always give
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.
When you’re one of the boys
You’re always one of the boys
And here’s one thing you’ll do –
You’ll always go through
You’ll always go through
You’ll always go through . . . . .
James J. Storrow will always live
Our support we will always give
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.
Rip, Rip, Rip, Rap, Rap, Rap, West End House (clap, clap, clap),
West End House (clap, clap, clap), YEAH!s

